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Understand

I must make time

to gather bits and pieces

of thought within my soul

to form a single composition

which

I shall call my life.

William V. W&rd-



The Creative Process As Seen Through The Eyes Of A Pseudo-Poet

Taunted by shadows of delight,

hours of muddied introspection condense into mists,

evaporate into half-cooked images

which float on silver winds...

To seek one bright jewel, one fragment of the mirror,

to clothe in wondrous veils of words,

and fling across the void, such is the task.

But hush, a curtain rises:

Wailing sirens chant dirges in the twilight,

while, offstage, Dracula prowls.

Conductors lift endless batons against approaching silence,

orchestrating nothingness

into an arsenal of thought.

Flights of suns circle like clocks above a dubious landscape,

as the universe crouches behind the nearest hill,

waiting for cool nightfall.

The curtain falls. It always does...

Drifting down dim halls of regret,

one finds only a closetful of skeletons. . . no treasure there.

But still we

sail above the day on fabled wings, seeking nothing, finding everything.

Vast wastelands cry to be filled.

Endless champ/eon words have stolen softly away....

There must be at least one good poem in me.

Pam Obenauf

To The Poet

Is it true that this is your weapon to attack

a world that does not fit you?

Or to speak without moving a mouth that

you feel no one will notice anyway.

Or maybe to tell a dream that you can't

describe any other way but in words?

Maybe it is to answer a question that you

know you must read out loud to yourself.

Is there any real reason to do what you do?

Maybe it is to create something that is

waiting to be put into words.

Or to find yourself by wondering, and writing

of an adventure you want to share

Or to entertain that person who needs comfort

and only finds it in your words.

To the poet I say, that" Whatever goals you

aim for, your heart is open by that

group of words you call a poem.

So, let it speak. ".

...Cathy Hoskins
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to read

the word

allows

it to exist.

to understand

the word

justifies

its existence.

to believe

in the word
gives it a soul.

...P.E.Z. Gordon

Lost meaning

Abuse the use of words and
pay the price of mislead views as

reasoning becomes bewilderment.

Yet. to understandfeelings within,

guilt turns to rage,

confusion gathers moods of depression

forgiven by peers....

But yourself. .what then?

..William V. Ward
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THE JAILER
Bv CHRIS SPUDEAS

At approximately 6:30, Eleftherious would leave for

work. It was now 6:15 and his wife was still not through

dressing him. He was a jailer at Athens political prison,

and took great care with his appearance. All jailers had to

be in the best physical condition. They were all fine

athletes who were pleased with the privilege of serving

their country. The jailer's uniform was a short, white tunic

with gold and red braiding across the chest.

"The atheist arrived today. They had his legs and arms

in chains. Ha! We'll have no problems with him, he's

seventy years old and fat besides." The young jailer flexed

his massive muscles as he spoke. His wife ignored the cry

for attention and carried his clothes to him.

"Eleftherious, you should not speak that way. He is a

great man. You should be honored to have seen him. Stop

laughing at me. It is a sad state that imprisons its noblest

and wisest man." She carefully draped the cloth around
her husband's perfect body, as he posed for her

admiration. "Woman, do not let any ears other than my
own, hear your words. It is dangerous to favor such a

man. Why, he as a lazy old fool, who never felt the

pleasures of hard work. His life consists of words and
thoughts. Ouch! Not so tight!" She had wound the straps

of his sandle up the knee. The leather cut into the skin,

pushing his flesh between the straps into fat pouches.

"Of course, I will not let anyone else hear me. It is

because of this new Democracy that I have so much
freedom. Glory be to our government, that silences its

citizens." She had finished dressing him, and stepped back
to appraise her work.

"Woman, you, too, are a fool."

The jailer left his home and walked proudly to the

prison. He believed that every person who saw him was

astonished by his beauty. He smiled warmly at passers-by.

The straight, white teeth gleamed in contrast to the

smooth, olive toned skin. The curls on his head, hung to

his shoulders and bobbed slightly with every step. A
young woman slave turned as he passed. She smiled in

approval at the jailer's youthful, flawless structure.

Athens was a busy city. Eleftherious greeted many as he

walked to the outskirts. Slaves were busy hauling stone

sections of columns to building sites. Aristocrats mingled

in the many squares. Soon, the jailer was oblivious to the

noise. Eleftherious only thought about the new prisoner.

He heard much about him and wondered if it were true.

The jailer's hand flew to his nose to disturb a fly which

had landed. Unconsciously, his Finger stroked the nose

bone which protruded like a boulder at the top of a

mountain slope. Eleftherious liked his nose. It was a true

display of Greek heritage.

As he reached the mountain side, the jailer could see an

eager face awaiting him. It was the man in charge of the

jailers. He was leaning in the archway of the cave. "You

should be pleased to know that I have chosen you above

all others to guard the philosopher." The head jailer had

no question about Eleftherious' obedience. He trusted the

young jailer as if he were his son.

"So, let me see my prisoner." The jailer entered the

prison which was carved into the mountain. The heat of

the day abruptly left him, and his skin became cold and

damp within minutes. The cave was sectioned into cells,

which were cut in the stone walls. Huge iron doors

covered each entrance with three metal bars reinforcing

the security. As Eleftherious walked across the stone

floor, the footsteps echoed loudly. He threw back the iron

bars, and three loud booms rang in his ears.
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The cell was dark. A candle burned softly on a wooden
table. Before eyes were accustomed to the eerie light, he

heard rodents rush across the floor for cover. The room
smelled like moldy cloth and felt even colder than the

cave's entrance. Eleftherious turned toward the man lying

on a bed made of wood. His eyes rested on two link chains

coming out of the stone wall. Following them to their end,

he saw and old man rise out of a fetal position to sit at the

edge of the bed.

"So you are the man pronounced the wisest of Greeks

by the oracle of Delphi. Look where your wisdom has led

to." The jailer had no respect for the old legend.

"Yes, it is I, Socrates. But I do not claim to be the wisest

of Greeks, nor any wiser than any man."

Eleftherious was surprised by Socrates' appearance. He
had seen him for only a minute as he was led to the prison.

Now, able to look closer, he saw a homely man, with a

great, round face. Below his bald head were deep-set,

staring eyes. Between these, was a broad, flat nose. It was
the eyes that were so intriguing. They were staring at the

jailer, never blinking, making the man appear cold and
cruel. But they slowly chan ged, so thought Eleftharious.

Sensitivity showed through the stone gaze. It was this

simplicity of kindness which confused the jailer. He could

almost understand how the thinker became so beloved by

many of Athen's youths.

"My name is Eleftharious. I am to be you keeper until

you are sentenced. I am sure you will be no problem." The
jailer winced, thinking of the chained arms.

"Ha, it is strange that I am guarded by a man whose
name means freedom. Well, I am pleased to meet you, ar

promise to obey your commands."
Eleftherious left the cell, but peered in thn^u>njmnt)ars

of the window. He was in awe of the nTHpwflo gathered

intellects and youths about him often^535?^them to a

quiet spot to talk. Here, he woujd^gperoon them in quest

for knowledge. Yet, he wtt^^^Ron-violent leader of the

revolting party agahwt^f'State. When the Spartans took

control, his fjarty^kyefrand he was jailed. Eleftherious still

could not^orartetely understand this.

At n^MJ-poon,two young men came to see Socrates. The

jailekjmiered them to his cell; then bolted the door behind

They spoke in whispers, and the jailer had to lean

tlose to the door to understand them.

"So, this government by a debating society has taken

command. We now have simple farmers and tradesmen,

in alphabetical rotation, as the supreme court of the landj

This new democracy is ruled by unthinking crowds wjj

put their true leaders in dungeons."

"Now, Plato, you are being cynical, l.too.am ui

with this turn of events. But are you sure your w^fl
Have you stated your beliefs and questifl

completely? I taught you to know yourseJ^

begin to philosophize until you doubt^
until your mind turns around and y^
do you say, Crito?"

"I say what your critics sM
questions than you can ansy^fl

very people who probably tffl

tell us to examine. Youjh

as well as our own, before we accept them."

The jailer's foot was growing tired because the weight of

his body was balanced on it. He shifted his position and
rested one foot as the other carried the weight. Through
the bars in the small window, he could see the candle

flicker as it neared dying. A silhouette of Plato's body

paced back and forth in front of the philosopher. It

stopped abruptly, and headed toward the door. Crito

followed close behind. Eleftherious let the pupils out of

the cell, and watched their tunics sway as they left the

cave.

"Calm down, you have spilt ouzo on your arm." The
jailer's wife naturally acted like his mother.

"But you should have heard him ! He told his pupils not

to condemn the people who have imprisoned him, but to

study them. He is not foolish, he is insane. Crito was right,

he will probably be put to death. Yet, he calmly rests and

accepts his fate with courage." Eleftherious paused to sip

the licorice tasting liqour. "This ouzo gives me crazy

thoughts. I think that tomorrovl will ask the questioner

some questions of my own. Imagine a man who disavows

the Gods! He is an atheist who believes in only one God.

But he is so careful with his beliefs, that I am curious to

know why he says that."

"I see that you too are beginning to

cherished beliefs
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"There is one thing only that I know, and that is that I

know nothing." Socrates' fame was

Eleftherious was unusually talka

was pleasently surprised. She thoug

be due to the prisoner. Her husbandJra

know what Socrates' sentence Was.

behaved erratically, astonishuK h

"Bring a chicken to the t

life be spared. Speak to

the prison. I want to be^
decision is made." T
loyalty to Socrates. Ir^^ pptrvi

grown to love the philosopher. She

also pray for her husband. The jailer

Socrates had to die.

Plato and Crito arrived before su

the jailer. When he came, they s

nervous man. Silently, the jailer ho

to the temple on time. Plato and Cri

to wait with Socrates for the verdi

anxiously for his wife. When she c

her. "Have you done your chores

let other jailers know his wife's

"I am here as told and have do

Relief overcame the jailer. The

Never before had he prayed so hard for a

woiild surely listen to his greatest! wish,
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He carried a scroll unrfqJThi^ffn. T

and swayed as though drun

the jailer shouted silently. At last, t

the prison. The boy unrolled the

pronounced the written words,

Socrates' death. "You are to

tomorrow before sunset." It was a ?

vibrated in everyone's mind

Again, the jailer confided prj&at^Ty to his wjfe^It is all

planned. The head jailer agreed to take the/money and

become deaf and blind for one day. I, myself, will have to

suffer the consequences. But I do not care. They will just

think I am stupid and inadequate."

"Oh, Eleftherious, I am afraid. What will happen to

your job? You are sure to lose it. If Socrates escapes, they

will blame you. What will become of us?"

"Foolish woman, for once you are to think of others

and not yourself. What will happen to Greece without

Socrates? He was imprisoned for his beliefs. Our new
government says a man should not think. I say that he

should be free. I have carefully thought about all aspects

and have decided that Socrates should live. Tomorrow
take our finest roosters to the temple. Pray for us all. Stay

all day but do not speak to anyone. The Gods must hear

your words. They must protect us."

"Does Socrates know about your sacrifices? Would he

approve?"

"Woman, ask no questions. Socrates says a man should

decide what is best, and I have decided."

Socrates was stubborn and refused to change his mind.

"I have told you all to reason with me. You give me no
good reasons. Why should I escape? I would have to flee

my land and be silent. I could not teach. Most of all, no
one would listen. If I flee, then all which I have spoken will

die. If I die a martyr, then my beliefs will live. What is

more important to Greece? You argue that my death will

deprive Greece. I answer that my death will enrich those
who want to follow me."

Plato, Crito and Eleftherious cried openly. Socrates

called for the Hemlock to be prepared. He could not bear
to see his friends suffer. "Be of good cheer and say that

you are burying my body only."

The jailer removed the heavy chains from the

philosopher's hands. He slowly opened the iron door and
returned a few minutes later with the cup of Hemlock.
Eleftherious reached out to hand Socrates the poison.

Socrates' hand was slowly raised to meet the jailers. But
the jailer had stopped in mid-air, unable to hand over the

Hemlock. Socrates stood and took the cup. All watched
silently as the thinker lifted the glass to his lips and
cheerfully drank. Unable to further control his sorrow,

Plato rose and moved away. Crito, in a loud cry, weeped
uncontrollably.

"I have heard that men should die in peace." Socrates'

words made the men ashamed. He finished the poison

then slowly walked around the cell. When his legs began

to fail him, he lay on the bed. The jailer pressed hard on
Socrates' foot.

"Do you feel this?"

"No."

Eleftherious then pressed the leg and on upward.

"Do you feel this?"

"No."

Socrates covered himself with the bed cloth. His body
ladbe^uo' to grow cold. He looked at Plato and started to

spriliWIt^nweryuttered a word. His eyes stared coldly,

and Crito cloSerkU^m^ll wept over their own loss.

"You should not mffp^o_Do you want some ouzo?

No? Well then, why not talk to w^T" The jailer's wife tried

to console him without instilfinf

"There is nothing to say. VvTfat^S"j|tfne/ capnot be

undone. A great man died today. But ifwadEhJKhflce/ 1

1

have to respect it. He died so calmly, peacef

Eleftherous let his head drop to his hands. No tears came,

there were none.

His wife stood by the jailer's side and softly stroked the

curls falling around his ears. Thoughtfully, she asked,

"Do you want me to slaughter another lamb and take it to

the temple? I will ask Zeus to take care of your

philosopher."

Eleftherious jumped to his feet as his hand flew in a

wide arc. His palm slammed into his wife's cheek which

immediately turned a deep crimson. Her eyes welled with

tears, and the jailer gasped as he drew her near. He held

her close and closed his eyes while squeezing her

shoulders. "Please forgive me. I'm sorry I hurt you. I was

not thinking. There now, do not cry. I love you. I just do

not want to hear you talk about Socrates. I do not want

you to go to the temple. I do not want you to make any

more sacrifices. And speak to no one about this, ever.



My head is not where it should be.

Tm wondering where it should be.

What are you doing.

What are you doing.

What are you doing to me?

Tm looking at a clock on the wall.

It's telling me nothing at all.

Ijust wish you could.

Wish that you should,

Wish that you would call. The Aleph Rhyme

I think being a friend is all right Motion yellow from aquatic design

But I wish we were more t'night. A man stands ready and
Just hoping it could be. Moves like pistoned sunshine.

Hoping it should be. His sight of the snake is steady

Hoping it would be tonight. As river swims by the green.

Vapor masks his plan:

Tve got to have a body near. This union ofpaper and sheen,

I wish to God someone was here. Or print that sky ran.

I can't have you. While blind poisons stayed

I don't want them. The rings of the folds vermin
From where can I get cheer? and the gracefulfade

(A vestige of the sermon).

The loss Ifeel is really bad. The heralds are always very shy

But I can't lose what Tve not had. In avoidance of tree limb burn
Won't try for this. While drinking river of burning lye

Nor reach for that. From a cup offallen fern.

Can't do it, it's been forbade. In dull darkness straining

They practice in the gambiot garden.

My life is so unreal, it seems Knife edge remains staining

Like living dreams inside of dreams. As the blood let begins to harden.

Irony there.
....T.S. Vornov

Then despair...

g

Everything's weird, and tearin me down.

So goddam strange, it's wearin' me down.

Drug dream life.

Full of strife...

So unreal, hypo-high, swearin'

Who's carin', drug down.

Gary Steele

This (Poem) Is Not Intended For You

They say that

I try to hurt myself...

That I want pain,

That I want them to make
me hurt inside...

Masochism.

They say that it's all my fault.

Well. They're crazy.

....Gary Steele

Question : Master, may it please you if

I smoke while meditating

in the Garden?

Answer Young one, with mind of sieve, may I change the fate

of the sovereign?

Suggestion : Master, may it please you if

while smoking in the Garden,

I Meditate?
...Dean DiBisceglie

Dementia

As rain fell softly

From miles upward

To sodden already flooding lands

In his eyes

Flowing silver hair

Caught the stillness.

All of his desires

Sublimated into escape

Deliberating in the ice

About thoughts of warmth

Lying behind a small locked door

Where sits the key.

Out of a night's cool reach

Like fantasized death of a dream

An idea was lost in the agreement

Of God and protectorates.

He prays no more.

His hair now is white straw

Eyes like rain are colorless, clear

And body is twisted in dementia.

....T.S. Vornov
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lie,

'. sitting there

h your questioning brows,

Did you ever really listen to me?
....Dean DiBisceglie

Smoke streams.

Gently rising.

gliding slowly away

from my opalescent ashtray...

ttle, shining shell, to where?

scavenger pest with fast feet. ....Dean DiBisceglie

what is your secret?

Enduring age-old insect,

Your eyes will see man's demise!

....Jeff Dan ley

i

And I get high,

higher than a kite.

Comparativelv higher

than a kite.

Higher than any

squinty eyed Asian's

dragon-faced box-kite, for-sure.

Yea, I like gettin' high

but I don't like "things" bein' high.

Like high-octane bein' high-priced.

Or high schools bein' high-strung.

Or high flown jets bein' high-jacked.

Come to think of it,

I don't like high-handed highbreds hiring

high spirited buddies

for high level government jobs either

Or that damned highway so close to my high-rise.

And
I

get

stoned.

S-T-O-N-E-D.

Did you know
there was a period in human culture,

during which a man used implements

to get stoned?

Yea, the new Stone Age.

(1 think ril high-tail it outa here, right now.)

7... Dean DiBisceglie
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artist, Dominique Jungwirth artist. H. Anthony Brown

artist, Ann V. Gehrke



tographer, Dean Hempel
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Blurred horizons: mirage or oasis/

Mustn't stop.. .continue. ..trek onward.

Etes, red and puffy is lacerated by blinding

wind-thrust granules of sand.

The caravan long since departed.

Not even a small camel remains.

The compelling force within or

Determination of the soul.

Strives forward

In desperate need of sleep.

The moon and stars beckon like a call of heaven.

Scorpions scuttle underfoot.

Hoot owls (merely yellow-orange orbs of
Glowing light) sound their cry

Of desolation.

Again the sun blazes on high

And the horizon seems farther off now.

Rasping dryness envelopes all

As buzzards circle ravenously overhead.

The soul shall not surrender.

For the journey's goal remains undiminishedfor

A madman alone in his quest.

....Judy Washabaugh
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Ladv Parctta

Fine Lady, I watch you glow and glide into gallant situations.

Your existence is more than flickers of light

that spark the universe with their presence.

You're a fine Lady friend untouched by the foibles life proudly posses

You,

who flutter, with wings fragmenting closedness,

who like the firefly fly spontaneously into my life

leave it. lighted forever with your miraculously pervading prescence.

Uncle Ernest

(Don't ever change)

I love you now, and I always will

'cause you don't change; this means a great deal.

No, you aren't the greatest person in the world.

(Even Napoleon had his faults; so scholars concur).

I don't think 1 can explain why I care

(Philosophers didn't explain metaphysics. ..still unclear).

Yet,

this really isn't the importance of this stanza

(although Elizabeth Barrett Browning did only romance it).

It's thanking you for holding my hand

and giving assurance that you understand.

That's why it's important that you don't change,

'cause if you did, I'd have my heart

and history to rearrange.

There Be Three Things

She paused with openness to survey earth's subtlety

andfound that there be three things that moved her sensitivity,

the surreptitious eagle in mid flight,

the serpent on a stone who fathoms his plight,

and man with woman in God's good night.

She spaded senseless buried thoughts like ungauzed wounds

and uncovered three things more which moved her sensitivity,

the slave when he acquires a throne,

the odious woman who comes to be owned,

and the young maid who caters to Mistress Prone.

Then, her mind diligently dug deeper, striving to touch the side of sated rapture

and with perceptions tainted by an unsatisfied eye

she foundfour things, small but wise, thus disquised:

the ant so strong, as he makes preparation for winter,

the cricket who makes its home, the rocks, a castle splendor,

the locust who travels in bands without a leader,

and one who rules the King's palace called "Spider".

And still this fool sought to go farther

as depths unknown seemed to draw her toward other fine thoughts

'till she found three things. . .yet four comely:

the lion whose head turns not for the enemy,

the greyhound, the he goat and the King's plenty....

These things go well without uprising.

She paused in the midst with openness and found that there be many things

and among them she was numbered.

I Hold To Me The Deepest Thought

I hold to me the deepest thought

That none can find unstirred.

Twould echo like the sea shell's wind

Ifforced to be unheard.

Emotions all stay volatile

To nuture deeper sense.

And seek out dormant reprisals

To savior in the end.

Yes, all this livingness subsides

Upon my tawny breast

And rises like the citadel

High upon the earth.

Thus, captured in my gleeming smile

One finds a woman's mirth.

As joy withal is life's desire

To know the fragile book.

A canopy I too could be

If willed to be a tree.

And if a mountain midst the clouds

Td strive to be the peak.

But willed to be of man am I.

To none Til ever grieve

As I climb the highest mountain

With woe my canopy.

To war I go on Achilles' feet

And armed with Cupid's bow...

No man of Troy can hold me back.

While I defeat allfoe.

I hold to me the deepest thought

That none can find unstirred.

And with all life endowed to me
I'll surely conquer worlds.
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lei's talk
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'-*
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of shoes, balloons and rubber bands.

I long to hold you

because you are

so small

and dear.

I learn more from you, little girl.

than from all my straight-laced hours

spent in straight-laced classrooms.

Skipping, smiling

with bouncing ponytails

swaying, singing,

you are

a preciously innocent moment

I would capture

forever...

if only I could.

....Chris Hodyl

The Last Summei

-J"



if the Willow

By NANCY DYE
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The back porch has been walled in now for a good

many years. And the lawn is one long, clean sweep down
to the lake. Hut back then when the house was— if not

new, at least less old—the porch was screened and an

enormous weeping willow tree overhung the lake. The
ground beneath the willow was worn from the constant

padding of small bare feet,and shrill childish voices cut

cleanly through the hot thick summer air.

"Sarah May, you give me back my sling shot."

"Why don't you come up and get it, Joey?" came the

mocking reply from the depths of the willow tree.

"You know I'm not allowed to climb that ol' tree. My
mama says its going to slide right off into the lake some of

these days and she don't want me in it when it does."

"Oh, shoot, this tree ain't never gonna fall. Your
mama's just makin' that up 'cause she's afraid her baby's

gonna hurt his self."

"She is not," he cried indignantly.

"Is too."

"Why don't you come on down here and fight like a

man," he yelled, putting up his fists and prancing around

the foot of the tree.

"Why don't you come up and make me?"

He put his hands on his hips and stared up in the tree.

He could see her standing on a limb, her arms wrapped

around the tree trunk and his sling shot hanging

negligently from one finger.

"Ah, this ain't no fun, Sarah May. Why don't ya come
on down?" he pleaded.

"Cause I don't want to. 'Sides I can see China from

here."

"Ah, you can not," he replied disgustedly.

"Can too. I see a yaller man right now. He's pullin' one

of them wagons folks rides in over there."

"Oh, its just old man Peters whats got yaller jaundice

and his wheel barrow. I'm tired of talkin'. I'm gonna tell

your grandma you won't give me my sling shot,"

"Chicken, chicken, won't fight a battle, all he knows is

how to tattle," she called derisively.

But he ignored her and continued walking resolutly

toward the house.

"Well, alright then. Here. Here's your dumb ol' sling

shot." She dropped it in the dirt, then grasping the limb of

the tree, she swung herself down and dropped lightly to

the ground. "What you want to do now?" she asked.

"Wanna see if we can catch a June bug? I've still got

some string left that we could tie found its leg," he said,

thrusting his hand into the pocket of his shorts and pulling

a gnmey thread.

"Naw, Grandma made me wash my hands three times

last night before I could eat supper 'cause of the ones we

caught yesterday."

"We could catch lightin' bugs. They don't smell so bad."

"They do to grandma."

"Well, you wanna go over and ride on the old oil barrel

back of my house?"

"Might as well, I suppose. Wait a minute, though, I'll

see if I can sneak in and get some sugar cookies to take

along." She ran off in the direction of. the house.

At the screen door she paused and moistened the hinges

;
;
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with spit, then opened it carefully, and cautiously tip-toed

across the porch to the kitchen.

Grandma Bess's voice drifted in from the dining room.

"You're making a big mistake Clyde. Nothing good can

come of it. Those Thorntens don't amount to nothing.

Never have, -never will."

Sarah paused. Thornten. That was her name. It wasn't

Grandma's and Grandpa's name. They were her mother's

family. But it was her name and the name of the father

she'd never seem She crept closer to the doorway, being

careful to make no sound.

"He's the girl's father, Bess, and he has the right...,"

Grandpa began.

"He .doesn't have any rights. He gave up all his rights

more than eight years ago, before she was even born.

Three months that marriage lasted. I warned Clara how it

would be. Those war-time marriages. ...oh, well, no use

thinking about it now the poor girl's gone. But did he

even come to see his daughter when she was born? Has he

ever sent her a Christmas present, or even a birthday card?

Don't talk to me about his rights."

"Then what about her rights? The child has a right to

meet her father."

"I guess you've got you're mind made up," Grandma's
voice sounded resigned. "Well I'll see that she's neat and

clean and remind her to mind her manners, but that's all

I'll do. I'll not have him here nor will I go with you when
you take her to meet him."

"That's all I ask," Grandpa Clyde answered.

The sudden sound of a chair being scrapped across the

floor spurred Sarah into motion. Swiftly she moved
toward the cabinet and scooped up the cookies, then

darted for the back door.

"Hey slow poke," Joey greeted her, "what took you so

long?"

"Had to be careful. But I got plenty. Here, you carry

them."

"I been thinkin'," he said stuffing his pockets with

cookies. "I think I'll be Roy Rogers. You want to be

Dale?"

"Dale Evans," she said disgustedly, spitting in the dirt.

"Shoot no. I'm gonna be Hop-along Cassidy, Cisco Kid

and the Lone Ranger all in one." She pulled a twig off a

ne,arby bush and slapped it experimentaly against her

thigh. "Wooee, giddie up there Champ," she yelled, "You
comin' Roy?" Arid they galloped off down the road.

The hotel lobby was dim and cool compared with the

heat and glare outside. Sarah sat in a high back chair

swinging her legs and looking around her. She had never

been in a hotel before. There was a big, square, box-like

structure in the middle of the room and Grandpa Clyde

was standing by it, holding conversation with a poker-

faced gentleman that was inside. Sarah wondered how he

got out. She tried to picture poker-face scrambling over

top. Nope, she thought, must be a door some place. He
probably don't have no notion of climbing. She turned

her attention toher appearance. Grandma Bess had done

her duty with a vengeance that morning^nd Sarah was

dressed in her Sunday best. Her hair had been rigidly

twisted into Shirley Temple curls that were already

begining to droop. Her straw hat had slipped to one side,

and when she inspected her patent leathers, their surface

was marred by a layer of dust. She bent forward and
wiped the toes with her white-gloved hands until they

shone glossy black again.

"Sarah," she was interrupted in hertask,"stand up and
shake hands with your Daddy."

She looked up at the tall dark man standing with

Grandpa Clyde then slid quickly out of her chair. She
wiped her hand carefully on the back of her dress and held

it out saying politely, "How'dy do."

"So you're Sarah," he said heartily.

"Yes, sir," she answered.

"Well. well. What a big girl you are."

There didn't seem to be anything to say to that, so
Sarah just stood regarding him silently.

"I'll meet you back here at five, Richard," Grandpa was
saying. "Sure thing," he answered. Then patting Sarah
lightly on the head with a final admonition to behave,
Grandpa turned and strode off.

Sarah stared after Grandpa's retreating figure until he

disappeared through the revolving door, then looked
questioningly at the stranger he'd left her with.

"I thought we'd get some lunch," the stranger was

saying as he jingled the change in his pockets, "and then

maybe we could go to the park. Or would you rather see a

movie?"

Sarah shrugged. "Doesn't matter," she answered.

"Well, why don't we talk about it over lunch then. I

know a nice place to eat right down the street." He held

out his hand, smiling hesitantly.

They walked along the hot city street pausing now and

then to look into the windows of the department stores. In

one window a large picture of a smiling child stared out at

them. Below it on a neatly lettered placard was the slogan,

"Pictures taken. No appointment neccessary."

"1 know what, Sarah," he said enthusiastically. "Let's

get your picture taken. Then I'll have something to take

home to remember you by."

Sarah was surprised but rather pleased with the idea.

They entered the store and rang the bell. A young

woman answered the summonds. "May I help you?" She

asked.

Sarah's father explained that they wanted to have her

picture taken. Sarah submiUed to having her hair brushed

and her dress smoothed and then sat smiling for the

photographer. She could hear her father's voice as he

chatted and laughed with the young woman. He seemed

to have a lot to say to her. Maybe he likes big girls better

than little ones, Sarah thought.

When the photographer was done. Richard Thornten

left his name and address with the young woman,and he

and Sarah went back out into the street.

They were back at the hotel lobby by four thirty and sat

in awkward silence awaiting Grandpa Clyde's arrival.

Sarah was chewing diligently on a big wad of bubble gum.

She wanted to make sure she chewed all the good out of it

before she got home and Grandma made her spit it out.

The bubble gum wasn't her only trophy for the day; she

also had a panda bear, and all day sucker (to be shared



later with Joey), and the beginning of a stomache ache.

All in all, she thought it had been a pretty good day.

"Daddy," she spoke hesitantly. It was the first time

she'd ever used the name and it felt strange in her mouth.

He looked around as if he weren't sure she was speaking

to him,"Yes?"

"I was just thinkin', since you're goin' to have my
picture, maybe I could have one of you too." She looked

at him questioningly.

He seemed a little flustered, as if he didn't know how to

reply. "Well, sure," he said slowly. "I tell you what, I don't

have one with me now but as soon as I get home I'll send

you one."

"Really? That's better'n anything," she cried excitedly.

"I never got a letter before. Boy, won't that make oV Joey

set up and take notice. Most he ever got was a post card

from his Aunt Jane when she went up to Roanoke. Hey,

here comes Grandpa."

"How'd it go?" Grandpa asked.

"Fine. Just fine," Sarah's father answered. "You and

Bess are doing a good job with her." Then turning to

Sarah he held out his hand. "Well I guess this is good-

bye."

Sarah took his hand and at a nudge from Grandpa said,

"Thank you for taking me to the park. I had a real nice

time." Then looking up at him, "You won't forget?"

"No, cross my heart. First thing when I get home." He

walked quickly away from them turning only once to

wave a last good-bye.

The summer days stretched out long and lazy. Sarah

and Joey sat in the shade of the willow sharing the all-day

sucker.

"Hey, don't lick on my side," Sarah complained. "You

think 1 want your germs all over my half? It's my turn now
anvway, give it back."

"I've still got ten more licks to go," he claimed. "Hey,

look, here comes the postman," he said, hoping to distract

her.

Sarah jumped up and ran down the road. "Howdy, Mr.

Allen," she yelled. "You got anything for me today?"

"Not today," he called back.

"Oh," she stopped dejectedly in the middle of the road.

She walked slowly, dragging her feet in the red dirt to

where Joey still sat, licking the sucker. "Hey, you give me
that," she said crossly.

"You know, Sarah May, I don't think you've really got

a daddy. I think you just made him up."

"You take that back," she said grabbing a fist full of his

hair and whacking him soundly with the sucker. "You
dirty rat-fink liar. You take that back."

"Ah, Sarah May," he whined, 'I was just teasin'."

She let loose of him disgustedly. "You get on out of here

Joey Rat-fink Carson." She spat, then climbed up the tree

and perched on her favorite branch.

Joey hung around for a while, waiting for her to come
back down. Finally he called up, "I'm going to tell your

grandma you called me a bad name."

She ignored him.

Then, "Can you see China today?" he asked hopefully.

Still no answer.

"Ah, gee whiz, I don't know what you're so mad about.

Well, I guess I'll go on home. You sure ain't no fun

anymore."

Sarah watched him scuffling down the road, trailing

clouds of pink dust. She wrapped her arms tightly around

the trunk of the tree and leaned her face against it. The
bark smelled damp and familiar and the rough feel of it

scrapping against her cheek was somehow comforting.

She thought about her father and wondered why he

hadn't kept his promise, Maybe he's dead, she thought. Or

maybe maybe, but she didn't want to think about

maybe. She hoped he was dead.

The days shortened turning from golden summer to

autumn bronze. School started. Sarah no longer saw the

postman every day. She sperjt long hours sitting in the

willow tree. It had always been a favorite place to play,

but now it was more than that; it was a place to hide, to be

alone. A place to dream, a place to think about school,

and China, and her father. Sometimes she even talked to

the old tree, and in the swaying movement of its branches

she thought she could feel understanding. It was her

friend.

In November a hurricane blew up the coast. Joey and

his mother boarded up their house and came to stay with

Sarah's grandparents. Sarah and Joey enjoyed the storm.

They went from window to window looking out at the

bending, swaying trees,and each unexplained crash sent a

thrill of excitement through their veins. But when the

storm was over, the willow tree had fulfilled Mrs.

Carson's prophecy and fallen into the lake.

"Too bad," Grandpa shook his head. "I'll have to chop

it up and cart it away."

"No," Sarah wailed. "No, I won't let you. Put it back."

"Now, Sarah, you know that's impossible. Once a tree's

uprooted you can't put it back," he said reasonably.

"Don't carry on so. It's just a tree."

"But it's my tree," she cried. But it was useless. The tree

was soon gone and only the stump remained.

At night, as she lay in her bed, she felt deserted and

alone. She had pulled her shade so she couldn't see the

empty place down by the lake.

The voices of her grandparents in the next room were a

monotone lulling her to sleep until she caught the sound

of her own name.

"I'm surprised at Sarah raising such a fuss over that old

willow tree," Grandma Bess was saying.

"There's no telling what a child will take a fancy to,"

Grandpa replied.

"But she didn't even cry that time her father promised

to send her a picture and didn't."

"That's true," he agreed.

"I wonder why he didn't write?"

"I heard he's getting married again. Could be he had

other things on his mind."

"Maybe, but it wouldn't have hurt him to write just

once," Grandma said tersely. "Why would he make a

promise like that if he didn't mean to keep it?"

"He probably figured she'd forget all about it by the

time she got home," Grandpa said puffing on his pipe.

"And you know yourself how quickly children forget."
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The

Longest Hour
By LINDA PENNINGTON

The wood desk top prominently displayed scars of

student misuse to Sheldon Williams. Three times each

week he sat at this desk. He considered it his friend in this

class of world history. Sheldon's dislike of history was

equal to his fear of reptiles. He would rather be in his

sketching class, or anywhere else, than here.-

As he raised his eyes from the carved swastika on the

top right corner of the desk,he made an effort to listen to

the lecture. He examined the instructor critically. Mr.

Cosby, a slight man i 1 his late fifties, possessed a lion's,

mane of silver hair. His thick evebrows, perched above

cold blue eyes, had a personality of their own as they met

then separated above a bulbous nose. High cheek bones,

thin lips and a square chin hinted of Indian ancestry. His

conservatively tailored grey suit was topped with an

irridescent red and green striped bow tie that bobbed as

he spoke.

"So, students, if you will read Chapter 1 1 of the text you

should become better acquainted with the German aim of

world domination." Mr. Cosby's deep voice was an

expressionless monotone. He continued quickly, "And
now, we will discuss the role that Italy played."

Sheldon leaned forward whispering to the girl in front

of him, "What's he talking about?"

She turned her head to him, "World War II," she

murmured hatefully.

Settling back in his desk, Sheldon stretched his long

legs into the aisle and crossed his ankles. He examined the

paint splotches on his jeans as if seeing them for the first

time. The red blob shaped like an upside down elephant

appeared while he painted his 'angry' picture. The orange

drops on his left pants leg found their permanent home
when he did a collage last week. Momentarily, he

wondered how he always managed to acquire paint on his

clothing.

"Shortly thereafter, the German's invaded and con-

quered all of France," the instructor droned.

Pencil in hand, Sheldon began to sketch a sail boat on
his notepaper. Mr. Cosby glanced at his notes, began
pacing and continued.

"And conquer they did. They relieved the country of its

art treasures, rulers, and so forth to establish total martial

law. The French . .

."

Sheldon stopped listening as a fly landed on the

swastika. He watched with fascination as the insect

lowered itself then rubbed its front legs together. Years of

art lessons taught him to sketch anything and everything

His pencil moved quickly as he watched the fly. Without

warning, it flapped its wines, swooped to the left corner of
Sheldon's desk and lighted in slow motion. He continued

drawingjcompletely forgetting the lecture humming in the

background. The fly took a few steps, paused, then flew to

the window. Sheldon finished his sketch as the fly buzzed

against the pane.

"The Germans were in turn defeated by the Allied

troops. As you will discover when you read the next

chapter, it was a hard fight," Mr. Cosby said as he

removed his hands from his pockets.

Sheldon, holding his pencil erect, began drawing again.

Mr. Cosby monotonously talked of the defeated

Germans. The girl in front of Sheldon began nodding her

head as she dozed. The fly persisted in its efforts to escape

through the glass.

Glancing at his drawing, Sheldon stiffled a giggle. He
realized that he had been listening. There it was, a

hundred times larger than life, a fly clothed in a German
officer's uniform, complete with helmet and rifle. He
glanced at his watch. Ten minutes more of this hum-
drum. I should try to take notes since the final exam is

soon, he thought as he placed a clean sheet of notepaper

over his German soldier and tried to concentrate on the

lecture. He wrote a few words and knew that it was useless

to attempt anymore. His pencil traced over hundreds of

other lead particles in the deep swastika.

He thought, How futile this required course is. How
useless to my art, and how utterly boring Mr. Cosby

presents his lectures. During the semester he had tried to

understand the necessity of learning world history, but

comprehension had eluded him.

As the students began gathering their books in

preparation for leaving the classroom, Mr. Cosby

requested their attention. "The final exam next week will

include chapters 8 through 12. Have a nice weekend."

In one swift movement Sheldon had his books in arm
and rushed through the door hurrying to his watercolor

class.





Adulation
By LINDA PENNINGTON

Rhonda Clyburn and Pat Harrison were best friends at

Andrew Jackson Junior High. They did everything

together. When Rhonda joined the track team, Pat

followed. Right after Pat pledged to the Four Clovers

Social Club, Rhonda did the same. To the dismay of their

parents, they spent hours talking on the telephone about

school acvtivities, boys, teachers and their favorite stars.

Both kept neat scrap books of movie and recording stars.

Rhonda favored John Saxon, Ann Blyth and Chubby

Checkers while Pat preferred Gary Cooper and Fats

Domino. Every Saturday, they would take a bus

downtown to buy 45 RPM records. They traded records

as other girls they knew exchanged books.

Elvis Presley was their newest idol in the music world.

The girls had watched him on the "Ed Sullivan Show".

Afterward, they discussed Elvis' appearance and music.

Since the television exposed only the upper portion of his

body, their curiosity to see Elvis was foremost in their

minds. They wondered what Elvis did with the lower part

of his body.

Two weeks ago they received the tickets to see this

newest entertainer of the 1950's. Their excitement had

grown steadily with each passing day. Pat's mother

volunteered to take them to the auditorium. As the car

stopped in front of the theater, the girls leaped out.

"Let's go!" shouted Rhonda.

"I'll pick you up promptly at ten. Don't goof off and get

involved with the others," Mrs. Harrison called, as the

back door thunked shut.

"Okay, Mom," replied Pat. Hand in hand, the girls ran

to the entrance. The line was longer than expected.

"Gosh, looks like every teenager in town is here,"

pouted Rhonda.

"Silly. You knew from school that all the kids were

coming," Pat grinned as she searched the crowd for other

friends.

"I didn't expect so many. Do you think we'll get the

right seats? What if we can't see the stage? I just know we

won't be able to see over all those heads," ulked Rhonda

over her shoulder as they were being pushed.

The sidewalk was lined with teenagers all anxious to see

Elvis. They chatted and hugged friends they had seen in

school a few hours earlier as they shoved their way

through the double door entry.

"Come on, Ronnie, it was your idea to see Elvis and

now we're here. Don't worry about the seats. We have 45

minutes before he's due on stage. Cheer up."

"You're right as usual. Guess I worry too much,"

mumbled Rhonda. She wanted to say more, but was

afraid of dampening Pat's enthusiasm. There was

something about the crowd that bothered her. She started

to tell Pat as the doorman yanked the ticket from her

hand.

"Let's find our seats," yelled Pat as she grabbed

Rhonda's hand and lead her up the staircase on their left.

As they climbed the steps, Rhonda saw a profusion of

bobby socks, loafers and saddle oxfords. As she gradually

raised her eyes, she was aware of matching wool shirts and

sweaters in pastel colors. After passing the first landing.

Rhonda's spirits began to lift with the anticipation of

seeing Elvis. Rhonda trotted after Pat as they reached the

balcony. In a few minutes Pat located their assigned seats.

"See, Ronnie, I told you we'd have really good seats.

We're only ten rows up from the rail. And look at the clear

view we have of the whole stage. Half and hour more."

sighed Pat as Rhonda silently counted the rows from the

rail to verify Pat's statement.

"I thought we'd be in a center balcony." Rhonda

complained.

"With these seats we will be closer to Elvis." Pat said

dreamily.



"I didn't think of that," Rhonda answered as she

adjusted herself to a more comfortable position. She

leaned back in her chair feeling the smooth velvet arm

rests. Khonda watched with interest as the auditorium

filled, changing maroon seats to pinks, yellows and blues.

The enormous room no longer echoed every word

spoken. Voices blended forming the sound of a well tuned

engine.

"look. There's some men coming on stage," Pat

pointed as the house lights dimmed.

"Darn. That's I.eon MacAuliffe. I can't stand his steel

guitar twang," Khonda whined.

"Is it really? I don't like western music."

"Pat, it's not western', it's 'country'."

When Leon MacAuliffe and his Band strummed their

first tuning note, the audience applauded enthusiastically.

Khonda and Pat clapped until their palms turned beet

red. As the applause subsided, Leon McAuliffe walked

center stage stopping in front of a large microphone

perched on a metal stand.

"Howdy, folks. I'd like to welcome you to Cargnie

Auditorium. While our star of the evening is changing,

we'd like to play a few local songs for your entertain-

ment," Leon announced. The crowd murmured its

disapproval as Leon's band began their first tune. After

playing three more songs, Leon returned to the mike.

"And now, Ladies and Gentlemen, I proudly present

without further delay," Leon paused, "Elvis Presley!"

Everyone in the auditorium rose to their feet. Most

applauded while others whistled.

"Look, Khonda, there's Elvis," screamed Pat. The

singer slowly walked across the stage to the microphone.

His tight blue jeans contrasted sharply with his white T-

shirt and studded black leather jacket. Elvis' dark,

greased hair was combed back except for one large curl

extending over his forehead. Excitement intensified with

the mass clapping, whistling and screaming. Elvis stood

motionless waiting for the assemblage to calm itself. A
member of Leon's band handed Elvis a guitar. As Elvis

struck a few chords, the crowd became silent.

"Hello," Elvis huskily spoke into the mike. "I'd like to

sing a song for you that's currently in the top ten." He
moved his hand up and down twice and began the popular

song, "Blue Suede Shoes". His first few notes filled the

auditorium evenly. Suddenly, the screams of 1,500

drowned his voice and the music.

Rhonda and Pat, like the rest of the group, stood

screaming in pretended ecstasy as they watched Elvis

gyrating his hips in beat with the drums. The music soon

stopped. The din intensified.

Shortly, the shrieking subsided. Elvis Presley an-

nounced the title of his next song.

"Isn't he absolutely the most?" Pat wondered to no one

in particular.

"Yeah," whispered Khonda. The initial impact of

seeing a recording star began to subside for her. While

Elvis sang his second song, Rhonda did not scream. She

came here to see and hear the newcomer to rock and roll. /

can see him, she thought. Why don't they stop screaming

so I can hear him?

I he program continued as Elvis sang "He Ain't Nothin
But a Hound Dog". Khonda noticed that Pat was no
longer yelling. Rhonda cupped her hands around Pat's

right ear and shouted, "Why don't they be quiet?" Pat

answered with a shrug of her shoulders.

Rhonda surveyed the mass in attendance. She saw girls

with their mouths open wide, boys with little fingers in

their mouths and others starry-eyed falling back in their

seats. The shrill vibrated her feet and made her ears feel

like the inside of the drums on stage. Quickly, she covered

her ears with her hands thinking she had spoken, hut even

with her hands covering her ears, all she heard was the

constant screeching.

Her eyes followed the spotlight to the stage. There was

Elvis, mouth open and shutting, left hand moving up and

down across the strings of the guitar he held, hips moving
backward then forward and his feet taking turns moving
left to right. Rhonda grinned to herself She realized that

he reminded her of a marionette. He doesn't do anything

special, she thought. He's only a puppet controlled by

strings of sound.

Elvis Presley's performance continued. The audience

persisted in its uproar. Pat stood silently watching the

stage. Rhonda prayed for silence.

As the multitude sensed the approaching end of the

show, noise ceased. At last, Rhonda sighed. Surprised by

the quiet, Elvis softly announced his last song of the

evening.

"You have been such an appreciative audience that I

would like to sing a soon-to-be-released recording entitled

'Heartbreak Hotel.'"

"Do you think we'll be able to hear it?" whispered

Rhonda.

"Oh. I hope so," Pat breathed.

The audience was still while the band played the

introduction. Elvis, perspiration glistening, opened his

mouth to form a word. Simultaneously, the house once

again filled with earbusting screams. Rhonda sank in her

chair. She wanted to yell/'SHl T IP!" but she knew it

would be futile. Peeling cheated, she wished she had never

heard of Elvis Presley.

The song finished. Elvis left the stage as cries of

"Encore!" vibrated the building.

"Let's get out of here," Rhonda said bitterly. She

listened to the chatter of others as they started down the

steps.

"Wasn't he great?"

"Just a dream. He sure can sing."

How can they say that? No one could hear one note he

sang, reflected Rhonda. Silently, Rhonda and Pat glided

with the flow of the crowd to the exit. Outside, they

greatfully breathed deeply of the fresh night air.

"There's Mom over there," Pat said with relief.

The girls crossed the street. They scooted into the car

glad to be away from the crowd.

"Well, how was it?" Mrs. Harrison smiled. "You both

look as though you've lost your best friend."

"They screamed so much we couldn't hear Elvis at all,"

moaned Pat.

"I don't think stars' are so special," mumbled Rhonda.



For Jim Stone it was one of those glorious-glad-to-be-

alive days. He turned his car off Canal Street onto

Suburbia Avenue past Bourbon Street, a place he knew
well. The antiquated wrought-iron balconies of the

French Quarter ornamented the clear pale blue sky like

the spots on an elusive leopard.

"It ain't going to be easy, is it, Mike?"

Mike Metrocelli, Jim's faithful guardian lawyer, who
won him his first $100,000 pro football contract, was a

short, paunchy, balding man whose legal brillance was

hidden behind his wire rimmed glasses.

"You knew it was going to be difficult when you

decided to do this." Jim continued driving to the

courthouse, which was on the outskirts of New Orleans.

His hands, showing his nervous tension, gripped the

steering wheel as if he were trying to crush it between his

athletic fingers.

"Come on, Jim, take it easy and relax. We're almost

there."

"I wish I could, Mike. But I haven't been this nervous

since I played my first high school football game."

In all the years that Mike had known Jim, he never

remembered him being so unsure about a situation. He
knew Jim's football career was over. Starting a new
career would be tough, but he was young and had gained a

certain amount of maturity over the years. When he

refused to throw the game, even with a half million in it for

him, Mike knew that Jim had finally found the inner

courage that he had so deperately lacked.

Jim finally turned the car onto Justice Avenue where

the courthouse was within sight. In the distance, he could

see an army of reporters waiting for him on the

courthouse steps. He was experienced with reporters

from all his years in the sports world.

He knew the ins and outs of satisfying them. He also

knew these reporters were different from the ones he was

accustomed to. They were news, not sports reporters. Jim

was newsworthy enough to get his face plastered across

every front page in the nation. It isn't every day that a

Super Bowl quarterback turns state's witness against one

of the Syndicate's leaders.

"Jim, handle these reporters carefully," Mike told him

with an encouraging voice.

"No sweat, Mike, I'll 'no comment' them to death."

Jim climbed out of his Porsche 500; it was easy to see

why he was a professional athlete. He was tall and well-

built, with his legs and long arms as solid as sturdy oaks.

His Brooks Brothers suit, which made him look more like

a Madison Avenue executive rather than an athlete, fit

him like a "T", indicative of fine tailoring. He was well

tanned and his axhandle face, which would often mirror

his desires and frustrations showed a tenseness usually

found only before a big game.

"Jim, give us a story," one reporter demanded.

"Is your career over, and will you go to jail?" asked a

reporter from I PI.

"First of all, I cannot be arrested because I have not

done anything wrong, and I will retire from football after

this matter is taken care of," Jim told them with an air of

confidence.

The Decision
By STEVE HYATT

Jim knew it would not be this simple. Even though he

did not throw the championship game, he knew criminal

charges could be pending against him if he did not tell the

whole truth about the bribe from Easorelli. He also knew

that he would have to sink into the woodwork with the

Syndicate after him. His gambling and drinking records

would be brought out, of course.

As he walked up the steps of the courthouse, weeding

his way through reporters, he noticed Lasorelli, who was

not the epitome of a syndicate leader. Lasorelli was an

elderly gentleman; his hair was silver white lending a

distinguished look about him. His face, determined as

always, was offset by that youthful handlebar mustache.

Once in the courtroom, Jim and Mike seated

themselves behind the District Attorney's table, directly

across from the defendant's table where Lasorelli was

sitting. As the Bailiff read the charges against Lasorelli.

Jim finally started to relax and accept the situation. After

the opening statements, the District Attorney called his

first witness for the state. It was James Robert Stone. As

Jim walked up to the w itness stand, he knew he had made

the right decision.



Almost Too Late
By RHEA SPELLMAN

Stan crept softly down the stairs and quietly opened the

front door. "Brother, wouldn't you know it. Rain. Two
Sundays in a row it's rained. There goes my golf game

again." He dashed out to retrieve the newspaper,

removing the protective wrapper as he headed downstairs

to the family room. As he passed the hall closet, he

stopped and took out his golf clubs and propped them up

against the panelled wall. Once in the family room, he

settled himself into the recliner and turned on the nearby

radio. He kept the volumn low. The last thing he wanted

to do was wake up Joanne and the kids. "Maybe I can

catch the weather report. If I don't get out of here, Joanne

will find something for me to do around here. That's for

sure. She sure has turned into a whining nag. Just like my
old man." The continuing rain and the thoughts of his

father put him in a gloomy mood.
"My old man," he silently reminisced. "My parents,

polish imigrants, married just before the depression and

waited ten years before they had me, their only child. They

never stopped reminding me of how much they did for me;

how they sacrificed." The memory brought a scowl to his

face. "Complain, complain. Nag, nag. And now that

they've retired, all they do is cry , 'Poor.' Why, I gave them

thirty bucks when I saw them six months ago at

Christmastime,
1
' he reasoned righteously. "And that's all

they're gonna get out of me. Just because I get a new car

every two years doesn't mean I'm made of money. And
Joanne can run their errands. It's not my fault they can't

drive."

Stan got out of the chair belligerently. He had worked
himself up into a defensive anger. He went into the

kitchen to make a cup of instant coffee. His parents had
always embarrassed Stan. His father had been a

shoemaker in New York city and never seemed to make
enough money. His father and mother still lived in the

same apartment over the shop. True, they had never gone

hungry or owed anybody anything, but Stan was ashamed
of their old country ways and their accent. Oh, God, how
he hated their accent.

Going back into the family room, he almost knocked
over some soda bottles lined up against the wall. "Darn
that kid," he swore, thinking of little Stan,his son, "He's

always leaving things all over the place." little Stan had
wanted to go to the circus that was coming to town, but no
way was Stan going to give a ten year old kid ten dollars

just for a ticket. "I guess that's what all these deposit

bottles are about," thought Stan. "Anyway, he needs

shoes again. These kids always need something. How
about me? I've been trying for four months to get a new
pair of golf shoes. I was lucky to get the last pair on sale,

but I'll never find another pair like them for thirty-five

dollars. I'm ashamed to give them to the locker room
attendant to clean, they're so bad. A man's image is

important."

He settled in the chair again and reached for the sale

section of the newspaper. The local sport store had golf

balls on sale for fifteen dollars a dozen. "Hey, that's a

good price." he thought. Just then he heard shuffling feet

moving around in little Stan's bedroom overhead. "Jeez,

why can't they sleep late on Sunday."

His coffee cup was empty. He headed into the kitchen

for another cup. As he passed the kitchen window, he

pushed back the curtain and stared at the rain. "Maybe
I'll put the clubs in the car just in case the rain stops," he

thought optimistically. He reached up onto the shelf

where the car keys were kept and felt a small box. Next to

it was an envelope. He opened it and inside was a hand
made Fathers' Day card. Signed by his two children, they

had written,

HAPPY FATHERS' DAY TO THE
BEST DAD IN THE WHOLE WORLD
LOVE, NANCY AND LITTLE STAN

Surprised and sheepish, he then opened the package.

Inside were three golf balls with the price still stuck to the

cellophane. Tliree Dollars it read in big red letters. "The

price of his ticket money," remembered Stan. Tears that

couldn't come to his eyes, collected into a lump in his

throat and then moved to his stomach. He walked back to

where he had placed the golf bag and put it back into the

closet. As he passed the kitchen window again, he saw

that, althought it was still raining, the sun was trying to

shine. It was going to be a good day after all. Then, Stan

walked over to the phone and placed a long distance call

to New York City.



*

Shadows 'n Light

By JODY R. McENELLY
The snowy winter reminded Grandma of her youth

more than any other season. She would sit daily on the

open porch that faced the lake and dream of pleasant days

gone past. She visioned herself a child again, skating

figure eights on the frosted ice, jumping wildly over stray

logs, and racing her brother home across the lake.

In those days she thought she could fly. She felt freed by

the magic wings of her skates. Those golden memories

were very much a part of her. She would dream about her

past and watch the children playing on the ice. She loved

them all, especially her grandson Jonathan. The children

all appeared unchanged in their innocence from one

generation to the next.

At ninety-four, Grandma felt fortunate to be living in

her own home. Windridge was where she was born and

where she hoped to die. Many of her friends had been

forced by circumstances to move into impersonal nursing

homes. She would have been placed there herself after her

stroke, except her daughter and her family had moved in

to care for her.

She had been partially paralyzed from thewaist down
over a year ago. Slowly, she was regaining her health. Her

spirit was never lacking, especially when Jonathan was

around. When he was home, they would exchange stories

over Grandma's special cookies and milk. He would show

her his prize first grade drawings and arithmetic papers.

Grandma would listen attentively to his stories of the day,

then he would beg Grandma to talk about his Grand-

father. Later, he would ask for the repeated, yet favorite

stories of Grandma's youth. Then they would ritually

wrap themselves as warm as possible, and take a partial

tour of the lake while Melissa, her daughter, made dinner.

On Monday, while .• Grandma was waiting for

Jonathan's jubilent return, she heard arguing from the

upstairs bedroom. It was not unusual. She realized that

she was a burden to her daughter, but she tried

desperately to be helpful and not interfere. Still, she was

an old woman, with an old woman's problems.

The fighting continued, mainly brought on by her son-

in-law, John, who most times acted as if it was his house

and wished Grandma in her grave. The argument grew

vicious and Grandma could hear;

"I don't care if she is your mother. 1 just can't stand it

anymore. I want some privacy. I want to get out of this

hick village and feel alive again."

"John, stop yelling so loud. She might hear you,"

Melissa pleaded.

"1 don't care if that bag of bones does! A crippled old

woman like that should be put to sleep. She's useless,and

she's always meddling in ouraffairs."

"That's not true," Melissa demanded, "she doesn't

interfere! She tries hard to do what she can. Most times,

you actually don't want her to do anything. You won't let

her, and you always make it seem like she's interfering

when she's not."

"Oh, let's all feel sorry for Grandma." Angrily, John

grabbed the half-empty drink, then downed it in one gulp.

"Please don't start that again. You know Jonathan will

be home soon."

"That's another thing I can't stand, is the way that old

lady fills his head full of fairytales and lies about this great

lake and his immortal Grandfather. From what I hear in

Town, the guy was a real louse. Fooled around with half

the women in the county and gambled away most of his

inheritance." John sneered and poured himself another

drink.

"Stop it, just stop it!! I don't want to listen to this!"

"Well then, think for a second," John taunted, "just

what are we going to get out of all this aggravation. Huh'1

The old lady dies, and we receive an old weather-beaten

house. Some deal! We ought to put her in a nursing home

and take off."

"We've talked about that before. She is staying in her

own house. It wouldn't look so bad if you'd stop drinking

and lazing around, and do some work instead of

pretending to be a great writer."

"It's always me, isn't it? It's my fault this place is a

dump."

"Well," Melissa retorted, "it used to be one of the most

beautiful houses in the district. You don't help much."

"This old place, never!! Someone should set it and the

old lady on fire. They'd be doing both a favor," John

vehemently answered.

"Get out, get out!!" Melissa screamed in a tearful rage.



"I'll be glad to get out." John left slamming the creaking

door behind him, heading for the nearest whiskey bar.

Grandma could hear Melissa sobbing in violent spurts,

as the bath water ran. Whenever Melissa was particularly

upset, she would soak away her troubles for hours in a

steaming bubble bath. Grandma knew dinner would be

very late tonight.

Jonathan soon appeared in the distance, as a welcome

distraction. Grandma loved to watch him, strutting home
from school, all love and muddy boots. He always had a

wide smile and a kiss for Grandma upon greeting her.

"Hi, Grandma, was there much skating on the lake

today?"

"No, only a few young children from the west side. It's

beginning to melt in places and I'm afraid it will be

dangerous in a couple of days. You didn't get too much
skating in this year."

"Well, do you think 1 could try my new skates for just a

little while? I'm all over my cold and it's been two weeks

since I got them for my birthday." Jonathan sat down
close to Grandma in the toasty kitchen and looked at her

with pleading eyes. "Please?"

"No, Jonathan, I really think you ought to wait a few

more days until your cough is gone." Jonathan nodded in

sullen agreement, his mouth full of freshly baked cookies.

"Your mother is upset today, so let's not bother her for

awhile. Why don't we take a walk through the town

forest? Maybe we can find some pine cones and give them

to your mother as a surprise. That might cheer her up."

"Okay. Let's go," Jonathan beckoned anxiously.

The two left in a warm display of scarves and mittens,

love and respect. They made a touching, yet universal

sight: a young man pushing an old woman in a

wheelchair, generation helping generation. Grandma

was proud to have such a grandson. They were silent for a

few moments as they edged closer to the forest, then

Jonathan said, "Grandma, when I get old, will I have to be

in a wheelchair like you?" He looked sad and puzzled.

"I hope not Jonathan, but sometimes when old people

get sick they have to. I would love to be able to skate on

the ice with you, but I can't. We must accept life as it is and

do the best we can." Grandma looked tearful, and in a

vivid memory flash saw herself as a young girl again,

skating swiftly over the ice.

Jonathan sensed his Grandmother's sadness and

cuddled up close to her and whispered, "Don't be sad,

Grandma, I love you."Then^he gave her a semi-bear hug.

Grandma could only smile, the tears flowing freely

down her face, as she answered with gratitude, "I love

you, too."

They traveled farther down the path, following the

shoreline until they reached the intersection where the

lake and the thicket crossed. Grandma was proud that the

townsfolk had voted to preserve this part of the county.

She had championed the cause vigorously years ago,

when a commercial developer tried to buy all two hundred

acres from the town. She had many happy memories in

this area and hoped Jonathan would have the same. There

was a slight rustling in the blackberry bushes ahead of

them. Jonathan quickly decided it was probably a rabbit,

yet as they drew closer, the noise did not scatter. JonathaVi

left Grandma in the middle ofthe path to investigate what

was ahead.

"Oh, Grandma, it's a sparrow. And he's hurt, looks like

he's got a broken wing." As he approached the struggling

bird, it hobbled closer to the lake. Jonathan gently

followed alter it, treading softly so he would not frighten

it.

"Come here, little sparrow. I won't hurt you. I'll take

you home and feed you until the spring comes, then you
can fly away again,and your wing will be all better."

Grandma could see Jonathan inching towards the bird

on the ice. She quickly realized that the ice was not safe,

when she saw some heavy water spots. Immediately, she

screamed, "Jonathan, get off the ice!"

It was already too late. Jonathan had fallen through

and was desperately clinging to the half frozen ice chunks

that crumbled in his frantic hands. "Grandma, help me.

Please help me! I can't get out!" he desperately shrieked.

Grandma flung herself off the wheelchair and landed

heavily in the thicket. She dragged herself, inch by painful

inch, to a place close to where Jonathan had fallen

through. The seconds seemed like an eternity as Grandma
scraped her fragile and brittle bones over the bushes in

search of a strong branch. With ever ounce of strength she

had left. Grandma stretched forward a wide branch to

Jonathan's struggling hands. "Jonathan, reach out, grab

the branch."

"1 can't reach it! I can't reach it!!" The total terror in his

voice forced Grandma to lurch forward where her own
safty was in jeopardy. She gravely realized this was their

only chance.

"Jonathan, grab on to it!" The weight of Grandma's

body across the log acted as a balance, and slowly

Jonathan managed to drag himself out from the clutches

of the tortuous ice. A frightened little boy stared at

Grandma in disbelief, and whimpered. She looked back at

him and with loving firmness, gasped, "Go back and get

help, Jonathan. Go, now."

"But, Grandma, what about you?" he pleaded.

"I'll be alright, but you must go."

Jonathan stood frozen in shock for an instant, then

began running wildly through the weary path home. As he

charged into the house, he interupted his father who was

saying, "I'm sorry, honey, you know that I didn't mean
those horrible things I said today. I just go crazy when I

drink too much, that's all it was."

Before he could soothe any more, Jonathan cried out in

anguish, "Help, Grandma's hurt. Come quickly."

What happened? Where's Grandma?" Melissa

questioned.

"We were near the forest, and there was a bird, and I fell

through the ice, and Grandma saved me. Quick, you must

help her!" Jonathan declared vehementy.

John at once put on his over coat, while saying, "You
two stay here. I'll rescue Grandma. Melissa, you better

call the police, or maybe an ambulance would be better."

John urgently rushed out. He did not stop until he

reached the crossing. There he sau Grandma lying very

still, a half smile on her face, and a small peeping sparrow
wrapped up safely in her scarf.



Metamorphism

To be everything

Yet, remain the One....

To feel individually

The being of each element.

Every object.

The absolute,

The variety and the oneness...

To feel self turn from flesh

Into raining water.

Swift body of air,

Beams of white,

Broken light of rainbow.

Blue emptiness of sky

Or volumptuousity of clouds...

Tlike cpldne,ss of driven snow,

Its wriiteness covering the road, <

Heat in the body of fire,

Evermoving fugitive sparks,

Unquiet redness of fleeting flames;:',

Eidimg'mi&jspptT wh^t someone thinks

To be the soul of a crawling ant

Eyeing giant blades of grass,

Or light bones of a sparrow

And feathers on his chest that winds blow...

To land on a tree and become branches

Or the leaf of a willow

Falling to the ground in the form of a flower.

To live in every grain of sand and soil

In old Earth and young Ocean,

In every drop of water, and crest of foam...

To sense warmth of another skin

Wrapping a similar essence,

Yet, breathing with someone else's pores

While being every entity...

To be each feeling, all ideas,

Absense of ihought,

Universal nature,

"Boundaries of life,

Death's own creature.

Many salvations, dooms,
And the ultimateM

To be circumference's curve,

Pyramid's core,

Every segment and each extention,

And to be the finite total,

Infinite space

Beyond the universe...

To be a point in no dimension...

...Juana C. Hopper





NO SENSE
He was rummaging through his briefcase as her voice

echoed off the cold, blank walls. "1 believe that after all

this time, you know me better than I kriow myself."

He had found the manuscript and looked up at her.

Tinki De Carlo was a beautiful woman, much younger

looking than her 51 years. She was of French descent,

with a sharp, pointed nose, thin face and prominent cheek

bones. Her chin was proudly upheld by a delicate neck.

Tinki's blue-black hair, hinting grey, reflected the bright,

oppressive lights overhead. A very tailored suit, black and

white pinstriped, complete with vest, smartly dressed her

tiny body. When she spoke, her deep, deep, raspy voice

would startle the listener. She drawled her words

dramatically, the stereotype of a Hollywood writer.

Contrasted against the bright walls, her 100 pound frame

appeared lost and frail. The writer was not fooled, he

knew how strong willed she was.

Lunch had started,and the antiseptic cafeteria had filled

with sounds of scraping chairs and trays hitting tables.

The writer wished there was some other place they could

meet, but Tinki insisted she liked the sounds of people all

around her. "I'm nearly done, but I want you to look over

the beginning," the writer blushed, "to be sure I haven't

missed anything. I'll leave it with you and when you have

the time..."

Tinki smiled with understanding. "Dahling, why don't

you read it? I love your rich, clear voice!"

When Tinki flattered, no-one could refuse.

"The cab turned off Congess Street, north onto State

Street. It abruptly stopped before the Pigalle. Harsh

Music poured from behind resquely decorated doors.

Conventioners lined the street, entering one nightclub

after another. Chicago, the convention center, welcomed

these tourists, beckoning them with alcohol and

showgirls. Chicago could hide it's filth at night, with

colortul marquees boasting a i eerie beauty. Neon signs

flashed on -noil -TINKI DE CARLO APPEARING
NIGHTLY". Tinki arrived punctually, as usual. The

doorman, Tats, greeted her. "Miss De Carlo, the other

girls are really warming them up. Watch out!"

She pushed her way through the smokey din to the

dressing room. Her costume dragged on the floor; a black

film rimmed the hem. The blaring, scratching records

screamed over four speakers. The dancer's music

crescendoed, then halted as the stage door closed behind

her. The other girls were rushing around, knocking each

other in the process. A single bare bulb illuminated the

confusion. Shocking purples, flashy yellows, daring reds,

swirled around bountiful bodies as the costumes were

assembled. One by one, at different intervals, the dancers

would depart.

Tinki dressed slowly, relishing every detail. She loved

her work. First, it was hard. She would throw everything

up after one dance, disgusted with herself. But now it

By CHRIS SPUDEAS

came easy. The money helped her get over her fears.

Where else in 1952, could a girl make S200 a week? The
men weren't so bad, once you understood them. They

were there to become the men thev wished they were. They

needed her services. She would coo and cuddle them,

pamper them, the way they wished their wives would.

That was when she sat at their tables. When she was

onstage, she teased and sassed, stripping slowly, never

taking her eyes away from the poor target she chose.

As Tinki applied her makeup, a dark, rough Italian

pushed open the door of the Pigalle and escorted his date

in. "Move that pretty ass," Nick ordered the blond,

"before someone swipes it!" He laughed an alcohol laugh.

Being a policeman, Nick found it hard to take his mistress

but without being recognized. This wasn't his precinct; no

one would ever spot them here. He didn't care if his wife

knew; it was his Catholic Irish Captain who worried him.

The blond wiggled her seat and promptly began to flash

her heavily mascarad eyelashes at another man. Nick

didn't notice.The buxom waitress had his gaze. "I'll have

two Scotches on ice," he purred.

Tinki's stomach was churning. It always did before her

number. "You're up, Tinki," called the manager.

"And now for the Lady we've all been waiting for. The

Pigalle's own French delight, Tinki De Carlo!"

The bump and grind music roared around Tinki. Her

lips moved in unison, "Let me entertain you..." Ice

tinkling in glasses became part of the music. She carefully

searched the audience for the man she would dance to.

She always needed one person to concentrate on. Her

mind would imagine he was her lover, and this dance was

just for him. She would block out all others, forgetting

they existed. Her eyes rested on drunk, off-duty

policeman, Nick, daring him to break the stare. Nick

accepted the challenge, and coyly smiled. His blond date

flashed her teeth at another man for revenge. The man
misunderstood the intentions and slurred. "Hey, baby,

leave that fat Dago and join me!"

Nick ignored the man as Tinki removed her G-string.

Her firm thighs gleamed with sweat. She twirled a sheer

scarf around her legs and over her head, as red lights

flashed at her feet. The room quieted as the music

hastened. All eyes were on Miss De Darlo, the French

Delight. The thin, tall heels, of her pointed shoes, spun

faster and faster, balancing her top-like body. She

stopped with the music. The cop's face swayed back and

forth before his equilibrium returned.

Sparse applause followed her as she picked up her

costume and re-entered the dressing room, brushing the

next girl to dance.

Nick returned to the blond, to find her laughing at a

winking man. "You'd better forget you ever saw her."

Nick yelled at the man. "She ain't leaving with no one but

me."



"You'd better ask the little lady," answered back the

other man.

"Honey Bun," her hand rested on Nick's plump knee,

"you know I don't mean anything."

Her blurred face looked sincere enough to Nick. The

dark eyeliner darted straight back, outlining her watery

eyes.

Tinki draped her costume over the hanger, resting it on

the corner of the mirror. She always took it home. All

dancers invested a lot into their costumes, she couldn't

afford to "lose" it.

"Tinki, table three wants you. Two loaded conven-

tioners want your beautiful company," chided her

manager.

Tinki hated this. Sometimes they were OK, just lonely

and wanting a doting companion. Mostly, they wanted to

prove how Macho they were, expecting her to act whorey.

Nick was so drunk he couldn't follow the dancer on

stage without his head swimming. The blond licked her lip

in the direction of the other man. The man waved her

over. Nick swayed in the chair, color coming rapidly to his

face. "No broad is going to make a fool of me!"

He darted from his seat, grabbing the man before the

bouncers could restrain him. They pulled the men loose.

One bouncer shoved Nick back in his chair and warned,

"You just sit there and don't cause trouble." Nick's

lopsided head belched his response.

"You're such a pig," the blond whined.

Tinki headed for table three. She had seen the dark,

burly man throw himself on the other one, it happens

every night. She'd learned to work with violence on the

job.

The Italian stood up shouting, "Get that gigolo outa

here. He's after my woman."

Tinki hesitated only a second and continued toward table

three's four lusting eyes.

The other man foolishly mumbled, "Fat Guinea like

you don't deserve a lady like that."

Nick's training overtook him. In his drunkiness he

defended himself against the man's verbal attack by

reaching for his gun.

Tinki walked between them. Table three was five steps

away.

Nick's fingers fumbled with the holster for a second.

His drunken rage had no patience.

Tinki was a step closer to table three.

Nick didn't hear the blond scream as he grabbed the

glass out of her hand. He didn't see the men rush behind

him as he let go a powerful hurl. He didn't feel their arms

wrap around his torso. He didn't hear the man laugh at his

folly. All he heard was a deep, deep, raspy roar coming

from the center of Tinki's chest.

As the glass fragments splintered into the core of her

eyes, she saw red, blotted on white. Blood poured from

her nose bone, streaming her cheeks crimson. Her

shoulders wore a cape of red plush. Her instinctual

blinking of eyelids ground the glass irreparably deeper

into her pupils. Tinki reached up for help from anyone.

The shocked crowd stared. Tinki De Carlo, bled inside.

"Oh God, help me, my eyes, my eyes."

She lay on the tloor, bloodied rags hiding her eyes. The
ambulance drivers consoled her as they lifted the slight

body. "Relax, honey, We'll make sure you get the best."

"Take me to St. Lukes Presbyterian Hospital," Tinki

cried.

"Cuneo is closer," replied the driver.

"I know what 1 want," demanded Tinki.

The staff were overtired when Tinki was rushed in. A
nurse in the Emergency Ward shook her head at the sight

of Tinki's face. A doctor whispered to the Nurse, and she

prepared Tinki for surgery.

The dreams she had under ether, were macabre. She
was mowing the lawn, and eyeballs flew back onto her

toes. She was decapitated by a dark, fat man, with a

drunken face.

three days later, she accepted the verdicts of five

doctors. Blinded for life, she had nothing to live for.

Dancing with a cane would be quite a gimick, she thought,

trying to cheer herself up. Through the nightclub

grapevine, she discovered the story of the cheating, off-

duty policeman. The papers didn't carry it because the

cop's Captain had hushed it up. A story like that would

give the Chicago Police Department a nasty name. Tinki

had received an anonymous check early that morning for

$1000. Someone felt guilty about her unfortunate

accident.

Tats Thomas, the doorman at the Pigalle, brought

Tinki six lovely roses. Red, he said, reminded him of

Tinki. He asked her how she felt.

Tinki choked back tears, "1 am an idiot. I've never

thought about doinganything but dancing. Sure, I always

knew my looks would go, but if you're really good, it

doesn't matter. I never figured my eyes would go first, that

I'd become some sort of a freak. Yes, I feel sorry for

myself, I hate myself for it. Then I had a long talk. I said,

"Tinki, you have to go on living. You must keep trying to

stay happy. Just because you're blind doesn't mean you're

worthless. The only problem is, I never did trust myself."

Tats frowned, "Tinki, you've got a gift. You make

people love you. You're 27 years old; you'd have quit

dancing soon anyway."

"Oh Tats, whatever can I do without my eyes?"

A timid coed interrupted the writers words. "Excuse

me, Miss De Carlo, you wanted to know when it was 3:00.

Your class starts in 10 minutes."

"Dahling, please excuse me, I've so enjoyed the

reading."

The writer came to his feet. "I want you to hear the last

of it soon," he said. "Eve been pretty thorough with your

years of struggles."

"I'm sure you were, dahling," Tinki laughed, "but I'd

much rather live with my happiness today, than relive my
sorrows of yesterday."

The student held out her arm for Tinki. She grasped the

coed's elbow, and folded her cane under her arm. The

writer watched as the student lead Professor De Carlo

down the hall to her class. The Professor of Education

had a special treat today, she was beginning a new seminar

on how to teach the retarded child.
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Mama lied, I cried, enough to die.

Yes, Mama lied. The world was not happiness, peace

and love. It was Fall changing into Winter, grey into

black. Having survived three decades of pain was enough
agony. It would end, as birth began, with pain. The gun
was raised to the heart which certainly hurt more than the

head. ..cold, steel on warm flesh, a means to an end. Yet,

the trigger would not pull. The grasping hand was frozen.

My last conscious thoughts raced back to Mama. She was

aproned and bent over scrubbing the floor. Mama was
always cleaning. She believed she could sterilize and

disinfect all the unhappiness and evil in the world, if she

scrubbed long and hard enough.

In a dream flash she softly repeated; "Happy? Of course

you'll be happy. Some day you'll find a nice handsome
husband, get married and have lots of nice children. Be

patient. Everything always works out for the best. God's

will works in strange ways."

How badly I wanted to believe. ..to have faith. Yet, she

lied because she loved me. In her lying she convinced

herself. She realized much too well, that there would be no

typical American Dream come true. No handsome prince

would claim Cinderella. At two hundred and twenty

pounds, even the ugly and mean princes turned away
from me. A date over a year ago and a few greaser

grabbings made up my love life. I was so weary of

breathing loneliness twenty-four hours a day. Every week

there was a new guaranteed wonder diet. Every week there

was frustation and failure.

Mama lied when she called me beautiful. Once, when I

was very young, I felt totally beautiful. Happy, loving,

smiling, rejoicing in each day was the memory. Now, the

ugliness was inside, growing deeper, stronger, until I

could not bear my snarled reflection. It had distorted my
features and produced an agonized, terrified appearance.

I was the odd piece in a candy coated, ultra-brite, puzzle

world. I would never belong. So I cried for years and

Mama cleaned until Jesse.

Alone in a singles bar, I sat drinking my loneliness,

hating every beautiful passerby. Cynical and drunk, I

glared analyzing the empty faces. Then^there was Jesse,

sad and serious with a poet's gentle face and misty eyes.

He stared and we touched each other's loneliness. He

came over timid but with arms outstretched. We both

wanted so desperately to touch and be touched. So
desperately.

Silently his eyes told me his life and all his sorrows. His

first words were "I love you. 1 have always loved you in my
heart. You are the other side of my soul returned."

Staring thru the blue pools that were his eyes, 1 realized

I loved him. He was a mythical stranger rescuing me

from the fires of my own hate. When we left together, I

knew my heart would never know loneliness again. The

"I" became "we." "Alone" became "together."

All was unreal during that drifting summer. We floated

away our fulfilled days kissing and reading Gibran, Sylvia

Plath and other sensitive souls. We were untouchable. A
breed of men separated by a golden wall of love. We left

the harsh reality of the struggling, bitter world behind us.

We did all the romantic things: walks at dawn,

cnampagne and bubble baths, candle-lit dinners, and

always fresh flowers and love. I even began to lose weight.

In three months a butterfly emerged from a fat cocoon. I

was beautiful everywhere until Jesse died.

Mama still lied. There were no happy endings. Jesse

died an ancient Greek poet's death. At four-forty-five, a

drunken piece of a man forgot a red light on the street

Jesse was crossing. A common accident for an uncommon
man! I could not bear the irony.

Five days and many tranquillizers later, the crying

ceased and the hating started. Jesse became a lost statistic.

The very contrite drunk went back to his bottle and paid

off the judge later. The celluloid smiles of neighbors

flashed their sympathies. There was no consolation for

injustice.

A cancerous hate grew rapidly and again. I could not

bear my tortured image. I longed for death. Why did

Mama lie? Cinderella did not live happily for ever after

with the Prince; the good guys don't always win. There

were no happy endings!

The gun fired once directly thru my heart. This was the

only and final truth in a world of lies.

Mama cried as I died.

By JODY R. McENELLY



D ying to meet you,

E ve is your name, right''

A few years have passed.

Timeflew by like an eagle.

H ysterically. I find myself at your death-bed.

.... Dean DiBisceglie

A shot rang red.

A man danced dead.

. My sister said,

the report read:

The man's gun glowed.

His blood's flight slowed,

head splayed, body bowed.

712 Rampant Road.

He had tried fooling fate.

Didn't mind losing late.

This man who hated hate.

The report read:

Ed's dead.

....Dean DiBisceglie

love

mesmerizing, toxic,

excruciating, sinning, frustrating...

I've had quite enough

agony.

...Jamelle Rosenberg

Stranger

Here I am
(No more, no less)

Sitting in this empty room
full ofpeople. See me!

Alone, so alone. Afraid.

And afraid of the dark.

I feel anguish and fear

enveloping me. Help me!

Groping for something.

Yet, never really touching it.

Wanting to feel the warmth

and sunshine inside. Love me!

Time has passed,

hances have disappeared.

Aches and wants have not

been satisfied. Leave me!

Wrath is rising

give a sign.

Any emotion is enough

to fill the void. Hate me!

Let me perish.

I need to rest.

The stranger inside

never really lives. Bury me!

....P. E. Z. Gordon

AUTOPSY

Thin sharp shining steel

Glides through skin with morbidness...

Organ weighed and viewed.

Quickly my coke and sandwich

Report, Cause: An act of God!

...Jeff Danley
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By SANDY MILLER

"Emily, answer the door!" Her husband^George, yelled

from the bedroom. "I'm not out of bed yet."

Emily sighed as she looked at the kitchen clock. She

saw that it was only eight o'clock and wondered who
could be at the door. She wrapped her housecoat around

her and tied it at the waist with the matching string belt.

As she walked towards the front door, she combed her

hair with her fingers, making sure she looked alrjght

before greeting any visitors. Her feet, shod in fuzzy

slippers, made a scrapping sound as she shuffled them

across the linoleum floor.

Emily turned the doorknob and pulled the front door

towards her to open it. Standing on'the front porch was a

special delivery man, wearing a bright smile on his face.

Emily noticed small beads of perspiration that rested on

his nose. He was dressed in his crisp blue uniform and held

a small package in his hands.

"Good morning," he said in a cheery voice. "I have a

package for Mr. or Mrs. George Crenshaw. Emily cringed

slightly. She never liked to be referred to as Mrs. George

Crenshaw. Afterall, her name was Emily, not George.

"Would you sign here?" He pointed to the dotted line

where Emily was supposed to sign her name, and handed

her a pen. She carefully signed her name and handed the

pen to the delivery man. In return for the pen, he handed
her the package.

"Have a nice day." He smiled as he left to continue the

rest of his deliveries.

"Thank you," Emily murmured as she closed the door,

and began to walk towards the kitchen, by way of the

living room.

"Who was at the door, Honey Pie?"

Emily rolled her eyes when she heard the affectionate

name George called her.

"It was the mailman. Your mother sent us a package,"

she shouted back' to George and set the package on the

table in the livingroom.

"The package is from his mother. He can open it when
he gets out of bed. Besides, she probably sent another

piece of her ceramics she's been working on," Emily

muttered. "Guess I'd better get back to my wifely duties."

Emily shuffled her way back to the kitchen.

It seemed to Emily that she spent more time in the

kitchen than she did anywhere else. Although she and

George had been married for only a year, she vowed she

would never become chained to the kitchen. She wanted
to make something of life. The only thing that stood in her

way was George's chauvinistic ideas. According to

George, a woman's place was in the home.
Emily put some instant breakfast mix in a glass, added

milk and stirred it with a spoon. She then drank her

creation.

She set the glass on the kitchen counter and at the same
time thought George could fix his own breakfast. She had

other things to do. Filling the sink with detergent and

water, she placed a few dishes in it that had accumulated

from the night bef6re.

Prissy, her white Persian cat. jumped ontothe counter

and pranced along the surface, each foot touching it

lightly. It seemed she wanted to help Emily with the

dishes. Emily grabbed Prissy by the scruff of the neck and

placed her on the kitchen floor. "George would kill you if

he saw you up there. Now don't jump up there again."

Prissy paid no attention to Emily and gracefully walked

out of the kitchen as George was entering with the

package in his hands.

"Good morning, Hon. What's for breakfast? I'm

starved." George walked over to her and kissed her on the

cheek. Then he gave her a powerful hug.

Emily felt bad that she had even considered the idea of



letting George make his own breakfast. Afterall, she was

his wife. She was supposed to care for him."What are you

hungry for?"

"Oh, I don't know. Surprise me. I'll open Mom's
package while you fix something." Again George kissed

her on the cheek. He then walked over to the kitchen table

and sat down on a chair. He placed the brown wrapped

package in front of him and began to untie the white string

which encased it.

"You know, I bet I can tell you what's in the package

before you even open it," Emily said confidently as she

poured powdered milk into a pitcher and mixed it with

water. "It's probably another piece of artwork your

mother made in her ceramics class. That's all she ever

seems to send us anymore, no letters, no phone calls, only

ceramics."

George lifted the top flaps of the brown cardboard box

which held the suprise. and peered inside to see what it

was.

Slowly he pulled a small yellow box, about the size of a

bar of soap, with a matching square lid, out of the

cardboard box.

"I told you. Your mother has been at it again."

"What's it supposed to be?" George asked questioning-

iy.

"Well, I'm not sure, but it looks like a treasure chest. It's

shaped like one anyway."

"Where are you going to put it?"

"You know what would nice?" Emily asked with

enthusiasm. "We could put that thing on the coffee table

in the livingroom and fill it with candy or something. I

need a candy dish in there anyway. That treasure chest

could look nice."

George held the present in his hand and stared at it. At

the same moment he heard the lid of the mailbox, which

hung on the front porch, slam shut.

"George, put that in the sink with the dishes and I'll

wash it out. Did I hear the Mailman?"

"Yeah." George walked to the sink and put the treasure

chest on top of the soap bubbles and watched it slowly

descend until, seconds later, he heard it land with a quiet

thud. He turned away from the sink and left the room to

get the mail.

Emily continued to make George's breakfast. She put a

teaspoon of instant coffee into George's favorite coffee

cup and waited for the water in the tea kettle to boil. Soon,

the coffee crystals would be transformed into George's

favorite morning drink.

While the water began to heat, Emily put pancake mix

into a large green bowl. She added an egg, some oil and

the powdered milk she had previously made. She heard

some strange rattling noises coming from the sink. They
sounded like the dishes clanking together. Although her

back was to the sink, she thought Prissy had jumped back

onto the counter to play with the soap suds.

Emily finished stirring the pancake mixture and began

to drop spoonfulls onto the griddle. Four round globs of

powder and milk, soon would become four round

pancakes and George's breakfast.

George ran into the kitchen, visibly shaken, holding a

letter in his hand. He sat on the same chair at the kitchen

table and began to explain the contents ol the letter.

Again, the dishes rattled, but Emily and George did not

seem to hear them.

"Emily, this letter is from Mom, explaining about the

ceramic piece she made. Do you ever remember me telling

you about Uncle Ben?"

"The name sounds familiar, but I don't remember any

stories about him. Why?" Emily flipped her pancakes and

walked over to have a seat on the chair next to George.

"Well, anyway, Uncle Ben was my grandmother's

brother. I was never very close to him because he lived so

far away. Besides me, he was the only male member of my
mother's family after my father and grandfather died.

Well, Uncle Ben never liked to be around the ladies of the

family because they gossiped and giggled all the time. He
always said they could never carry on intelligent

conversations. He said he could never wait until he died,

so he could be with my father and grandlather in heaven.

You'll have to understand he was a little senile."

"Well, what does Uncle Ben have to do with the letter?"

"Oh, Mom said Uncle Ben died about two months ago.

She just now got around to writing to me."

The dishes began to rattle until Emily thought they

would break. She turned to yell at Prissy and saw she was

nowhere near the sink. Suddenly, the dishes stopped

rattling.

"Emily, Mom and the others had Uncle Ben cremated,

at his wish. I don't know how to say this but he was in the

box that Mom sent, and that I put in the dish water."

"Oh no! Emily gasped.

"Oh yes! Mom said she had nowhere else to put him.

She said Uncle Ben stated in his will that he would be very

happy if he could spend the rest of his life with me,

because I was his only male relative. He was not sure that

if he went to heaven, whether Dad and Grandpa would

remember him."

Emily, pale from the recent news, got out of the chair

and walked over to the pancake griddle, to serve George

his breakfast. As she passed the sink, she tried not to look

at it, or even think about what had happened.

She put each pancake, one by one, on a plate and

walked over to set the plate in front of George.

Suddenly, the dishes rattled as they never had before.

Two lilly white, wrinkled hands appeared through the

soap suds and clutched the edge of the sink. Emily

screamed and stepped back as George watched in

astonishment.

A bald white head emerged, dressed in soap suds. The

wrinkled white skin resembled cracks in the pavement of a

sidewalk. His eyes slowly opened and resembled two

brown walnuts which twinkled the slightest bit. He

smiled, revealing a mouth full of emptiness.

George and Emily could only stare at the event taking

place before them.

Then with a weak voice Uncle Ben said, "Hey Georgie

boy! How about giving your old Uncle a drink of water?

I'm awfullv thirsty!"
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It was so foggy, that Patrick could not see the building.

He vaguely heard his parents' voices irom the front seat.

Either they were mumbling, or Pat just could not

concentrate on the words. Through the mist, his eyes

focussed on the hospital. "It looks green. The building. I

thought you were not supposed to see colors at night!"

"Patrick, what ever are you talking about? Did you

hear your father? He just to'd you to pick up your

suitcase."

Pat had packed in a hurry. Just the necessities were

thrown in. He did not care about what he would wear, nor

about how he looked. A pair ofjeans and a t-shirt would
suffice. Before he moved, his father opened the car door
and walked to the passenger side. There he stood with his

arms folded across his bulging stomach and his bushy,

grey eyebrows hanging heavily over his eyes.

"Young man, there is no use fighting it. You asked for

this. There is nothing else we can do. Come on, there is

someone waiting."

As Patrick slowly walked the cement path leading to

the entrance, his parents escorted him, one on either side.

Patrick thought the fog was appropriatcand he enjoyed

the eerie feeling. It surprised him, that this was all he

felt ... no remorse, no guilt, no sorrow, just an odd
anxiety about the world he was going to enter.

"So you are Patrick Nulty. Do not be frightened. I

realize how strange this all seems." The thin woman held

out a boney hand and introduced herself. She sounded
nice enough, but Pat could see that she thought he was
crazy. She talked in a httle girl voice and stood back as he

passed. The Nulty's entered the admitting room. Patrick

senior took the big, plush seat with the high back. Mrs.

Nulty hesitated, then took the chair close to the door. Pat
knew why she did that. Now, he had to walk through the

room and sit against the wall. That way, he would have
three people to pass if he tried to run. He heard voices,

then realized a conversation was taking place.

"It is most unusual to admit a patient in the middle of

the night. Usually, we have them wait until the morning.
But in your case, we have made an exception. I must say it

is an honor to be in your presence. Senator Nulty."

Patrick senior nodded his head automatically and
strained a smile. His lips shot across his teeth in a straight

line but did not open.

"Of course, you will have to return in the morning to fill

out the necessary forms. NowJ just need a short statement

as to the reason for admittance."

Mrs. Nulty's neck muscles tensed as she leaned her head
forward and started to speak. As usual, her husband took
over, so she sat back and tried to relax.

"The boy is sick. We havejust given up. There is no way

to control him anymore. First, his grades started slipping;

then, he would skip school. His high school principal

even threatened expulsion. That was a year ago. Now, he

runs around with a bunch of hippies, does not come home
for days, and his reasons are lies. Whenever he opens his

mouth, he lies."

Senator Nulty pounded his fist into the soft leather. His

plump face turned rage red. It was the bad memories
which upset him, combined with too much alcohol. The
Senator and his wife were at a fund raising banquet when
they were interrupted and had to leave. Now, the alcohol

effect caused him to exaggerate his anger.

"So
/
tonight was the last straw. Imagine my embarrass-

ment when I had to make up an excuse to leave a dinner in

my honor."

Patrick shifted in his chair as he looked at his mother's

face. Her head was now tilted forward, and her eyes half

closed. She had silent tears creeping down her cheecks,

and her tongue instinctively flicked out of her mouth to

catch them. It was then that the dreaded grief swallowed

Patrick. He hated himself for hurting her. Pat could not

bear the agony of causing his mother pain.

"The police called at the banquet, and we had to go pick

him up. He was in a hotel room with that degenerate

group he calls his friends. They were smoking pot and

sniffing cocaine."

"Snorting," corrected Patrick. He had not said a word
since his arrival because there was nothing to say. But, if

his father was going to tell the story, he ought to do it

right. That was what the Senator demanded from others.

His wife and child had to be perfect. They had to show the

world that they were worthy of being related to Senator

Patrick Nulty.

Mrs. Nulty spoke in hopes that her husband would

overlook young Patrick's remark. "We arrived at the

Police station and directly called you. Another Senator

had recommended your hospital. It was our final

decision."

"Anyway," the Senator's voice boomed, "it is a good

thing that I am who I am, or Patrick would go to prison

along with the rest of them."

Pat wished he was going to prison. He never worried

about the law. Even if he was arrested, he always knew his

father would take care of it. Not because the Senator

cared about his son, but because of what the bad publicity

would do to his position. Patrick would have loved to

read the headlines as he sat in his cell, Senator's Son

Found Guilty on Drug Charges.

"I guess that is all I will need to know tonight. Because

of your son's condition, he will be taken to I.T.U., that is

our Intensive Care facility. You will not be allowed to see

him for at least two weeks, as he is observed and tested.



Please remember to return in the morning. Ask for Mrs.

Carlson, she will be in Admitting."

The woman rose and the patient walked past his

parents, turning his head away. He had no desire to look

at his father and could not stand to see his mother so

shaken.

As he walked down the dim corridor, Patrick thought it

looked like any other hospital. It smelled antiseptic. The
floor was glossy , and the walls were stark white. Each

room had a closed door with a small window near the top.

There was wire mesh, covered with glass in each window,

through which the new patient saw nothing but blackness.

Patrick was relieved. He had expected mutilated faces to

be screaming out at him from behind the doors.

They had reached the end of the hall, and the woman
took one of her many keys to insert in the lock. The steel

door clicked as the key turned. The night nurse met the

patient and told him to follow. She led- him to a small

room with a large metal door. "This will be your room for

awhile. I know that it is bare, but you will only sleep in

here. You had better go right to sleep. The morning staff

will wake VOU aLS:3D. Th at is iiist five hours awav "

As the nurse left, she locked the door behind her. The

patient was alone. "So this is your room. One lousy twin

bed covered with a sheet. No dresser, no lamp, just a

square room. If you were not so high, you could probably

find a way out. Listen to me. They stick me in a nut-house,

and I start talking to myself!" The patient shook his head

and laughed softly. He knew, even in his hazy condition,

that tomorrow it would become real. But now, he wanted

to enjoy his living dream. He lay back on the sturdy

mattress and stared at the ceiling. Moonlight sneaked

through the wire screen in the window, throwing

checkerboard shadows on the patient's arms.

"It is 8:30. Rise and shine!" The patient could not

remember falling asleep. He remembered the night before

and wished it were a dream. Standing took effort, walking

was near impossible. Patrick felt the inside of his stale

mouth with his tongue. Once his door was unlocked, and

he was ushered to the washroom, he relished the

opportunity to brush his teeth. As the patient spit out his

final rinse, he noticed the reflection in the mirror. A
sixteen year old redhead looked back. The boy was tired.

Puffy white bags hung under misty blue eyes. The nose

was red and cracked from too much sun. The cheeks were

slightly concave and shadowed by large bones above

them. The eyebrows were so light, that they could not be

clearly defined. The chin was short and square. Sprinkled

over this face were tiny, pink freckles. When the patient

smiled at the reflection, the freckles pushed together

around the eyes, and formed pink lines darting from the

corners. The patient finished brushing and joined the

others for breakfast.

"Hello, I am Gail." A plain looking girl with straggly

hair, smiled at the patient.

"Hi." He took another bite, so he would not have to

talk. She looked normal enough, but Patrick was not

sure. He knew that one could never tell, and promised

himself that he would be careful.

"Why are you in here?" A boy next to the patient took

his turn. "I am here because my Mother just remarried

and wanted me out of the way," the boy answered his own
question.

The patient noticed the nurse at the end of the table.

She was not eating, just watching and listening.

/ better eat everything, thought the Patient. Or they will

think I am upset. He was smart enough to realize that his

behavior should reflect his feelings.

"After breakfast, you are scheduled to throw the

medicine ball." The nurse read the list of daily activities.

All patients in I.T.U. were juveniles, and they needed a

structured day. Throwing a heavy medicine ball around in

a circle, was a way of displacing their aggression.

As the teenagers passed the ball, the patient noticed

their pleasure. They were joking and laughing together.

They are all crazy. Look at them, they actually enjoy this.

The rest of the day passed uneventfully. Patrick avoided

the other patients as much as possible. He would converse

only when necessary.

Before she left at 3:00, the nurse jotted in Patrick

Nulty's daily log, "Had good appetite, quiet but not

sullen, avoids others, is polite when spoken to, offers no
conversation freely, and after throwing the medicine ball,

announced to everyone, 'I am the only sane one here.'
"

The patient met his Doctor two days after being

admitted. Patrick knew right away that he would like Dr.

Morris. The Psychiatrist looked like a Teddy bear that the

patient once owned. Dr. Morris had a round body with

short, stocky legs and arms. His hair was dark brown and
very unkempt. The thick eyebrows on the Doctor's face,

darted across the nose in a continuous line. His eyebrows

were bushy and the hairs went in every direction. He wore
black framed glasses with coke bottle lenses. As he spoKe,

the Psychiatrist's chin would wobble up and down on his

neck. He was probably around fifty years old, but looked

much older.

"Well, Patrick, I see here that you have decided all the

patients but you are crazy."

"I never said that. I said I was the only sane one,"

answered the patient. He was suddenly very mad at the

nurse for eavesdropping and tattling.

"Granted, this is a mental hospital, but we like to think

of our patients as people who are troubled and in need of

help. We avoid makingjudgements such as sane or crazy."

"My father thinks I am crazy. He even said 'I was sick.

He should listen to the other kids to see who is sick. They
are all nuts. I do not talk to them because I do not belong

here. I hate this place, and they all seem to like it."

"In time you will like it too. It is only natural that you
have apprehensions about the hospital. It is a new and
different experience. You will get used to it and become as

well adjusted as the rest."

The patient suddenly realizd where the key to freedom

was. If all patients who enjoyed the hospital life were

considered well adjusted, then he would enjoy the

hospital. For the next few days, Patrick smiled at

everyone. He even forced short conversations. When the

others would laugh, the patient would laugh. It was all a

game, and Patrick became quite good at it.

Almost two weeks after being admitted, the patient was

i



transferred. When he was informed of the move, Patrick

laughed to himself. He had outsmarted them. The patient

knew he was sane, and he knew the rest of them were

crazy.

"This ward is called 1 -north. It is quite different from

I.T.U. This is the juvenile ward, and there are twelve

patients in residence now. As you can see, we have

excellent facilities. Here is our ping-pong table and over

there is the pool table. That room to your right, is the T.V.

room. The hours are posted on the door. The refrigerator

in the corner is stocked with sandwiches and juice. Feel

free to snack whenever you are hungry."

The ward clerk continued the introductory speech in a

monotone, "Each person has a private room and every

two rooms share adjoining baths. There are no screens or

bars on the windows, but they are bolted shut. You have

no locks on the bedroom doors either. Because of your

previous behavior, you were sent to us. Consider yourself

lucky. You could have been sent to 2-West."

Patrick had heard about 2-West. One of the girls in

I.T.U. had been there. She was an expert who had been on

every ward in the hospital. She had told the patient about

all the old, crazy people. There were four to a room. When
the girl would go to sleep at night, an old woman would

try to climb in her bed. One night, the girl pushed the

woman out, then jumped on her and kicked the woman's
head until nurses pulled her off, and put her in restraints.

Patrick considered himself very lucky not to have seen 2-

West.

"We have three teachers here. You will start school in

the morning. Every course you take will be accredited to

your high school. That way, you will not be behind when
you return."

The thought of school made the patient wince. He had

no desire to study, but if he rebelled, it was possible he

would be sent back to I.T.U. No, that would never

happen. The patient started his first class with a smile.

It was four weeks since Patrick was admitted. Sitting

alone in his room, the patient thought aloud. "These nuts

are stupid. They actually think I am their friend. We
watch T.V. together and play pool too. But they never

know how I really think." He slipped off the high, hospital

bed and moved over to the dresser. Pulling open the top

drawer, Pat rummaged until he spotted the blue t-shirt.

"At times I would not mind having someone to talk to, to

share my secret with." The patient was quite proud of

himself. His secret was his game. It was so much fun

acting crazy like the rest. Once at lunch, a boy decided to

wear his food instead of eating it and carefully lifted his

try and dumped it in his lap. Patrick could not resist. He
automatically rose, and turned over his tray on the boy's

head. Then, they both laughed hysterically. Dr. Morris

commented about the incident. He told the patient that he

was pleased to see Pat show some emotion.

"I wonder how I can get phone privileges. Everyone else

has them." Patrick did not care to see anyone, but he

missed his friends. He never asked for anything from Dr.

Morris, for fear of rejection.

As the patient's head popped through the top of the t-

shirt, he saw himself in the mirror above the dresser.

"Looks like I will have to be sneaky if i want to make some
calls." He winked at the reflection which winked back.

"So you agree. Good. Guess I ought to go out and

socialize with the nuts."

While everyone was watching television, Patrick

slipped out and sneaked down to the nurse's station. The
night nurse was looking over the daily logs. Her head was
down and her back turned toward the door. The patient

crouched down and crawled through the entrance. He
slipped his hand through the small opening in the phone
cabinet. If he could just slide the wooden door quietly,

and take a phone, he could plug it in the jack in his room
and make calls all night. Pat had opened the door and his

fingers slid under a phone. Carefully, he balanced it in his

palm and slowly removed his hand. The receiver bumped
the wooden door and fell off its cradle onto the floor with

a loud crack. The nurse jumped up and turned around.

"What is this? You know you are not allowed to sneak

around my station."

The patient was still crouched with his hand under the

phone. The nurse took it from him and placed it back in

the cabinet.

"Go back with the rest and watch T.V."

Patrick closed his bedroom door and threw himself on

the bed. He sat up and walked to the mirror. "Now I have

done it. Back to I.T.U. for me. I should never have

listened to you." The patient was glad he could put the

blame on someone else. "That was a stupid thing to do.

No one else sneaks around. I should have waited like the

rest." He frowned at the reflection which frowned back.

The next day, Patrick saw Dr. Morris. "It says here

you tried to take a phone last night. Guess you must think

you deserve the privilege."

"I just wanted to talk to my friends."

"That is understandable. Starting now, you are allowed

two phone calls a day."

The patient smiled and thanked the Doctor. He could

not wait to tell the reflection his news . . .

"So I get a phone after all. I cannot wait to talk to my
friends." He smiled at the reflection which did not smile

back. "Wait a minute. Is there something bothering you?"

Patrick did not yet know that the reflection was his only

friend.

Several days later, the patient saw his parents. Mr.

Nulty wore a dark green suit and a dark grey face. "You

are sick, you are sick." The Senator shook his head back

and forth.

"Dad, I even got phone privileges. I get along with

everyone and Dr. Morris likes me."

"Phone privileges? Who do you call, those creeps? You
never called us."

"They are not creeps. They are people just like me. I

never called you because I, I . .
." Patrick was em-

barrassed. He had never thought to call his parents. He

wished that someone had reminded him.

"Of course you never called. What would you want to

talk to me for?"

The rest of the conversation went exactly like that. The

patient tried to talk, but his father refused to listen.

"Dad, I have a feeling that I can come home pretty



soon." Patrick's eyes pleaded with his father.

"You what? Hold on now. You are not ready. You will

go back to those slobs and cause me embarrassment."

"No, 1 promise not to. Have confidence in me. I said,

I

promise."

"You are still sick, son. I do have confidence. In time,

you will be well enough to return home. Listen to Dr.

Morris.

"But Dad, if you tell him you want me, and think I am
ready. I know he will agree."

"We cannot fool the Doctor. Why, 1 told all my
associates and friends that you are in Europe studying.

Maybe in a few months you can return." The Senator

feigned a smile.

In his room, the patient screamed in his pillow. He
kicked the bed and cried aloud. Turning toward the

reflection, he said, "She never said a word. Just sat there

and looked down. I know she wants me home. She looked

so sad and lonely."

Patrick stood by the mirror for a closer look. "You look

sad too. Everyone looks sad. I am not sad. I am happy. It

is much better here in the hospital. I have no problems, no

worries."

The patient's feet ached from standing. He returned to

the bed and sat across from the mirror. "You are so far

away. Come over here and sit by me."

Slowly, the reflection slid off the glass, walked across

the room, and balanced on the edge of the bed.

"Why did you wait so long to come out? I've been here

for five weeks, and for three of them I have stood up to

talk to you."

"You never asked me," replied his image.

"You know, they are all crazy. Even my father. They are

too crazy to see how sane I am."

"Maybe you should tell them."

"What? That I am sane? They will never believe me.

Anyway, why should I do that? Dr. Morris might try to

send me home."

"So, is that not what you wanted since you arrived?"

"I changed my mind. I am safe in here. They all like me,

and I do what I want. It is nothing like home, where I am
hated."

"Do you plan on living forever in this hospital?"

"No, when I turn eighteen, we will both leave and go

wherever we want."

"I cannot do that. I live in the mirror in this room. This

bed is as far as I can go."

"You are kidding! You mean I have to stay in this room
forever?"

"You can go whenever vou are ready."

"I won't go without you. You are the only one who
understands me. I feel closer to you than I have ever felt

with anyone else."

"That means you have to stay forever." The image

smiled. It was pleased to have such control over Patrick.

"I have a good idea. We can make a blood pact and

promise to stay forever friends. I always wanted someone
close like a blood brother."

"That is silly. We should just shake on it, like men." The

image seemed so much older and more mature than

Patrick. He felt silly for saying such a childish thing.

Weeks flew past. The patient took great pride in his

homework, and his grades were much improved. Of
course, he had an advantage at the hospital that he never

had before. He could spend long hours at night with his

friend. The image was so smart and was an excellent

tutor. When the studies were done, they would play gin

rummy and confide in each other.

"Remember that girl I told you about? The pretty one

with long blond hair? Well, today she handed me this note

in the T.V. room." The patient unfolded a small piece of

paper and placed it on the bed. The image picked it up and

read it.

"Hey, she really likes you! Maybe you can sneak her in

our room some night."

"That was the silliest thing you ever suggested. If we
were caught, I would go directly to I.T.U.. and you would

be alone."

"Not for long. They would just stick another patient in

here in a few days."

Patrick suddenly thought about his friend's past. There

must have been people in this room before me. I wonder if

they all knew my friend. I wonder if they were as close as

we are. The patient did not want to ask. He was jealous

but tried to forget about it.

"Rummy. Got you again." The image always won. He
was so smart!

The patient noticed on his calendar that he had been in

the hospital over four months. It seemed like a few weeks.

He was so busy and happy he forgot to keep track of time.

This was about his thirtieth visit with Dr. Morris. The old

Teddy bear looked very pert today. He sat behind the

huge desk with the chair tilted back. His glasses dropped

low on his nose, and his eyes twinkled above them.

"Patrick, I have been reviewing your records. You have

shown great improvement. At first, you were quiet,

unfriendly. Now you talk to and laugh with everyone.

You are doing remarkable in school and I see you spend

many hours alone in your room studying. You must enjoy

it."

"I do. Everything comes easy for me now. You were

right. In time, I adjusted to the hospital."

"You also are more friendly with your father. He came

to me after your visit yesterday. It seems that you dad is

very happy that you have forgotten about your old

friends."

"I did not forget them. I just realized that they were

never really my friends. My best friend lives here."

Dr. Morris misunderstood the patient. He had thought

that Patrick complimented him, and he beamed.

"You appear so happy and energetic. Maybe your new

girl friend has something to do with it?" Dr. Morris

winked at the patient. He looked across his desk at the

young, red-haired boy. The progress he had made with the

boy made him very proud. Especially because the Senator

was not likely to forget his efforts.

Patrick blushed. The girl probably did help. She made

it bearable when he had to come out of his room. Other

than that she meant nothing.

"Patrick, as I said, I have gone over your records. You



are a happy, well-adjusted teenager whose parents miss

him badly. I see no reason for you to remain in the

hospital any longer."

The patient's head rang. He refused to listen to the

horrible words. Streaks of electricity shot up and down
his body, making him flinch. He looked at Dr. Morris.

The Psychiatrist was smiling and his teeth reflected the

overhead light. Regaining his sense, Patrick leaned

forward. He maintained a very serious posture as he told

the Doctor, "You are wrong. There are many reasons for

me to stay. I need help, I am sick."

The Psychiatrist had heard that before. He understood

the patient's fear. To return home to the same situation he

had left, was not an easy thing to do. A lot of patients

would argue when they had to leave.

"No, you are not sick. Just afraid. There is no reason to

worry. You will continue to be an out patient. You can see

me once a week at first, if you feel it necessary."

Stupid old man, thought Patrick. I do not want to see

you. "I cannot leave. My only friend is here. My only

home is here."

"Patrick, it is very easy for you young patients to get a

dependency on the hospital. It will no longer benefit you

to stay here. It could hurt you. Now you must return home
and to school and take some responsibilities."

"You do not understand. I am crazy." The patient

jumped from his seat and paced in front of the desk. "I

have a friend who lives in my room. He comes out of the

mirror when I call him. He needs me, and I need him."

"Your dramatics are uncalled for," laughed the Doctor.

"It is true. He talks to me and listens to my thoughts. He
cares."

"Very good, very good." Dr. Morris joined in the fun

and clapped his hands. "You're the best actor patient ever

to be discharged from here!"

"I am crazy. I swear it. I am nuts."

"Enough of that." The Psychiatrist was tired of the

jame. "I will listen to no more. Return to your ward. Your
parents will pick you up in the morning. Please be packed

and ready."

Patrick did as told. No one ever believed him except his

friend. He even told the nurse and the other nuts about the

image. They just laughed. The nurse took a black magic

marker and wrote a large C in the middle of the patient's

forehead. "Now you are officially cured," she teased him.

All the patients congratulated him as he tried to get to

his room. His blond girlfriend was especially happy that

Patrick could leave. "I will go crazy without you, but I

know it's for the best." She thought her pun would cheer

him up.

Once in his room, the patient sat down silently, and put

his head in his hands. He felt a warm touch on his

shoulder. Looking up, he saw the image.

"Why are you so upset?"

"Dr. Morris wants me to leave."

"Already? Did you tell him about me?"

"Yes, and he did not believe me."

"That is ridiculous. Anyone can see how sick you are."

"I know, but they are too crazy to see anything."

"What will you do?"

"I guess 1 will have to go home."
"You cannot leave here. You promised." The image was

visibly upset.

"What else can I do? They can carry me out if I refuse to

move."

"You promised, you promised," screamed the image as

it flew back on the mirror.

"Where are you going? Come back here," demanded
the patient.

"Why should 1? You broke your promise. I guess I will

just have to wait for the next patient of this room."
"Do you mean it? Do you become friends with everyone

who sleeps in here?

"Did you think you were my first friend? As long as this

mirror has been in this room, I have been friends with the

occupants."

"But you were not really their friend. You just kept

them company! Bright tears formed in the patient's eyes.

"I just kept you company, the rest were my real

friends."

"You lie! You lie!" screamed Patrick. His pain was
unbearable. He was losing the only friend he ever had.

"You are stupid. I never wanted to know you. I had no
choice. If I could have picked a roommate, you would
have been the last on my list."

The patient leaped off the bed and ran at the mirror,

screaming. The reflection just laughed and laughed.

Patrick picked up his wooden hairbrush and swung it in

front of the reflection. "You will never be friends with

anyone," cried the patient. He slammed the back of the

brush into the face of the reflection. The laughter stopped

as the glass cracked, making the reflection split and
crumble to the dresser top. A large, jagged piece of glass

had fallen on the carpet and remained intact.

"What have I done. God, help me."

The patient held his hands at the side of his body, palms
up. His head was turned towards the ceiling and shook
slowly, back and forth. He took a step and felt the corner

of the large glass piece, that was under his shoe. Bending
slowly, he reached down to pick it up. Suddenly, he saw
the reflection coming towards him. The reflection's hand
came slowly at him through the glass. He heard a soft echo

of the image's voice saying, "You promised, you promis-

ed."

Patrick tried to stop himself from picking up the glass,

but could not pull back his arm. His whole body shook
with fright. The image's hand came closer and closer until,

at the same instant, both their hands touched as they

grasped the glass. The patient was surprised by the

image's sudden strength. He used both hands to hold the

glass, which was being pushed with great force, towards

his face. Patrick's fingers bled profusely. His palms were

split by the rough edge of the glass, as he fell to the

ground, struggling. "You promised, you promised,"

chanted the voice louder and louder.

The patient was on his back now. Thejagged glass came
closer to his face. With all his might, he pushed it back.

Finally, he almost sat up, when the image overpowered

him. In one mighty sweep, the gla.« slit Patrick's throat.

Within a few minutes, he was dead.
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Elegant Simplicity

As elegant as a gold chain

Or as simple as a small shell

Different in origin and composition

Yet. each enhances the other

By their unison.

To separate such a combination

Could only breed discontent

For those who have seen as

Well as those who have worn it.

Look again and tell me what you see.

I have shared my opinion with you.

Please, do the same for me.

Now, again, I'll ask you
As elegant as the gold chain may be,

No matter how simple the shell.

Tell me how will each appear?

...several halves? ...individuals? ...or

Remnants of what once was one?

....William V. Ward
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Loose mouth ajar in dull

eternal yawn, while uttering

wet, gruntal non-words.

Yes, insane people are from
a foreign land of the mind.

—John Carr

artist, Lynn Paul Goodman
Hey Shrink

Hey, shrink, I think,

You've made your fortune on the blot.

And the mysteries of case histories,

And the test results you plot

.

Your mind, Ifind,

To be commercially inclined.

As you compliment my penmanship.

On the check that Tve just signed.

Admit you're just an expensive friend

.

....Dee Dee Philipps
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Sometimes one cup of

muddy coffee is all one

can risk to venture.

...John Can

'Wet Dream'

Ripples gurgling and fading...

part of my conciousness persists,

as I slide into opaqueness...

WAIT!
Fm awake and...

and wet.

Oh, shit. Oh, Christ, Tm gonna be dead.

Ijust put another hole

in Vicki's water-bed.

....Dean DisBisceglie



From her kneeled-over position on the floor Mrs.

Agnes could see very little of her tenants. The thick blood

flowing inside her head triggered a short-circuit of her

brain's inner dialogue, causing the two-way logical

conversation of "ifs" and "buts" to become floating,

innane questions, "When will it end? Why do they want to

hurt us? Are they revolutionaries? Why the mayonnaise?"

Through the slight finger-crack almost circling around

the vent in her floor, Mrs. Agnes could sometimes see and

always hear the dope-crazed madness slithering in the

apartment below. The familiar voice of TV-Man floating

up through the floor soothed and stablized Mrs. Agnes
1

erratic self-questioning. Her ear rested flat against the

floor in a stupor of voyeuristic ecstasy.

An announcer coughed out the introduction in a

reluctant pace to give the impression of controlled

improvisation. It hypnotized the listener. Where interest

was emphasised, boredom lurked with a sleepless

patience. The subject of the announcer, the Candidate,

waited behind a cardboard lectern. Below the Candidate's

skin, boils of sweat pushed unsuccessfully against each

pore trying to respond to the call of nervous tension. He
was safe, though. He would not secrete. "That doctor is a

genius ," he mumbled to the blank eye of the camera. A
microsecond after the word, "genius" left his lips the red

light atop the camera lit up and a green light flashed, "on

the air". It was time to speak.

"My fellow inhabitants. I seek a humble few minutes of

your respectful time to show you my face. While you're

familiarizing yourself with my face let me tell you how I

can help. First, if I'm elected I'll make all the fences

electric to assure your protection from Scary-Night, and

I'll make all the mammals tax-payers so every warm-

blood can contribute to progress. I'll go to the UN and tell

them a thing. ..uh...er...two. I'll buy all the buses and offer

free service, even to deportees. We will become, once

again, together, in a kidney-bean pie of good-neighbor

grace. One whole of unity, where jobs mean work and

work means dollars to buy shirts or kleenex. Where one

man is every man and every man is you. ..and you, and me.

That's right, me too. I'm a big lug too, straight from your

hometown, and your factory,and I'm proud of it. I had to

work hardjthen. Food was no luxury. Beans were a boost

and boost me you must. Pull that lever of fate and send

your message to the world. Vote for me, your only sane

choice, Harold 'Boof Dill." As his last words were

sucked-up by the tiny microphone, the crowd applauded

and chanted, "Hail Boof, Pachee, Pachee," almost

drowning out the off-camera voice, "Paid for by the Dill

Image Control Committee."

Mrs. Agnes' subterranean neighbor, Tabia Zealer,

absent mindedly paced in front of her television flailing

her arms in outraged frustration over the Dill campaign

speech. Pud Mallo sat in front of the television in the only

chair, a folding lawn chair and blinkled as Tabia passed

in front of the screen every half second. "Hey lady, either

stop with the pacing or shut off the TV," Pud yelled. The

de'cibel level of Pud's voice was enough to bring Mrs.

Agnes out of her television trance. She decided to rest her

hot, swollen ear. Just as she placed her eye to the crack she

saw Tabia kick at the off switch with a swift, well

controlled death tap. A circle on the screen quickly

engulfed the black and white projections leaving only a

blank space. As the television tubes cooled, Tabia

steamed. She could not hold it in any longer, "That Dill

jerk is insane. I wonder why he doesn't sweat with all those

hot TV lights glaring at him. He's probably not even

real. ..just a studio developed image like the moon
landings." Pud was sick of her constant rambling about

images and fake moon landings. He tried to change the

subject.

"Who cares. Turn the TV back on. Star Trek's on next."

"Who cares. Who cares. Pud, you fool, you're just

another lacky dupe, helplessly manipulated by consumer-

pie fantasies. I say he's only on image, a pack of

magician's cards...maybe even a hologram..." Her eyelids

opened wider and her eyeballs puffed out almost twice the

original size. The creative excitment shivered through her.

A steel grin stretched itself across the bottom of her

mouth. She continued, "... and we should taint that image

beyand recognition."

Startled and a bit frightened. Pud asked. "Do you

mean..."

"Yes Pud, I mean albumen assassination." Pud's

attention wandered to distant sounds of soapy organ

Junes. The rhythm of the conversation faltered. "Pud. you

asshole, blink or something. What do you think?"

"It would be better than watching Ironside' reruns I

suppose. I don't care."

"Okay then, we'll attack with a bisexual pink kamikaze-

mayonnaise-hose. After we plaster him with ground-egg-

shell soup, while he's in front of millions of TV seekers, he
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will never be able to appear in public again. We can switch

drags, too. Then they'll be looking for you as a woman,and

me as a man. Those fools!"

Pud's drag was relatively easy to effect. His hair glowed

Jean Harlow blond, styled in elegant simplicity.

Semetrically penciled-in eybrows and subtly layered and

tinted cheekbones softened his male jaw. With a slight

hormone injection and his Fredrick of Hollywood "Hip-

Helpers" his smallness as a male faded, and his physical

stature became perceptively modified forcing evea Mrs.

Agnes, with her cockeyed view, to become aware of his

remarkable androgynous qualities. The outrageous sight

slmost blinded Mrs. Agnes. She lifted her marbled bulk

up from her peep-hole and stalked off to her telephone

determined to interfere.

Pud was easy to disguise and more than believable, but

Tabia's small brittle frame caused problems. She looked

like a cross between a clown and a street wino. The

shoulders of her leather jacket drooped where her real

shoulders stopped. Her pants fit tight, exaggerating her

bubble-toed work shoes. The give away was her face,

smooth and sleek. She covered it with a rented vaudeville

hobo beard complete with a camphor deodorant.

Together they left for the campaign rally, while carrying

the vacum cleaner mayonnaise contraption. They looked

like Mardi-gras participants, Pud with his magnified

drag-queen strut and Tabia with a Harpo Marx glow both

dragging the leaky extruding weapon.

While the audience settled down inside the renovated

roller-rink, Harold Dill sat in his campaign Winnebago
parked just behind the back door. He had just taken

another anti-perspiration pill, Perspergel. Due to his

arduous campaign schedule of the preceding few weeks he
always appeared calm and "unflappable", but inside,

glowing nodules of perfectly formed body wastes and
Perspergel coagulant compacted themselves tighter and
tighter against the too small openings of his pores. Fritz,

his campaign manager, slammed open the door.

"Harry, it's perfect; it's perfect."

"What Frit/, my tie?"

"Hell no, the news from Security. The Captain just told

me that two speed-ball tranvestites are perched in the

front row waiting to pop you off your waxy pedestal."

"That's fantastic. Tell the Captain to surround them.

When they go for me he can grab them.and I'll publicly

humiliate the fools in the name of our cause."

The crowd chanted with slobberly enthusiasm as soon
as Harold enveloped the stage with his moistless
presence, "Hail Boof, Pachee, Pachee." Three steps short

of the microphone Harold felt predator movements
coming toward him. Tabia and Pud had converted their

energized patience to a lunge.The crowd continued, "Hai^

Boof, Pachee, Pachee." Sensing imminent danger from
the enclosing circle of blank rectangular "official personsj'

Tabia yelled, "Now Pud! Shoot the whole load." And
then she let out a death scream of psychic razors,

"Yaaaaaaaaeeeeglhhpgj' only to be immediately silenced

by a salty box-shaped hand rancid with carnivorous

odors. Another guard forced Pud's face down into the

mayonnaise-gun muzzle splitting his top lip, forcing

the yellowy foam up his nostrils and under his tinted

eyelids. After the brief struggle, someone threw the newly

manacled bodies onto the stage.

Harold swashed over to the bodies like a patch-eyed

sailor preparing to slaughter freshly sacrificed booty.He
glanced toward the gaping crowd with a brotherly smile,

and tilted his head a little to the left allowing the bright

television lights an opportunity to reflect white flashes off

his polished eyes. He confronted the camera eye.

"MY people, my people. We have before us a symbol. A
symbol of your possible future world. A world where

mutated anarchists attempt to control the true bliss of the

majority. ..where may is not man and woman is not

woman." Harold's skin felt tight and stretched to its

limits. The tips of his fingers and toes thumped in unison

with his increasing heart beat. "A world of hollow

intellectual poses instead of solid money-in-your-fist jobs

instead of a guaranteed take home pay." The word pay fell

from his lips like watery chalk. His body solidified into a

blue frozen state for a fraction of a second leaving only his

eyes the luxury of movement. Then as if shocked by the

pain of an electric whip, his torso contracted, bent at the

middle, like a human hair-pin. Suspended in mid-air, the

ends of his fingers and toes exploded releasing jet-streams

of energy packed Perspergel and politician waste. The

crowd still screamed "Hail Boof, Pachee, Pachee" as he

flew around the rafters of the roller-rink like a collapsing

balloon spewing napalm-like liquid everywhere until he

pancaked against the concrete wall leaving only a glowing

stain and an all prevailing odor of soggy suicide.



X v.

The President stood facing his full-length dressing

mirror, angrily tying his fingers into the knot of his french

silk tie. "Dammit, Bracer, why don't we just give out a

press release? Why the hell should I talk to those mealy-

minded, muck-raking hacks? What the hell do they ever

do but...come on, Bracer, the jacket, the jacket...those

pea-brained snipes." The President adjusted his coat and

surveyed his freshly groomed image. Bracer's reflection

did a free form jiggle, as he shook the martini. Sinking

into a high-backed chair, the President hooked his right

leg over the chair's arm and held up his hand, waiting to

intercept the martini. The half-cool liquid tasted good.

"Sir, it's going fine. The only reporter who ever really

gives you trouble is Gutman. He won't be able to find his

tongue through his teeth when he hears the news."

Bracer was right. He was always right and told the

President as much of the truth as needed. Bracer would

calm him, provoke him or assure him.Now, the President

needed assurance.

Dragging himself out of the armchair, the President

•

f
'.\ said, "Well, let's-get going. I want to tell security to shoot

'i'y
that bastard Gutman if he so much as taps his pencil."

' ; *

The air of restrained boredom was barely wrinkled by

;j the electrically resonant announcement.
' "Ladies and Gentlemen, the President of the United

Federation of Earth!" The audience rose to a half slouch

Please be seated. Beginning with that unnecessary
"'

. command, the President felt like the tenth speaker at a

"*:.
:

Society of Valium Addicts dinner. "My dear friends," he

.'- . began drolly, "it behooves me on this occasion to inform

his tongue. The man from the times struggled in vain to

uncross his eyes. Most of the others were busy trying to

grasp the words that wallowed through the slush of their

brains. The room's deadness could be felt. As the mass of

minds started puttering again, the President thought he

could hear them wind up. The breaking point was
reached.

Exploding like epileptic high-jump stars, the reporters

bounced off each other, gained their footing and babbled

the age-old question, "Huh?" The President waved his

arms. The security guards moved in to quell the out-burst.

Bracer decided to act.

Slicing the air with his hands, Bracer let out a

thunderous yell, "Alright, enough!!" the stunned'

reporters glanced at each other, mumbled a bit, and fell

into an apprehensive silence. Bracer looked them over"

reproachfully, and nodded to the President, .- _ r
-

Now, I should IiRe to read the telegram, as I m sure it

will clear up the more basic questions." Bracer handed

him the telegram and his reading glasses. "Ahem..! 'My
Dear Children,' It reads,. ..'I'm sick of being raped like an

out-back sheep. I yearn for the tender embrace of

another's enveloping atmosphere. I ask you, my children,

to find a husband for me. Do not foresake me this, as I

would undoubtedly kill myself. I cannot go on alone

much longer! Sincerely Yours, Mother Earth. ..After

receiving this passionate cry for help, I could not let it lie. I

. ..- A*

tonsilless throats of the yawning press. "You cads," he A,.

thought, "you're gonna choke on this one." "Yesterday
J

morning I received a telegram. It stated that we must leave

this solar system. The telegram was sent, via Western

Union, by our planet, Earth."

The front row woke up and caused a mild flutter. The
unwanted disturbance had a domino effect, bringing a

* modicum of attention to the stage.

» , "My friends, Mother Earth is going to be married." ,. .

Those who had heard were competing for the most y.;~ „

severely-dropped-jaw award. A small whirlwind of £>
".: questions dusted the

Others mumbled, "...

life..." Gutman sensed a story for his spite sheet.
rt

•v- "Mr. President, I didn't quite catch that. Could you 4^
repeat, please? mP.

-..",. "Certainly, Mr. Gutman, now that I have your

Attention. Our planet, Mother Earth, plans to be married .-'
.

soon in Andromeda." /' -" •

*.£A" acceptable suiter." He paused for effect, "Our Mother will •
fe .

be wedded to Revol, a son of the sun, Tihstoh...Mr. . - V
Farquist, you have a question?" e

"Uh, yes, sir...uh...uh...wha...?" v* » ^.
"Urn, yes I see." , .

"Mr. President," Gutman rose, having regained his air. A
:Y

"Is this her final word? We are leaving?" seeing the » ^NELj

to his voice. Then, I suggest we find another mate. I, for

one, do not approve of inter-galactic marriages." There * 3JU*;

was a slight mummur of assent. "Anyway, how do we get ' t$f

fe.

The President removed his glasses and sighed as if he

had to explain to a child how to count to one. ,,•-"

"Mr. Gutman, Mother has told me that we can get there JjlF"
*

in just under a week. She'll take care of that. She will V.y '»

enclose us in some caverns and heat us with molten v^/t
mefals. All we need is a food supply, and maybe an extra < 1



Mr. President,

Revol? Is he a good provider, a wife beater? We've all heard

\ v wts «•

J $*?hu .

"••
v.

The walls fell down on the President, and he

gloating. reporters leaned „

have a responsibility to protect Mother.

"Quite right Mr. Siborg, I've heard some rumors *

myself, so I took the liberty to check up on Revol. Hydra '«
>,

--suburbanite.

« With Herculean strength, the President threw off

Gutman's grasp and breathed himself alive again. He

c **<

had nothing but praise for him. As did Orion and Perseus *>,. '&. brushed back his hair and tried to speak without a'V' (j fc
-

and a dozen others I talked with. The concurring opinion '
'" £ '- squeaking, adolescent voice. v*

'*• It?

is that Revol is a compassionate, loving, creative planet."
'-

'- Gutman frowned as he saw a grin settle over the ' '"**% y*"'

He was beginning to enjoy this. There were none of the • •; President's face like a fresh bed-sheet. * * s . 1% %" i*

is that Revol is a compassionate, loving, creative planet."

He was beginning to enjoy this. There were none of the

usual quick-kill baited questions. >

Gutman, as usual, wanted to get him,somehow. More ,y
;.nni+ifir\. iimrii t% ol» *\ /A r» c m iitrvin r\ ls\4in ri rl/\mn cAmn nA^/iC A^" .

- Gutman frowned as he saw a grin settle over the V«.T,

'W
1

President's face like a fresh bed-sheet. . • i kli*. U
The President's face grew serious, and he began to j£,

J

speak. "Mr. Gutman, that question gets to the crux ofthe
v* u \~

t

situation.We are worried about the expense, the expense1 i. ' .

''*

:•• *..
v

to us, that is. We will have to pay, and not a paltry sum,' ' r J"**

>±xu questions were asked, as Gutman jotted down some notes, <2« • . situation.We are worried about the expense, the expense

v^Hv' looking for an angle. "Might as well keep my hand in 'till I *#$&*'* to us, that is. We will have to pay, and not a paltry sum,

'

t
'V- S^ can na '' tna * sucker," he thought. Knowing he could at fa* jfcC ,

either. The cost of flowers could wipe us out, financially.' %* least shake up the President, Gutman took to his feet.
t *
v ii «.• And we w '" he expected to pay a dowery for Mother, old

-»- JfL Assuming his cocky, weight-on-one-foot, hand-on-hip '/V JKa 5 fashioned, yes, but that's the way it is." »VVJ" »*'

- .*
,
^stance, he readied his question. As if hailing a taxi, he >,>'";» y *; Bracer had caught on to the deal, and started the<->'•; » * '••? Bracer had caught on to the deal, and started the

;, .' £* '* rec°rd'ng of the world anthem. The sweet strains rose
'

i

*"" ..':'* ! with the President's cries. _VLi-

- raised one arm as he addressed the President. • ,', / £- * recording of the world anthem. The sweet strains rose

> "In, sir,' he called, pointing to a vague nothing on the .
*""/£?

. with the President's cries. ."-1--

right side of the room. Looking like a dilapidated sign .',.-*' '"^^ "Our Mother calls out to us. We must heed her cry. The***
v
-"f the solar system thinks of all this."

m .
- - - -

hftgrt comments, such as "veah" and "How about it prez?"

RH?r "He's not supposed to do that," thought the President.

SSfciV Stalling for thinking time, he wrung his hands, counted

^^(i his feet, and hoped he looked contemplative. Bracer

?|ak moved. **•-?,*»*

y$pP "Allow me, Mr. President." '•{
, l

[/f',

\\6k "Of course, Bracer, please do." •

'"'
'»?

'

I, clothed and loved us without any

,fc * «

_ I IIUIII

»% •/*•? *us. It's time to turn around. Remember that great French

'.* ^ :> philosopher, who said, 'I do, therefore I am.' Now, we
V»0^' must do!" **;**

**$f
^ ;> ^ne mus'c ' tRe crowd and the President were swept up

,*{$£& 'n the fervor. There were shouts of"Amen", "Hallelujah"

kWj >' and "Digit, you rapin' sapien." The President was down in

. Jjjl-Mt the crowd waving his arms, screaming his message,
-£& .

'-' ripping his pants. Even Gutman got locked into the^5*

Bracer addressed them all, ignoring the qifestioner, "As . i,

-V !*. personnal aide to the President, I responded to that aspect •.,

> of the situation. The President was involved with the more '<j<

* important affairs." Gutman deflated to a pile of warm .-"&-..

'

K \ manure. Bracer continued, "We've received con- ,g~?
v"^ gratulatory notes from all the planets, save Mars. He's v?"7 '""'•

. ) being his usual belligerent self." The crowd chuckled,-^" C>-
;''' Gutman winced. "Sol sends his warmest regards, and -J:

'"

-^ Saturn has even offered to be ring bearer. Do you have •"

K any more questions, Mr. Gutman?"
:)

% ^j"»"*,-

Close to human form again, Gutman was silent. - ~ ^
'*»

; } - were all shouting, "Mother Earth, for what it's worth!" as

'/.+ £[ the President and Bracer stole quietly away.

Jlflf Back in his private apartment, the President was having

\ his third martini. Bracer jiggled, and miraculously there
1 was another martini. The President laughed like a sloshy

elephants' trumpet.

"Mr. President, that was really beautiful. 01' Gutman
thought he had us, but no sir, not when you're still

cooking." Bracer was talking like Henry Fonda. When he

got a bit drunk he would stretch out his words. The
President swore it was Henry Fonda.

"Yeah," said the President, "that was pretty lucky. Oh, \
it was somethin' to see Gutman jumpin' like a snake. Ha, V»
ha, ha! Hey, Bracer, tell me again why we didn't tell 'em .^

> what's really happenin'. You know, about the sun about f
J.

to nova up on us and how them scientist are gonna use the h >',

gravities of all the planets here 'bouts an' we're gonna "
' *4

make that quantum leap over into 'Andromama' to that .. , v"5£,

nice little star they tol' us all about, huh? How come we '

f
'4§E- :-

J- didn't just tell 'em the truth, Bracer?" . JfUThe President winked as Bracer passed smiling. l*sj» S ,

"Another raise for you, kid," he thought.
'*jj|'k N • •' Bracer was looking through his glass at the President.'/^/" .£«£•*

"If there are no more questions, I think we can adjourn flkjv^v *•" ''

m .

His boss was all twisted and turned around. He put his"'^ C"/.- T-^'

to the bar to celebrate. Thank you ladies and gentlemen."K
"Just a second Mr. President!" Gutman had been hit •

with something close to a divine inspiration. "I have one '-y.-

last question. As the family of Mother Earth, won't we 31

have to pay for the wedding?" .1'? ^&V^^£ '^i^^Spj r- •• .^^W W *'''"-

"Oh, Gutman, you are a kicker," he thought. The ; \?^^^SJ^f\.VC^-' JT J^^^T '^ '''•*'

President had been caught on his way out, waving and j \' ^t^^^S^r^^'tmA^i^^J^^ ^r ^^^f '/

smiling. He seemed frozen. Bit by bit his smile cracked off '»V•** ^^,
and clattered to the floor. Bracer was thinking, getting t

4
* >»*'

;>
.*.
~^^
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The bomb:
A genius's toy

that war generals!

to maim children!

with it bang

of knowledge

...John (

artist, Bill Stack

Unlike the clanking B-52, the craft

Fizzes around a troubled globe

Objectively laughing at mankind.

....Dean DiBisceglie



artist Diane Damico

e earth and the moon
s so awesome in their size.

fiat if they should crash?

....Bruce Tolston
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Art in Emotion

There's a shade

Engulfing her

As she glares

Through spotted sunlight.

The shade is dark

As is her mood.
While using her eyes

To view blackness

Tears of hot blood

Slowly dribble down her blw

Creating a prismatic batik.

Yes,

There is ultimate art in emotion.

...Barbara

artist, Elizabeth Brown

Another passage

Dark, entwining

Winding, curving

Into the perplexities of the soul. .

.

Curious, this chemical which plays upon the mind
Like a courageous pianist pounding forth the perfect note

Forsaking none and conquering all...

This King of Kings without a throne

Relentlessly reluctant for power will control

Another bend
Another turn...

And nowhere to be found
The mouse, as prey, still tantillizes its foe.

Sanity, credibility all twisted and snarled.

They now resemble incompetence, a friend of all involved...

Diallated manifestations offorboding size

Fall over this last precipice

If perhaps reality....

The question is not ours!

—Judy Washabaugh artist. Vicky Rol



/ wish

someone
would call

me up

and take

me to

the beach...

But friends

are all

so far

away...

so very

out of
reach.

....Chris Hovdl



How Could You Know?

How could you know
it means so much to me
when you call me by that special name?

How could you know
about my special dreams...

heart dreams in which I am all I can be...

am called by that name...

Casual

impetuous

and absolutely natural.

I am so far from my ideals

sometimes I despair.

But, at the sound of your voice

hope beams

and again I know that I can

answer to that name you call me
So casually

impetuously

absolutely naturally.

Angel unawarely

ministering to my soul,

how could you know about that other person

who called me by that name?

....Chris Hodyl

j.-&> ^srosagsv -: - ..-.
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who call yourselfa friend...

r offun,

ht ofjoy,

onely in the end.

walk through all my open doors

hen you hide the key,

illy succeed with you,

hen you ask of me.

who called yourself a friend. .

.

of borrow,

ht of sorrow,

taught me many things.

e quiet when you want to speak.

'ill you ask of me.

lat only ifyou dare,

vou really just don't care.

! it's me you want to scare

\ from you forever...

\ of hope

J it of peace,

I want to give you.

isides are personal,

hus_ for very few.

vhat you will and I will share,

I nly if I see you care

i
' ifyou do I'd help you through,

'it of desperation,

ly day,

'ue Jay way without interrogation

|

vho called yourself a friend,

help me when I talk to you

|

take away my mournful blue

trn it all to laughter,

true as long as you are too. .

.

->l a single moment after.

....Lois Cole

I Wept Through The Night

I wept through the night

For a friend

Who will never see

The love I heldfor her.

I am selfish. I know.

For I only remember
The happiness she brought me
And the happiness she brought others.

....Garv Steele

Because of her

My heart is open...

Open to help

Who ever may need me.

For she was warm
And she warmed me.

In me she left a glow
That I will use

Again and again

To warm all hearts

That have grown
Too cold.

....Gary Steele
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can you hold forgiveness and sorrow

for this teary eyed dreamer

who was blinded by the bright morrow,

and couldn't grasp reality?

because not until now could i say,

achievements aren't measured by size

but by the living one does on the way

towards fulfilling his dream.

. . . roberta ellingham

see our dreams turn to gold

watch them slowly fade

to nothing in the cold,

and i'll stop to feed the fire

if you stop to feed my soul.

. . . jamie davis

there are thoughts within me
that i have never shared.

do you hold dreams and schemes

and find you have not dared

to publicize them for

you thought that no one cared?

wonder at all the thoughts of men
that never went from heart to pen,

and books which have never been

that incline me to reason hence. . .

all that glitters is not seen,

and a tree may fall in silence

. . .frank futchi

silence

was once said

to be

perfect balance

between

mind, body and

spirit.

you can often

find me there.

in silence

. . . jeff bevcrh

.



according to reason

succumbed by the seclusion of the present

that's tightening in my head,

succumbed by the destiny of unloosened ends. . .

tomorrow's gonna be light and easy,

tomorrow's gonna be fine,

gonna find myself remin iscing

recollections of past times.

yellow streams ofsunlight beating down upon my head,

soothe with warm brightness these unloosened ends,

feeling them beat down the tensions,

i let loose on life's demands.

gonna feel better tomorrow

with the light upon my head.

ill see copper faces playing in the sand

making sand castles and minute men.

gonna feel better tomorrow,

gonna grasp life in my hand,

gonna cream it nice and mellow,

and mold it with my hand.

ill see whitejasmin outside my window, breathingfragrance into the night

and watch stars climbing the heavens [sweet transitions of light].

ill consider a saying about the purpose ofeach day.

that states, "ifone doesn 't turn out right, there's another on its way.
"

according to reason. . .

tomorrow's gonna be light and easy,

tomorrow's gonna be fine

gonna find myself reminiscing

recollections of past times.

. barbara thurston
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It's a girl. Mother, and they deliveredyour package

All neatly wrapped, plain but appealing,

With one string tied tightly around the package

To insure that the precious contents inside

Would not be exposed and abused by

the ever-present patient Reformers.

They spill the contents ofevery package making sure

That no part that does not belong will stay.

At school the other day. Mother, your package's paper was torn.

Oh, it was nothing to worry about then. . .

Only a small insignificant tear

Where the pain was gone in only a moment.

Later, though, being the dutiful Mother that you are.

You taped and mended your poor dear package

When she came home all torn and crying.

While the Reformers close behind tried

To apprehend and process her precious contents.

But she was strong enough to reach you first.

And her contents were bound securely once again.

Another day. Mother, your beloved package

Received a small tear again.

Only this one began where the other ended.

And the small tear doubled its size

Making the poor package weak. . .

She was unable to resist the Reformers this time.

Do you remember that day when she was late coming home?
The difference was unobservable then.

But something unique had been lost.

Oh. dear Mother, how could you have known about

That one small tear?

Could you have known how to mend it?

. . . Shari Smith



Anna
And
Ike

by Shari Smith

It was another one of those clear sunny days that Anna

loved with a slight balmy breeze accompanying the sound of

the gentle ocean. As soon as her family had arrived at the

beachclub, she ran eagerly through the patio and pool section

down the steps and wiggled her toes in the warm sand. Anna

stood gazing at the ocean, her small frame of eight years

looked sturdy. She wore a one piece green bathing suit with her

round belly protruding slightly. The ocean sparkled in the

morning sun, and its clamness invited her in.

Anna decided she would return later to the appealing

ocean. She remembered her friend had said that he would

meet her here today. He was so nice to her, giving her a lot of

attention. Anna loved to sit on his lap and listen to his magical

stories.

"Anna," her mother called. "Come over here and let me
put some sun bloc on your nose."

Anna went reluctantly. She hated that gooey stuff on her

nose that made her look so funny. It even got in her eyes when
she swam. With loving but firm strokes her mother applied the

sun bloc and gave her child the familiar warnings of being too

careless, "Don't swim out in the ocean too far. Anna. Call me
to watch you if you go in. Don't forget to tell me where you're

going when you decide to take off somewhere. Ya got that?"

Before Anna could reply a male voice interrupted.

"Hello Mr. and Mrs. Rogers. I see you're taking good care

of little Anna here. We wouldn't want her to get a burnt nose,

now, would we?"
"No, Ike, and please send her back to me every once and

4



awhile so I can put some more on."

Ike was known as the friendly old man who frequented the

beach club and made easy friends with the children. The
parents thankfully let him entertain their children for the day

so they could relax. Ike who was thin with a bald head often

wore street clothes to protect his aging grey skin and

sunglasses to protect his tired hazy grayish blue eyes.

"Guess what Anna," sparkled Ike, "I brought my bathing

suit so you and I can go swimming together in the pool."

Delighted, Anna replied, 'Oh boy!"

Oh, how Anna loved to go swimming with Ike. It was
considered a special treat. She would sit on his shoulders while

he would gradually dunk her by walking down to the deep end.

All of the sudden, sometimes, Ike would pick her up and toss

her gently into the water, with Anna giggling so furiously she

would gulp water mistaking it for air.

"But first dear Anna, come with me and let me tell you a

Istory," prodded Ike. With this, Ike took Anna by the hand and

led her away from the poolside towards his favorite chair

placed all alone by the side entrance into the restrooms and

'cooly shaded by the overhanging roof. As was his usual

imanner, he picked Anna up and placed her firmly on his right

thigh. Anna watched as Ike removed his sunglasses and

jpaused for a moment before he began reciting his story. She

(thought today must be her special day, and it was grand that

|the mysterious gentlemen was making it special for her.

"Today, Anna, let's do something different. Instead of me
telling you a story about me, I want you to tell me about you.

I'd like that Anna,"

"But I don't know a-n-y-t-h-i-n-g funny or neat about me.

"Oh, we'll see! Let's make it easy — I'll ask questions and

you answer them. You can do that!"

"I guess — O.K.," Anna responded putting her faith in Ike,

knowing he would make anything fun.

"First, we'll start with your name."
"You know my name — it's Anna Rogers."

"That's not your full name."
"Oh! It's Anna Lynn Rogers."

"Where do you live?"

Anna answered proudly, "435 SW 10th Street, Pompano."
She knew what the next question would be so she quickly ad-

ded, "And my telephone's 772-3156."

Ike and Anna continued with the question and answer
game for the next half hour. Anna never thought that she knew
50 many interesting things about herself. Every question

Jwould spark a memory and she could tell a story to make Ike

laugh and his eyes twinkle.

"Anna, it seems to be getting hotter by the minute. What
d'ya say that I get ready to go swimming?"

"Yeah!" Anna happily clapped.

"Why don't you come with me? You can bite on some ice

:ubes while you're waiting for me," encouraged Ike. Anna
agreed with no hesitancy and followed Ike into the clammy
'hall. Light shone in from the open doors at each entrance and
guided them to the restrooms. With the breeze finding its way
through the hallway most of the time and with the cold sen-

sation from the cement beneath, it seemed much cooler here.

Her one piece bathing suit did not seem as adequate in here as

it did out in the hot penetrating sunshine. Only the men's and
women's restrooms doors were open. The other two storage

closets were closed tightly and locked. As they passed the

iwomen's restroom Anna peered into it neither seeing or

hearing anyone. Next was the men's restroom and it was time

jfor Ike to go in and change. Anna went to the ice-making

machine and slipped open the door pulling out an ice cube and
dropping it into her waiting mouth. She was busily swishing the

ice cube around in her mouth when Ike boyishly requested

from inside the men's restroom, "Don't look, Anna. Turn

around and face the wall so you can't see me."
Anna did as she was told but wondered why he was so

modest. Her family was very casual about those things. Anna
wondered too why Ike just didn't close the door to the men's
restroom. She would never go an peek at him anyway.

CRUNCH! Anna was making the only sound in the whole
hallway. It made her feel very self-conscious as she bit into her
ice cube. With another few bites the ice cube had almost
disappeared, and she sucked on the little remaining bit while
staring at the color of the wall in front of her. It was an ugly
green and the paint looked too thick to her.

As Anna was thinking, she was alerted to the presence felt

behind her. Almost as if it was a reflex, she turned instantly

around to find Ike three feet directly in back of her. With arms
outstretched towards her, his stance seemed stationary, and
he was totally greyishly, and hairlessly naked. Anna felt her
face blush while she became embarassed and turned quickly

around again saying, "I'm sorry Ike."

Ike retreated quickly and soundlessly back into the

restroom. Anna waited patiently for Ike to emerge again. . .

this time, ready for swimming. She felt so ashamed for turning

around like that and for seeing Ike naked. She hoped Ike would
forgive her.

Finally, Ike returned to Anna, but Anna was only to be
disappointed. He was dressed fully again. Even his sunglasses

and hat had been put on.

With a soothing urge, Ike appealed to Anna. "Please don't

tell anyone ever what happened today."

"I won't," vowed Anna solemnly.

"I've got to go now Anna. Remember what I said."

Understanding that Ike was no longer upset with her, Anna
skipped cheerfully out into the bright sun and over to her

mother. "Where have you been? I was starting to worry about

you!" inquired her mother, as she pulled Anna over to her. She
reached into her big straw beach bag and grabbed the sun bloc

and began applying it to her little girl's nose.

"Oh, Ike was just telling me a story. That's all," Anna
casually but guardedly replied.

"Where is he now?"
"He had to leave."

"Your father's swimming in the ocean now. I bet you can

still catch him in there. You can go swimming with him if you
like."

"N-e-a-t-o-h!" cheered Anna as she began to skip down
towards the ocean.

artwork bx Larry Young
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three blood-like garnets

peered at painted nails

through portholes

of a gold-laden vessel

in reckless hours of sailing. . .

speeding down pages

now turned yellow

with corners crumbling

more quickly

than aging eyes could scan,

this buccaneer's ornate band

slipped gently

from tomorrow

tinsel!

it was the tinsel

of a garish thief

that danced upon a writer's hand

lending it a bit

offalse elegance

it now rests

beneath a pillow

behind a couch

between the pages

of an oven-baked high school yearbook.

strange

how this champion of the common man
this robin-hood heroine acting in the name

of social justice

is lost

without a pirate's stone

is it sane to feel guilty?

. . . lisa berman

Honey
I'm

Sorry
by Ralph King



I wheeled into the local Dairy Queen, shut the motor off and

turned to face my wife Barbara. Handing me a five dollar bill,

she said, "Three medium size cones for the kids, an orange slush

for me. . . and remember your diet." "Daddy, can I have mine

dipped in chocolate?" piped my five year old Susan, the

youngest of our three.

Mechanically, I agreed, for my mind was elsewhere. . .

thinking back to the out-of-town business trip of a week ago. . . ,

It had seemed like a harmless affair. . . just a brief sexual

fling. Why then, had Jennifer been constantly on my mind for

the past seven days? Countless times I had started to dial her

number, a number I had carefully memorized, and, then,

promised myself to forget.

Ten years of marriage and three beautiful children. . . .How

could I possible consider continuing an affair that might destroy

all that?

My emotional turmoil was interrupted by the feeling of icy

wetness dripping down the back of my neck. "I'm sorry," cried

Suzie as she backed into the far corner of the rear seat.

"Damnit, Barbara! Why don't you watch what the hell those

kids are doing?" I. snarled.

"I do watch, Dave. Maybe you should take these Sunday

rides alone."

She was right. I shouldn't have snapped at her that way.

There was no fairness in taking my guilt feelings out on her.

Barbara was. . . had always been, a good wife, a loving wife. I, in

return, loved her. Why then, this strange attraction to another

woman?
Maybe, if I hadn't made Barbara pregnant and had not been

forced to marry her just after graduation from high school. . . all

those big plans: college, a summer in Europe, a high salaried

job. . . smashed. . . never to be.

Oh, I was making good money now that I worked my way up
to district sales manager. But there had been many sacrifices

and hardships along the way. . . run down apartments, long

hours, trips away from home. Still, Barbara had shared in all

this; she quietly and uncomplainingly did whatever needed to be

done. Again, I asked myself, "Why this sudden need to escape?"
Was it the idea of forbidden fruit? Perhaps, it was the mystique

of entering the sphere of another human's existence. Or was it

simply the sowing of wild oats that I had missed enjoying by

marrying so young?
Yes, wild oats! I'd never admit it to the guys at the office,

but until Jennifer. I had never been to bed with a woman other

than Barbara.

We were home now. Home to our three bedroom corner of

suburban coziness. . . I flopped into my favorite chair, while

Barbara hustled the three children off to bed. Quickly, she was
finished and sitting in my lap.

The perfect wife I mused. . . efficient, loving and un-

derstanding. Yes, definitely, understanding. Oh, how easy that

would make what I was about to do.

"Honey, I'm sorry, but I must fly to Chicago next weekend."

"But Dave, you were in Chicago just a week ago. Besides, we
were going to spend next weekend at the lake, remember? I

mean, it is our secret anniversary." Yea. I thought secret an-

niversary was right. Our "for show" wedding anniversary was
six months away. . . thus adjusted to be compatible with our

oldest son's birthday. "I know." I answered."! don't want to go

either. It's just something that has to be done."
She turned her head away, and her voice seemed far away

as she answered, "All right Dave, if that's the way it has to be."
With this she rose and walked silently into the bedroom. I

followed making a mental note to call Jennifer first thing in the
morning.

I picked up my key from the desk clerk and headed for room
212. I couldn't believe Friday was here at last. A slight disap-

pointment met me when I discovered that Jennifer hadn't

checked in yet. Oh well, a little more waiting would make our

meeting even better.

I let myself into the room, lay back on the bed and lit a

cigarette. I had barely got settled when there came a knock on

the door.

"Silly woman," I thought. "Why doesn't she just use her

key?" Tingling with excitement and anticipation, I strode to the

door and swung it open. There stood the desk clerk. "A message
for you Mr. Smith," he said, handing over a small violet en-

velope.

I accepted the envelope silently, slipped the clerk a dollar

and closed the door. Disappointed, I returned to my place on the

bed and began opening the note. As I did, I visualized Jennifer

occupying the very same room. I saw her as she stood before the

mirror. . . long flowing hair that was as black as the emptyness

of space, smooth, white, china-doll skin, soft, round hips, a thin,

firm waist void of stretch marks, and breasts without a hint of

sag. Was that only two short weeks ago? It seemed an eternity.

The note was very short. Slowly, I scanned its contents,

while my brain seemed mired in mud.

Honey, I'm sorry. But, I ran across this old friend of mine
who invited me to spend two weeks in Hawaii. We're
leaving on the midnight flight. Give me a jingle.

Love,

Jennifer

Suddenly, I wasn't disappointed any longer. It was as if I'd

been released from a vise. What a fool I had been. Jennifer was

out for a good time and a good time only. I had meant nothing to

her. Nor had she meant anything to me. My Barbara was wife,

lover and the real world to me.

I checked my watch. . . just enough time to catch that late

plane home. I could be at the house at 6:00 a.m., wake up the

kids and drive to the lake by noon. Let's see that would give us

Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning. No. the hell with that.

I'll just call the office and take off Monday too.

Arriving home, I slipped gently into the house and tiptoed to

our bedroom. I stood momentarily in the doorway, allowing my
pupils to adjust to the still darkened room. With tender longing

my eyes searched out Barbara's form."No! It can't be!" I ex-

claimed out loud. Frantic^I slapped on the light switch. The

neatly made bed stared back at me. A half empty closet yawned

cavernously from the corner.

I spotted the note lying on the dresser. I raced over and

snatched it up with shaking hand.

The opening words scorched my soul. . . Honey. I'm sorry.



Sometimes I feel that life is a circus,

and I'm caught sneaking under the tent.

I have often reflected

that I'm evicted

for refitsing to pay life's rent.

Sometimes 1 feel like a book on a shelf

where no one turns my page. . .

Or an understudy with a big chance opening night

who dashes out and falls off the stage!

THE CASE OF THE RUNAWAY MOTHER

Ed like to run away from home
but who would be the one

to get the family up in morn'

or tuck them in when day was done?

Where would I possibly run to

and still be able to tell

Tommy to do his homework

and help Tracy learn to spell?

I guess the only way to do it

so things could not go wrong.

would be to say I'm leaving

and take them all along!

Tongue-in-Cheek

by Sue Crowder

. . . BUTHE WAS WRONG; I DID.

He had many interests

encompassing his life. . .

Quiet dinners with women
who were not his wife.

He thought he used discretion,

with all traces neatly hid.

He never thought I knew,

but he was wrong; I did.

Oh yes, I was the trusting wife. . ..

at least for a little while.

I accepted his long hours at the restaurant

with an understanding smile.

Yet. as the excuses became repititious,

I sensed it was either hypocritical or unique

To want to wrap cheesburgers

for eight-five hours a week.

I asked him of his whereabouts

While he was sure his guilt was hid.

He never thought I knew he lied,

but he was wrong; I did.

My love for him was strong.

I was happy as his wife

And thrilled with the beautiful daughter

he added to my life.

Though generous in my ways.

my husband. I didn't plan to share.

I felt the request to do so

was cruel and plain unfair.

I told him that I was discontent

and if he didn't change I'd leave.

He laughed this off as an idle threat

refusing to believe. . .

And even when I said good-bye. my hurt

and disappointment were not hid.

He never thought that I'd divorce him. . .

but he was wrong; I did.

t^t^S ^w^bci
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TWENTY PACKS AGO

Well, this time I was serious.

I was through with all the joking.

The time had come to make a switch.

I had to give up smoking!

It really was a habit \I know
one easily lived without!]

I threw away the carton

to test my willpower no doubt.

Yet, the first sign of withdrawl

occured at nine o'clock.

I took an ice cold shower,

ran around the block,

did a hundred push-ups,

and wrote my friend a letter.

It was now nine thirty;

I wasn 't getting better!

My nerves became so jittery,

that I could not stand still.

I started perspiring

and simultaneously had a chill.

As my vision became blurred,

I found a cigarette;

then fumbled for a match

and shaking!}' got it lit.

The smoke through my body

right down to my toes

made tension start leaving

faster than anyone could know.

It really was an hour of terror

which I wouldn't relive, myfriend. . .

When I quit smoking at nine o'clock

and resumed again at ten!

UNESCORTED LADIES
50 Cents

I walked

into a dark

candle lit lounge

To have

a Rum Collins

and a look around.

A sign

of bold red letters

suddenly made me wince

It read,

"Unescorted Ladies

Only Fifty Cents.''

A man
walked up to the bar

and sat on the stool

right next to me.

He talked

of his adventures

and his liberality.

He expounded

his ideas, the 'truths'

that he had found.

"Do you live here?" he asked.

"Or are you from out of town?"

I had always been wanted

by mama
not to talk

to strangers.

As he got friendlier,

I sensed

an air of danger.

I tried

to act casually

and read between the lines.

Then, brazenly

I asked his intentions.

He said,

"Well, gal. read the sign!"

I read the sign once more.

Was I wrong to think.

"Unescorted Ladies Fifty Cents"

meant the price of the ladies' drinks?

He had a different connotation. . .

one a hit more shady.

He took it to mean

that fifty cents

was the price

of unescorted ladies!

2S2S



Crime Doesn't PayOr

artwork by Chris Novotny



How To Get Re-Elected

in vain

. . . descends again

into silken snare

glancing smiles

spindly hopes

sinking further

w/returning smiles

into kind quicksand

carrying

by Clay Pruett

. . . an apple

ready to offer

easily bruised

hut

there it is. . .

only one,

only one

is visibly blind

and the part

of mind

that paints

all things black

looks on

and snickers

. . . pam obenauf

Once upon a time there was a beautiful tropical paradise.

Lovely palm trees lined the wide beaches and swayed in the

sun fanned by warm moist breezes. For many years this land

remained uninhabited. But then, one day, some explorers

found it and claimed it for themselves. (As was the custom of

the time. ) They decided to name it Bonaparte in honor of their

King. The explorers were very proud of their country and told

their friends about it and invited them to move there to live.

Before long, so many people had arrived that a settlement was
started. It was named Fort Praiservalley, in honor of a great

major who had killed many besiegers when a tribe of natives

from a land to the south wanted to migrate north. As more and
more people moved to Bonaparte, it was decided that in order

to keep them all safe from the criminals who were also moving
into town, they should hire a man to protect them. The name of

this first protector was S.H. Eriff. Eriff did such a good job of

ridding the community of the criminal element, that from the

time of his death all of his successors were given the honorary
title of "sheriff." The people that lived in the settlement

(now big enough to be called a town) of Fort Praiservalley

soon decided that they would be better protected if the job of

protector were to be divided into two positions, one for those in

town and one for those outside town. Consequently, they hired

the man who played the part of an Indian at the largest tourist

attraction in town. He was to be the town protector. As a result

of his job at the tourist attraction, the new town protector had
the nickname, "Chief." Chief was a young man when first

hired for the job, and served for so many years that the people

forgot how he had gotten his nickname. Thus, his nickname
became not only his title but also the title of each of his suc-

cessors.

Each year when the crime statistics were announced for

the prior year, the Sheriff and the Chief were asked to com-
ment. Each year the comments were the same. If crime was
down it was because they were doing a good job. If crime was
up it was because more people had moved into the area and-or

they had changed the way crime was counted or reported.

Once when the crime report was going to be very bad, the

two protectors (now Sheriff Pile and Chief T.H.E. Lion)

realized that unless they did something and did it quickly they

would not be re-elected at the upcoming elections. What was
needed they concluded was something to draw public attention

away from the crime report and at the same time to make it

appear that they were doing an excellent job of ridding the

area of evil. They were then faced with the problem of in-

venting a new "crime" and then helping to stamp it out.

Both men knew that many people in the community were
against sex and all things sexual (probably because they were
too old), but residents like to read about it in the newspapers
and watch it on T.V. (probably because they remembered). So

they went to their friends who made the laws and had them
enact a law making it illegal to touch someone of the opposite

sex. Touching had become very popular in Bonaparte and Fort

Praiservalley so there was no end to the number of people who
could be arrested for touching. Every day, either Sheriff Pile

or Chief Lion announced that they had raided another

"touching parlor" in their quest to make the streets safe for

the citizens. Then, one day the yearly crime report was an-

nounced and violent crime showed an increase of 32 percent

over the last year. Someone asked Sheriff Pile why, in view of

the increase in violent crime, he didn't devote more time to

stopping violent crime and less time to raiding "touching

parlors."

Sheriff Pile replied, "Well, in the first place, the figures

are misleading due to the increase in population, and secondly,

if we don't get rid of the "touching parlors" organized crime

will come in and take over." (He did not explain the difference

between getting robbed or shot by an organized criminal and

getting robbed or shot by an unorganized criminal.)

A week later, Sheriff Pile and Chief Lion congratulated

themselves on a job well done. The people had seemingly

forgotten about the increase in crime, because they over-

whelmingly re-elected the men who enacted the "touching

law." Thus, the protectors felt especially safe in their re-

election plans because the incumbents had run on the promises

to enact more laws to help wipe out crime. (Perhaps an anti-

looking or an anti-thinking law. . .)



A girl,

She's not of yesterday,

but she has a past.

Her normal life is

happiness, mood, experience

and sorrow sometimes

turned to confusion.

She's not of today,

but she lives.

She feels nature;

she understands;

she is serene, intimate and

infinitely fascinating.

She dreams.

She's not of tomorrow

because those hopes and

dreams may not be fulfilled then.

She's strong and sure of

expression and movement.

She's a girl

silhouetted by sun as she runs through golden fields

The air aids her swift

but careful movement.

Her eyes glisten in response

to friendship.

Personality is her beauty.

She's not the queen of a palace,

nor an angel from heaven.

She's just special. . .

. . . Robert Blackiston

ERICA
JSKSSSfcrSn^g^^ by Lynn Catalano

This play takes place in a New England town during the

summer of 1975.

CHARACTERS

MICHAEL CUNNINGHAM [20 year old college student]

MARTHA BOWER [63 year old woman]
ERICA BOWER [daughter of Martha Bower]

McHENRY [55 year old gardener]

MILLIE [Mrs. Bower's maid]

TWO YOUNG BOYS [Friends of Michael's]

ACT I

The action takes place in a large, old gracious home in New A

England. The scene is set in enormous colonial style living

room with a large stone fireplace and many windows of

startling height. There is a long, winding staircase towards

the back left side of the room. There are oval-shaped

pictures in elaborate frames on the walls. A rail slender, '<[

woman with thick gray hair, conservatively and attractively

dressed for her age, is busy arranging flowers in a vase on

the coffee table. She rises to answer a k?iock at The door.

J



MARTHA [opening the door]. You must be Michael!

MICHAEL [entering, nodding his head in greeting], Yes
ma'am, Michael Cunningham, [looking about the room]

Lovely home, [with a smile] My word, what windows!

MARTHA [ with a gracious laugh]. Yes indeed. Aren't you

pleased with yourself that you answered my advertisement?

Thirty-five in all, not counting the bathrooms. And really,

they are too much for my little cleaning lady, although she

did remove the drapes for you. May I offer you a cold drink?

MICHAEL.Thank you, no. I'd rather begin this Herculean

task as soon as possible, [jokingly]

MARTHA [nodding and smiling]. I quite agree. Mr.

McHenry, my gardener, used to do them. And hard worker

though he was, he admitted to being "dog tired" as he used

to say, when finished, [returning to door, opening it] You'll

find a ladder and bucket and whatever rags and cleaning

detergents you'll need in the garage.

Michael exits. Martha Bower returns to her flower

arrangement. He re-enters, looks about, and sets up ladder

next to window nearest the door. Then he climbs to the top

with a bucket ofsoapy water and begins his task.

MARTHA [from her place by the coffee table]. You do feel

that the hourly pay offered in the paper was adequate, don't

you?

MICHAEL [rubbing glass with soapy cloth] Not bad. About
what one would expect for such a job.

MARTHA [still busy with flowers]. Good, good. I haven't

had anyone but Mr. McHenry doing it for me for so long I

really didn't know what to offer. Are you from this area,

Michael?

MICHAEL. No, I'm from New York. I do attend school in

New Haven, Connecticut, however.

MARTHA. Vacationing nearby?

MICHAEL. Yes, camping with friends a few miles north of

here.

MARTHA. Camping! My Erica loves camping. Such a love

of the outdoors; such a reverance for living things she has!

[radiantly smiling] How old are you Michael, if you don't

mind my asking? You do appear to be more mature than a

high school student, and you certainly look older than one.

MICHAEL [laughing] No, I'm not a high school student.

I'm twenty. I'm a student at Yale University.

MARTHA. Yale! How nice! Erica used to date a boy from

Yale. 1 think there were several, in fact. Oh, I really can't

keep track of them! She's so frightfully attractive the boys

just come and go so quickly around here. What is your

major?

MICHAEL. I'm an art major.

MARTHA. Isn't that funny! Erica has such an interest and

such a talent in art. She's done such lovely oils and water

colors. She's exhibited her work in several local museums

and won many a contest for her original creations. So

precocious for a child her age!

MICHAEL, [decending the ladder, starting on the lower

part of the window] How old is Erica? [without much in-

terest]

MARTHA. Why she's just eighteen. What a pretty age. And

what a wonderful, wonderful child, [smiles tenderly, brushes

her chin lightly with a white, long stemmed rose] How

fortunate I've been to have a daughter like her. [pauses] Do

you enjoy ballet?

MICHAEL [still washing windows laboriously, shrugs]. I've

only attended a few. Yes, I did enjoy them, although I'm not

very well versed in that particular area.

MARTHA. Erica could teach you whatever you wanted to

know. I mean, of the technique and history, of course.

[smiles] I don't imagine you're too much interested in

learning to dance yourself.

MICHAEL. Not particularly, not ballet. I'm sure the

performances would be more interesting, however, if I were

better acquainted with the history of it. [this is said in a

conversational tone. He is being polite but not particularly

interested in what is being said]

MARTHA. Erica dances beautifully. She's taken ballet

since she was three. Light as a feather, so graceful. . . Why
she danced the leading role in her first performance, Clara,

in the Nutcracker Suite- She was only eight at the time. I

was so proud. We both were, [smiles wistfully] Her father

and I.

MICHAEL. Where is Mr. Bowers today?

MARTHA [pauses]. He. . . passed on several years ago. I

don't believe Erica ever quite got over it. They were so very

close. Such a lovely relationship. But then, it would be

difficult for a person to have an unpleasant association with

Erica. Her charm simply would not allow it. She did cope



well with his death for a child of twelve. Much better, I

daresay, than any other would have. And she was such a

comfort to me at that time. But never will a man be able to

replace her father, not in her mind.

MICHAEL [has been still, watching her while she spoke

now moves ladder on to the next window, ascends]. Do you

have other children?

MARTHA [shaking her head, finishing flower

arrangement]. No, I have no others. Nor do I wish for

others. God has blessed me so with Erica, I couldn't

possibly wish for more, [she moves past the ladder and leans

on the window sill]. I would so like for you to meet her.

Michael.

MICHAEL [after a pause]. Okay, yes. . . I'd like to.

MARTHA. Good! Wonderful! She'll be delighted. I'll

telephone her now. [moving quickly toward the staircase she

ascends it] She must be at the tennis courts or perhaps at

cheer leading practice at school. I'm sure I have the

telephone numbers in my directory upstairs. I'll see if she

has Monday night free, [disappears into a room off the

balcony]

MICHAEL [moves ladder to next window, ascends, shakes

his head, mumbles]. Sure, why not? What the hell! [goes on
with his work],

CURTAIN

MICHAEL [politely, but indifferent7y].Yes, that would be

nice. Perhaps, someday, I will. ACT II

MARTHA. Why, it's settled then! Why don't you join us for

dinner next Wednesday evening? I believe she has that

night free, although I should check with her first. Such a

well liked person, I'm never quite sure who has reserved her

time for themselves and when! But I will check for sure and

contact you.

MICHAEL. Thank you, thank you very much. . . that would

be nice, but I'm leaving for New York on Tuesday.

MARTHA. Let's make it Monday, then. Why don't we do

that? You know, Erica is entering her last year of high

school and will be applying to colleges within the next year.

I wouldn't be a bit surprised if Yale were one of her choices.

And God knows, any school would be honored and

privileged to have her. Needless to say, she's as bright as she

is pretty and has a startling academic record.

MICHAEL. Well, I. . . [shaking his head, pausing]

MARTHA. Oh do come! You'll love her so! Everyone does!

And wouldn't it be nice for her to already know someone at

Yale.

MICHAEL. But she's dated men from Yale. . . [puzzled]

MARTHA. All graduated! Would you believe it? My little

girl, dating men as old as that? Twenty-four and twenty-five

year old men! I don't know why I should be surprised. With

her physical appeal and charm, it's not really so surprising

at all.

[Michael looks in silence at her, not moving, wiping his

hands on the rag he's been using]

MARTHA. You will come, won't you? She's a superb cook

and such a keen hostess. Everything will be perfect. We
would really love to have you.

The action takes place in a large, lavishly decorated dining

room. There is an enormous oval shaped wooden table with

eight high-backed chairs surrounding it. A large chandelier

glitters overhead. White draperies hang gracefully over the

many fill-length windows. There is a centerpiece of long-

stemmed white roses in the center ofthe table, with two long

white candles on either side in elaborate silver holders. The

table glitters with china and silver, and long stemmed
crystal goblets. Mrs. Bower enters wearing a floor length

sky-blue hostess gown. She puts the finishing touches on the

table by straightening a fork and a spoon. The doorbell

rings.

MARTHA. Millie, will you get that please? It must be our

guest.

MILLIE [from the other room]. Yes ma'am. A bit early .

isn't he?

MARTHA [smiling, lighting the candles]. Who wouldn't be,

coming to meet Erica?

[Michael and the maid appear in the entrance to the dining

room. He is casually but very nicely dressed in the fashion of

the time].

MILLIE [sta)iding aside and gesturing toward the room].

This way sir.

MICHAEL [smiling, nodding to her]. Thank you. [enters

the room, smiles in greeting to Mrs. Bower] Mrs. Bower,

nice to see you again.

MARTHA. How lovely that you could come. Michael. I've

told Erica what a perfect gentleman you are, and how very

handsome. She's as pleased as you're going to be I'm sure.

MICHAEL [embarrassed]. Yes, thank you.



MARTHA [moving to entrance of dining room]. Millie?

You may leave now. Thank you for your help.

MILLIE. Thank you ma'am. Good night now.

MARTHA [moving towards tabic}. Erica insisted that I give

Millie the night oft' since her relatives are in town this week.

She very generously offered to serve dinner herself. Do you

like pheasant?

MICHAEL. Yes, yes I do. [pause, looks about] Where is

Erica?

MARTHA [reachingfor a bottle of champagne in a silver

ice bucket on a serving tray near the table]. Oh, she reads

twice a week to an old blind woman across town. Lonely old

thing, poor dear. Must be in her 90's. And Erica, being the

kind-hearted darling she is, spends a few hours a week with

her. I believe the old woman has more or less adopted her as

a grandchild. She has no family other than a brother and

sister-in-law in Philadelphia. Erica should have been home
almost two hours ago, but poor Mrs. Howard received a

telephone call from Philadelphia that her brother was taken

to the hospital with a heart attack or a stroke or something,

and Erica didn't want to leave the old woman alone until

they received a call that everything was all right, [she has

poured two glasses of champagne into crystal champagne

glasses, offers one to Michael] Oh! I'm sorry, I should have

asked if you'd prefer a mixed drink or some wine.

MICHAEL [taking the glass]. No, that's fine, thank you.

MARTHA. Well, won't you please be seated. We'll chat for

a while and begin the appetizers if she doesn't come along

soon, [they sip champagne in silence for a moment] Isn't art

a difficult field to break into, Michael?

MICHAEL. Yes, actually it is. Very competitive, [smiles]

But I love it, and have a fair amount of confidence in my

abilities.

MARTHA. Yes, yes, I can see that. And I like that! I've

always told Erica to look for a man with confidence. She has

such a generous dose of it herself. Although she isn't the

least bit conceited; no, not that girl. Very modest. How
lovely to watch a daughter blossom into a young woman
[pause] So you're leaving on Tuesday. The summer isn't

over yet; why are you going so soon? I thought young people

enjoyed long vacations from home.

MICHAEL. Oh, I don't enjoy New Hampshire, but my
brother is getting married, and I was his choice as best man.

[raises his glass humorously]

MARTHA. Married! How nice! When?

MICHAEL. This coming Saturday, August 1st.

MARTHA [wistfully]. How I look forward to the day Erica

marries. And how I dread it. [pause] I do hope she'll marry a

man who plans to make his home nearby. I don't think I

could stand losing her again. . . [touches the roses tenderly

with her fingertips]

MICHAEL [puzzled]. Again?

MARTHA [long pause, staring wistfully at roses, as though

she didn't hear him]. She'll probably carry long-stemmed

white roses. The entire altar will be decorated in them, I'm

sure of that. [Still fingering the flowers] Her very favorite

flowers. And she is so like one, slender and graceful, and

fair. [There is a long pause; finally she looks back at

Michael, alert now] Well, perhaps we'd best begin, [leaves

room
}

[Michael rises, walks slowly about room, sipping cham-

pagne. Stops in front of oval-shaped painting in elaborate

frame on wall. Martha Bower returns with tray bearing

three large shimp cocktails and plate of hot hors-d'oeuvres.

She places the plate in the center of the three settings and

puts one shrimp cocktail in front ofeach dinner plate}.

MARTHA: I hope you like shrimp. And these hors

d'oeuvres are Erica's specialty.

MICHAEL [still looking at painting}. Is this Erica?

MARTHA [stands very still for a moment, then slowly

moves towards him, stands next to him quietly, hands

clasped in front of her, then breaks into radiant smile}. Yes,

that's my darling. When she was only eight. We had that

painted so we would always remember how lovely she looked

in her role of Clara. Such a talented little dancer!

MICHAEL [nodding]. It's a lovely painting, [leans towards

it, looks carefully] The technique looks a bit like Degas.

And she is a pretty child.

MARTHA. Yes, Yes, she was. [wistfully] She always will be

a beauty, [gestures towards the table]Come, let's begin. She

should be along soon.

[They sit at the table and begin to eat.]

MARTHA. You know perhaps I'd better phone her. I hope

everything is all right. Will you excuse me, please?

MICHAEL [nods, rises as she leaves the room. He continues

eating, sipping champagne. Tries a hot hors d'oeuvre; nods,

turns toward picture}. Not bad, Erica, not bad. [pauses,

chewing and staring at picture] You are a shy one, aren't

you? I'm beginning to feel snubbed, [sips champagne again,

rises, stands in front ofpainting] Can't you even say "Hello

Mike, glad you could make it? [pauses, sipping champagne]

You may be pretty, but your personality so far charms me
not. [leans toward picture and whispers] Snob."



MARTHA [entering].Oh my, how awful. [Michael turns and

faces her] Poor Mrs. Howard! Thank goodness Erica was

with her.

MICHAEL [concerned, faces her}. What is it? Something

bad happened to Mrs. Howard? Oh. . . her brother, isn't it?

MARTHA [Nodding, sitting at table, resting chin on

hand]. What a dreadful thing to happen. Just passed away

half an hour ago. Erica was just about to phone here when I

called her. She simply can't leave Mrs. Howard alone now,

the pitiful thing. She sent her apologies and hopes you

understand, [pauses] You do, don't you Michael? She really

is such a considerate girl, she would never break an

engagement on such short notice under any other cir-

cumstances!

MICHAEL [disappointed, trying to conceal it}. Well. . .

sure, yes, of course I do. I wouldn't expect her to leave an

old lady alone at a time like that, [glances at picture,

wondering]

MARTHA [after a pause]. Well, come. Let's have our

dinner, [smiles at Michael] Perhaps you can get together

another time!

MICHAEL [pleasantly]. Well, I don't know, perhaps.

CURTAIN

ACT III

tobacco, and wears a worn-out hat slouched on his head. He
crosses his legs, as he puts his hands behind his head to

relax; he accidently bumps Michael in the chin with his

elbow.]

McHENRY. Oh, sorry son. Accident.

MICHAEL [nods, smiles, returns to magazine]. S'okay.

McHENRY [stretches, leans back in chair, looks at

Michael's suitcase]. Traveled quite a bit for a boy yer age,

huh?

MICHAEL [looking up at suitcase]. Oh! Yes, I suppose so.

McHENRY. Where'd a young'un like you git the money
to travel so much? [looking closely at travel stickers].

MICHAEL. Well, my parents sent me to Europe for a high

school graduation present. I'm just a starving artist, myself.

[grins, returns to magazine]

McHENRY. Ya goin' to New York, huh? Doin' more

travelin?

MICHAEL [looking upfront magazine]. No, no. I live in

New York.

McHENRY. Yup, me too. Goin' home finally. Had 'nuff of

New Hampshire.

MICHAEL. Been here long? [he is reading his magazine

while talking].

The action takes place in a busy airport terminal. People are

hurrying back and forth; there are lines at ticket booths. In

the foreground is a waiting area for passengers boarding

New York Flights. There are several gift shops and a florist

shop. Michael enters with two other boys his age, carrying

suitcase laden with travel stickers. The boys with him are

sunburned and wearing faded blue jeans and sandals.

MICHAEL. Thanks for driving me down here, have a good

month, [shakes hands with them}.

FRIENDS [heartily skaking his hand]. See you, Mike. Too

bad you couldn't finish out the summer with us. My best to

your brother. Yeah, enjoy the wedding. Remember, you're

probably next, [they laugh good-naturedly, as Michael

shakes his head and waves them off}.

MICHAEL [calling after them as they depart]. Try to get

some fishing in for Christ's sake! Something other than

tiresome tin cans for a change! [laughs and watches them

go, then lifts suitcase from floor where he had placed it and

enters waiting area. Takes rolled magazine out of jacket

pocket and begins to read. An older man. about mid-fifties,

in worn and outdated clothes, sits in the only empty seat

next to Michael. He is tanned, wrinkled, chews gum or

McHENRY. Yup, too long. It's a purty state, no doubt. But

I think's time fer me to rest a while. Been a handyman and a

jack-of-all-trades for the last 15 years up here. Think I'll

just go down to New York and stay with my sisters for a

while. Do some work fixin' up their place. They ain't got no

men to do it fer them.

MICHAEL [still reading magazin e. smiles]. Yes. I've been a

handyman myself lately for the last month, trying to get up

some extra spending money. I think I've washed every

window and mowed every lawn in McArthur County.

McHENRY. S'hard work okay. Specially fer a rich boy.

[grins at Michael] Makes ya dog tired, don't it? [Michael

nods] I been working fer a lady fer years now, got 35 win-

dows, big uns, in her house. Lord, I dreaded those days

when she'd decide the winders needed doin'.

MICHAEL [looks up suddenly]. That's not Mrs. Bower

you're talking about, is it?

McHENRY [surprised]. Shore is! Been her gardner and

handyman for years. Don't tell me you got yourself into

washing all them winders! [Michael looks confused, then



nods] Hell no! [McHenry looks at him, throws back his head

and guffaws with loud laughter] Ain't that a kick in the

head? A rich kid decides to earn some extra money and

winds up with a heelluva job like that! [More loud laughter,

slams Michael on the back] Aw, don't take no offense, kid.

Ya seem like a nice enuf boy. Just strikes me funny is all.

[laughter]

MICHAEL [pauses, then leans towards him, says quietly].

Did you happen to know Erica Bower very well?

McHENRY [serious]. Well, bout much as one can know a

child. Sweet little kid. Why?

MICHAEL [puzzled]. I don't know. She sort of became a

mystery. . . a legend to me.

McHENRY [pauses, chewing gum]. She is, boy.

MICHAEL [surprised]. I beg your pardon?

McHENRY. She'll always be a legend to 'er mama.

MICHAEL. I was supposed to meet her one evening, but

something came up and she wasn't able to make it. Sounds

like a remarkable girl. Must be extremely active, that's for

sure. She was always up to something.

McHENRY [seriously, chewing gum]. Bout as active as a

corpse can be.

MICHAEL (quizzically]. A what?

McHENRY. A corpse, boy. Erica Bower's been dead fer 6

years. [Michael stares in disbelief.] Yes, that's the truth.

Poor little kid. Her mama was smokin' in bed one night,

something her husband warned er about thousands of

times. She fell asleep, started a danged big blaze, and the

house filled with smoke. Husband died afore he got t' the

hospital, but the kid hung on fer a while. . . couple days.

Then, off she went. Old lady just couldn't let her go. An
never will, I guess.

MICHAEL [looks away, sits back, quietly]. God. . . my God!

McHENRY. You might've noticed the old lady was a bit

queer, and talked like the kid was still around, [shakes his

head] Hell, even asked you to meet 'er. She must be gitten

worse. Too bad. Nice lady.

[-4 voice on the intercom announces that Flight 401 is

leaving for Kennedy International Airport. McHenry picks

up his tattered bag and nudges Michael]

McHENRY. C'mon kid, there's our flight, [walks towards

doorway leading to field]

[Michael sits for a while, magazine open in lap, staring

thoughtfully, obviously astounded. People rush to and fro

around him. Finally, he lifts his bag. stands, pauses

momentarily, then looks about. Sees florist shop. Moves
toward it.

|

MICHAEL [to girl at counter]. I'd like to send one long-

stemmed white rose. Deliver it please, to Mrs. Martha
Bower.

CLERK. Yes sir, let me see if we have any in stock, [looks in

refrigerated compartment behind her, takes one rose out,

shows it to him]. Will this do?

MICHAEL [taking moneyfrom wallet]. Yes, that's fine. The
address is 2455 Kensaw Circle, McArthur County.

CLERK [wrapping rose in green paper]. Would you like to

enclose a note, sir?

[ Voice on intercom announces last call for passengers

boarding Flight 401 for New York]

MICHAEL [lifting bag, backing away from counter,

hurriedly, says over his shoulder]. Yes, yes. . . say, uh. . .

Mrs. Bower, please give this rose to Erica, [exits through

door to airfield].

Sfcrss: curtain tssr^gfcs^

To a Flower

I didn't know who you were.

But you were dying of thirst. . .

A beautiful purpleflower in the middle ofthe desert,

praying to the Rainmaker.

I gave you water with the hope I'd be yourfriend.

Soon, you grew lovelier than anything seen on earth.

Oh, Purple Flower, then you breathed air.

You didn't talk. . . However,

Your perfume said things that I could not express.

Your petals were like a sweet stream in the desert.

I kissed you once, and you kissed me twice.

You were my river quenching my thrist for life.

Oh, Purple Flower, I wanted to hold your forever.

Different roads split our lives apart.

I went my way. but you stayed there. . .

A beautiful purple flower in the middle ofthe desert

praying to the Rainmaker.

. . . Hugo Garcia Giron a



"KATHY, let me hear from you"

Green and yellow light beams floating —
flying from my head. . .

singing of some strange new song

and trying to raise the dead,

I pick up on Kathy's ghost

and buried flesh she shed

while fighting the light beams

inside my hollow head.

Kathy let me hear from you.

I'm most afraid your dead.

The light beams won't deny the fact.

They just laugh instead.

Golden stone carved images,

creations of the mind,

dance on purple velvet down
with boots of black that shine

while Kathy sits complacently

in lifes eternal time,

and I just fight off images

inside my hollow mind.

Kathy let me hear from you.

I'm most afraid your dead.

The images have bunted my mind

and taken you instead.

Silver flashes fill the nite

with creatures of the day. . .

ghosts of what they once were

when they took my heart away.

But still I look for Kathy

in the bed she used to lay

while hiding from the enemy,

the creatures of the day.

Kathy, please give me a sign

some hope to soothe my head.

The ghost and I have waited.

Now, we're most afraid your dead.

. . . Jack Adams





Being an ice cube,

anticipating fire

is not easy.

. . . chip carlson
yffi

artwork by Larry- Yoig



Between
The

by Robert A. Hanson

At 4:30, Helen Jenkins placed the roast in the oven.

Knowing George demanded to eat exactly at 6:30, she realized

the roast must be done promptly at the prescribed time or

George would, like he had done so many other times, fly into a

terrible rage. This five foot, one hundred pound housewife then

began, as was the custom, to reclean the house while checking

for dust and out of place toys or utensils. She remembered once
when George came home and found the salad bowls in the

living room where the children had been playing, he threw
them across the room, barely missing her and breaking the

vase on the corner table. He explained, later, how she would
have to learn to discipline the children better, or he would
place them in a boarding school. Helen didn't really believe

George meant to send the kids away to school until last week
when the brochures dropped from the inside pocket of his grey
tropical suit as she left for the cleaners. One leaflet described a

military school in upstate New York; the other reviewed a

prep school for girls in Vermont. She was aghast. Not only was
it unthinkable to farm the children out, but it was unbelievable
that George would consider spending so much money to get rid

of the kids. Why, he wouldn't spend three thousand dollars to

finish the basement! She found it incomprehensible that he
considered spending ten thousand dollars to get the children
out from under foot.

Later, as Helen watched her two hundred and forty-one

pound husband cut the roast, she knew he would say something
ugly. He did not fail her. As he sliced the second piece, he
asked why, after a fifteen year marriage, two children and
four years in college with a major in home economics, she
couldn't at least learn to cook a roast. In fact, supper was filled

with the usual complaints about the food, and snide remarks to

the children. After the dishes were dried at promptly 7:30, the

children were sent to bed. Helen asked George once, if the

children might be permitted to stay up until 8 or 9 o'clock since
they were now ten and twelve years old. She remembered
pointing out that she heard most children get very tired before
bedtime and that she and George might get to know the

children better during the extra time together. But George
said that the children bothered him with their constant whining
and hollering, so he didn't feel he should have to put up with
their nonsense, after spending eight hours in that insurance
office processing claims all day. As the head of the house, he
again reminded Helen that he had every right to peace and
quiet.

Next, because it wasn't Thursday, their lovemaking day.
Helen took her pillow off the king size bed and moved it to the

Sheets
bahama couch in the corner. This routine had been established

two months ago when George said that he didn't care for her

odor in the morning, and unless he needed her sexually, he

preferred that she sleep in the corner. At first Helen felt very

hurt and a little outraged about this arrangement, but, of

course, she never displayed that emotion to George. After

several weeks, she became used to sleeping alone and was
upset now only on Thursdays. As they both began undressing

for bed, Helen noticed George looking at her breasts. She

smiled innocently, but George laughed and said he thought

she'd look better if she wore her bra to bed from now on. He
mentioned also, that it might not be a bad idea if she didn't get

undressed at all. As he burst out laughing, Helen looked at him

and began to burn. George never glanced back after his

remarks. He shut off the light and left her standing half un-

dressed in the blackness.

Helen stood without moving for thirty minutes. She often

cried when frustrated but not this time. At first, her thoughts

frightened her, but after a few minutes, she began to smile.

She removed the rest of her clothes in a satanic ritualistic

manner, walked over to the dresser, and picked up her sewing

box, while her smile grew more demonic all the time. First,

Helen carefully pulled the covers from George leaving only the

top sheet. She then pulled the edges of the bottom sheet from

under the mattress, matched the top and bottom edges

together, and proceeded very slowly and quietly to overcast

the edges of the two sheets together without disturbing her

rotund mate. It took Helen perhaps an hour and a half to sew

George into the sheets. Eyes twinkled with delight as she went

to the garage and found the short piece of hose George used as

a threat to the children several times. She also picked up the

baseball bat that was leaning against the door.

Helen caught herself several times when she actually

laughed out loud while she methodically took the bat and

wrapped it in a towel. Then this petite housewife almost

lovingly, approached the bed, leaned over, kissed George on

the cheek, and then dealt a firm blow with her terry cloth

weapon to the back of his head. She knew he wouldn't wake

until morning. Also, after a twenty minute beating from head

to toe with the rubber hose, she knew his awakening would be

painful. She planned to tell him tomorrow that he must have

run a high fever the night before because he deliriously

rammed into many things around the house when he tried to

find the bathroom. Smiling triumphantly, Helen assured

herself that George was going to change his ways very fast, or

he was going to be a "sick man" regularly.

^_



. . . if

any curious cartographer

took up dividers

rulers, charts, t-squares

to pinpoint the center

of the universe,

he would be facing

quite

a

task.

. . . the center of endless un-ness:

swarming gnats, stars,

clouds of gnats, galaxies.

an occasional pujfball nebula,

and other cosmic clutter

are cleverly concealed. . .

in the thinning fringes

of one buzzing star cloud

chasing its tail around

an anonymous sun.

. . . found a puny planet on which

alone

there are over four billion

centers of the

universe.

. . . pam obenauf





even'

cool

pink

morning cloud

cries out

"praise the Lord!"

and so i do. . .

I like the waves

Like children

they crash and climb the rocks

moving incessantly

amidst howls of laughter

breaking each time the wind

curls up inside them

tickling their crest

as they run to and fro

from the hard rocks on the beach.

I watch them

self willed,

they move clandestinely in and out

and round about

creating patterns that churn against

surf, currents and time.

I like the waves.

Barbara Thurston



MOUNTAINS OF CLOUDS

Off Miami shores,

Wailing there for me
Stretching, yawning, jaws

Open wide and touch the sea.

Luminous are clouds.

ColorJul to see

Salient mountains of clouds

Sing their harmony-

Sudden shift of wind

Brings a thunderous cry

So undisciplined. . .

Grumbling, rumbling, sky.

Threatening us all

With its purple rage

Brings a sudden squall.

Tantrums tell its age.

Electrifying sky. . .

Fireworks display

Fills my wonderous

Soul with slight dismay.



clouds, softly changing

are unshaped clay for the dream

of sky-eyed dreamers. . .

. . . pam obenau



kite snowdrifts of cloud

ransient vapor towers

row, change, and dissolve . . .

or me, lovely sight, but on those

wrieath spit jagged lightning.

. . . pam obenauf

''graph by Dean Hempel

photograph by Mike Zimmerman

photograph by Bill Stack
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the wrinkles of age

like the many rings of oak

indicate wisdom

. . . terry Ivtle

with the wind

the leaves fall like moments from our memories

and soon they are forgotten by all

except those who once held them.

. . . John vilardo

trees tease the twilight

breeze whispers secrets to sky

of night's temptation

judy dee nelson

|>t:
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WHEN WINDS BLOW

When winds blow, and their mellowness

is reflected by the rustle of leaves,

it is that moment you remind me of.

During cool nights

your welcoming eyes like candles in the window

beckon come in.

I come to the realization

of the thoughts within your expressions

which are the language of solitude

that only the introspective share.

We say "words are a privilege"

and practice frugality.

Yes. . . You.

like the briskness of cool summer nights

make up the world.

And when winds blow, and their mellowness

is reflected by the rustle of leaves,

it is that moment you remind me of. . .

. . . Barbara Thurston

Kindly and Gentle

This mellow magician

turns April from winter

and silence to song.

Fresh as new forests

And sunwarm his laughter.

Undaunted His honesty

timeless His eves

the universe in all its beauty and harmony

would have no purpose or cause

ifman was not here to admire its splendor.

Meredith Gramlich

Born of right reason

and miracles many

Sure as the seasons

Long 1 will love.

. Lvnn Catalano





photographs and artwork by Beth Ackerman,

Dean Hempel, Tom McCarthy, Larry Young.



olive jew boy papa
freckled, carrot-topped, catholic mama
and the baby. . .

well,

a catholic education

but calls herself a jew.

over her bed
a crucifix,

a concentration camp,
a ticking clock

with no hands,

a uniform and knee socks

and a beanie. . .

relatives that are relatively

prejudiced

look at her. . .

such a para, para,

paradox
with a black helper-outer

duster and stuffer,

with an irish drunk grandpa,
a soberly branded grandma,
a lucky, libby aunt,

an arrogant uncle aaron,

and the baby. . .

black and blue complexion
"Jewish," they say. . .

and she idolizes Christ figures,

lenny bruce and libby Steinberg.

she tells her prayers to sartre,

kierkagarrd, buber,

and confesses her existential

atheism reverently.

her big-blue eyed brother

was named goldberg,

but they changed her name
to jones, smith, or nelson

to protect the innocent

in case the war starts up
again. . .

they won't even be able to

measure her nose

it's irish. . .

. . . judy dee nelson

my story: 156-54-1284, a reflective poem
(sorta)

spoiled, sullen child

in tree protected colonial

breaks crayons
with colorful intensity

and blames imaginary friend

mama, housewife,

sweet and sour.

you know.
soap operas, martinis

and holiday aprons
covering mid-riff bulge.

. . . reading spock and Suzanne,

separating sin and spock from suzanne,

scolding and suicide. . .

but doctor do or die

defined mama's depression

as an allergetic animosity'

to papa's slightly sour martini

today mama sits in slippery mudhole
separating the stones from the stoned

and the worms from the

from the

from the mud pies

family eat them anyway, and wait.

while genius, sullen baby
grows
and takes a peculiar interest

in poetry and prose

. . . always pretending intensely. . .

. . . judy dee nelson



sketches of boredom

. . . between seconds
hanging nowhere
motionless

so as

not to fall

fly

or dance,

but listening intently

between words
between footsteps

i stare

but do not see.

they run

and i've nowhere to be.

they draw
conclusions

and i

draw sketches

of boredom
and i enjoy them

for what their worth.

. . . mike barra

washing and frying
here in pan her boredom liv

heart and mind scrambled

~1
'es 1

. judy dee nelson

on saying goodbye

now that you have touched my life,

what is there for me to say?
"it was fun, but all good things must end."

. . . and then go on my way?
i can't pretend that life won't change
when you are not around
to share my victories when they're won
or pick me up when i fall down.
perhaps i'd better leave

without saying anything at all.

for it's not the goodbyes that we said

in the future i would recall.

but i'll replace memories of leaving

with thoughts or day-dreaming
of time we shared when you touched my life

and helped me understand its meaning.
. . . sue crowder





THE MANNEQUIN

I

Dare you gaze on such perfection

As I pose in regal splendor,

Unaware of my deception

To the mirage you surrender?

II

Dare you envy, mortal woman
Me in your imagination

As I stand perpetually

In suspended animation?

Ill

Dare you desire, mortal man.

Me because of beauty ageless

As the Grecian Gods, for I can

Reign supreme as the queen of dress?

IV

Dare You wish for love eternal?

I'm unique and thus set apart.

Love but me. I'm universal.

Lacking only mind, soul, and heart!

. . . Connie Ganci

photograph by Mike Zimmerman
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God held my life

in his hands »

And laughingly

as if it were a joke,

He let it slither through his fingers

and watched it splatter to Hell below.

. Meredith Gramlich

Childlike orphan why do you stand so lonely

in the darkness of a desolate street?

God cries for you. The teardrops He sheds
in pity fall by your feet.

The stars, dim with their grief for you,

hide behind grey clouds, trembling and afraid.

The barbs of fear prick your heart,

for they are far sharper than any palasade.

Your eyes, though they do not comprehend,

have seen men suffer in bitter torment. .

.

Men who should conquer the hate inside them
not become strewn on a battlement.

Don't ask why men kill. It is an act,

a ritual that no one can explain.

They kill to find peace and God.

Does that seem so wrong or insane?

Innocent child, beware! A bullet strikes

with a flaming tongue into the black night.

You'll crumple like parents before you,

because blood makes these men feel requite.

But understand their revenge, my small one,

even though you are the one who must die.

For their souls are bound to this hell

while you sleep peacefully with God's lullaby.

. . . Meredith Gramlich

Plasticine

Figurine

With

Blood dripping teeth. .

Feet

Encased

I

Insect legs. .

Steps

Crushing

Corpses'

Open mouths. . .

Parting teeth

With

Marching songs. . .

A flag of war

Over

Lost cause. . .

Heaven help

This angel

Fallen.

Hell is home
Only to those

Of
Earth. ...

. . . Gary Steele



IN HIS FATHER'S FOOTSTEPS

At ten-thirty that night he kissed me good-bye

saying he'd be home at seven.

He thanked me for caring and being his wife

and making his home a heaven.

I answered, "I love you. Be sure to take care.

Stay out of trouble if you can."

Little we knew as we said good-bye

we would not be together again.

As, I watched the late show, the squad car pulled up

a little after one.

I figured John had forgotten something

but when the doorbell rang I turned numb.

At that moment, I sensed something was wrong

for someone to call at that time of night,

And when John's sergeant said, "May I come in?"

I knew that I was right.

He explained to me that John had been shot

while responding to a call,

And then consoled me with the knowledge

that John felt nothing at all.

He tried his best to keep me calm

and asked what there was to be done.

I sobbingly answered, "How do I tell

our seven year old son?"

I didn't know how to tell him

that his father had died;

I couldn't even say it to myself

I cried. . . and cried. . . and cried.

John Jr. took it bravely;

he had courage I lacked.

Now fourteen years later

the memories came rolling back.

When I got home from work today

Jr. said he had a surprise.

I knew it meant a lot to him

from the bright look in his eyes.

"Mom this is undoubtedly

the best news I've ever had.

I made the force, badge #219

the one assigned to Dad!"

I couldn't hold him back

anymore than curb the tears inside,

'cause nothing would have made his Dad happier

or filled him more with pride.

. . . Sue Crowder



Encased in an African Mahogany box

Lined with red velvet

but blinded to the fact its red,

Life's embers extinguished

The reminants, a shell . . .

Where is Heaven?

Is this Hell?

Mourners adorned in black

Cry tears that perceptibly reveal loss,

Or are they crying

because it is expected of them?
Ears, open,

eyes capped and sealed closed . . .

Now shrouded in muslin

I listen, shuddering in my final repose . . .

They pray

and slowly partake of sacraments in my honor;

Then leave hurriedly

Because they want a drink.

Entombed, the insects and water

trespass upon my new found home.

As I contemplate my mortal sins,

I slowly turn to stone . . .

. . . Sue Crowder

Elegy For A Dead Fieldmouse

In the darkness of early evening

My friend and I walked along

a brambled path last night.

While thinking, breathing, living, hand-in-hand,

We came across your agonized body

stretched and hardened on the cold unfeeling ground.

Dead black eyes peered blankly

questioning the fright of death,

still seeing this enemy's advance.

Reaching hands stiffened and legs out-stretched,

your coagulated carcass reveals battered war wounds
now food for gnats and other graveyard insects.

In Death's ominous presence, little friend,

I wept for you.

Your mouse-wife and children are left wondering forever

like a human MIA. . .

"Whatever happened to

my husband, or lover, or son?"

. . .Terry Lytle
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Youth

You speak of death in racing cars,

In spinning planes, through shattered panes

In great detail.

You write about the silent stranger,

The shadow man, a journey lost

In flowing words.

Speak not to me of death, my friend,

The very end is far away,

And I was there.

Pray write for me of life instead,

The joys of being, days of dreaming,

So I can share.

For death bears many faces;

A kind old man, a spiteful ghost,

An enemy.

Dwell not upon the fate he brings. . .

A blessing sweet, a fearful pain,

Infinity.

You speak of love in foreign lands,

In burning sands, in fields of flowers,

With longing voice.

You write about a joyous touch,

A rapture moist, a gentle kiss

Of lovers lost.

Speak not to me of love, my friend.

Those many loves are far away,

And I was there.

Pray write for me of friendships warm,
Of brotherhood, good-will and hope.

So I can share.

For love bears many faces:

A mother's touch, a child's caress,

A friendly smile.

Dwell not upon the one true love

Who comes along. For if he does,

Then you shall know

Helen Kempf



THE CHILDREN ARE SAD

Yellow soured walls

Squeeky bed

And funeral furnace,

Upstairs they die.

Charred child

Wicked words

And clenched fists,

Downstairs they die.

In street

All the children die.

Puddle-pushers

Feed on junk

And snack or remains

While upstairs they die

And downstairs they nod.

The children are sad,

So downstairs they run,

So downstairs they nod.

The children are singing.

Singing a sweet song

While they die. . .

While they die.

'

.
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Synthetic Dreams

Boy hides blues in pocket full of dreams

In morning

Yellow powdered sunshine

Penetrates popping veins

By afternoon boy has eyes full of moon,

And
Crystaline dreams

Shatter simple sorrow

As

Reality's milky obscurity

Merges in a silvery daze.

The transparency of his dreams

Silently deadens genesis of pain

While deep blues lurk behind the hour,

And
Boy resembles handless clock

Ticking away at heart. . .

But time loses in scattered dreams

And desperation tears him

Like rat drowning in raving waters

When synthetic sunshine fades.

Beyond demanding waters

Flaming cliffs stare down.

Boy loses touch.

Somewhere,

Lost in glass maze
Between reality of rivers flowing

And dreams

manifest in silvery daze,

Boy Blue,

Pockets empty,

Fears approaching darkness.

With

Eyes wide like base of chocolate kisses,

With hands that clutch empty space,

Grouping in the night,

Boy, breathing deeply

Till morning

Dies. . .

Powder and Spoon Song

Eyes and apron at window
Mama watches

Mouths, feet, fists

In street.

Papa's powdering his nose

Singing his spooned song-so sour

Oh Papa, so sweet that spoon!

Mama say maybe his safety pin

pop him one day

One night

These long, lonely nights

Pop-eyed, No-eyed.

And what about the apron tuggers

In the corner

Eating the paint

Right off the wall?

Papa say don't worry, Mama.
Here, this helps . . .

this helps . . .

and

this helps.

Then, Mama drops apron

Out window
And flies . . .

[while baby dies,

Papa sighs,

and the spoon cries].

The screams

A reminder . . .

Of their Agony.

Poems by

Judy Dee

Nelson



Earth bathed

in a pool of golden sunlight.

Warmed by the rays of Sol,

she recovered from the cold night.

As she shivered 'neath her blanket

of white-frosted snow,

The robin thought of food

that lay hidden far below.

Though her ground had turned color

Earth so peacefully slept

That she offered no comfort

to an old woman who wept.

The proud Indian started her journey

to meet death that day

And followed the stars at night

while the moon lit her way.

Although she was cold

when snowflakes began to fall,

She continued her sojourn

toward the Almighty Creator's call.

When she grew tired,

she stopped to catch her breath,

And there she heard soft footsteps

of the one she awaited. . . Death.

He found her silently praying;

he offered his hand.

Their souls merged as the sun

began its long march across the land.

Nature smiled as she traded a new-born

for the death of one so old,

And adorned the Indian's white blanket

with a tree's leaves of gold.

The birds sang to her glory

as they flew through a clear blue sky.

And Winter came softly calling

As Autumn crept by. . .

. . . Meredith Gramlich



Willie Grant, Willie Grant,

Why do you walk these miles

Of dusty roads from clapboard home
Without a hint of smile?

The birds have not arisen, yet.

The ground is cold with dew.

Each morning now for weeks on end,

You take this path anew

To Charlotsville, the nearest town,

Where patiently you wait

Among the hungry line of men,

Who dare not come too late.

"First come, first served," the motto is.

They say the Man has passed.

Yet every day, no matter what,

You end up being last.

When finally, one fateful day,

Out from among the rest,

You hear the name of Grant be called

And stand to pass the test.

Do you own property, a car,

Or any worldly thing?

You shake your head and mumble, "No."

[Your ears from questions ring].

With shaking hand you sign your X,

For now the journey ends.

Six coming months t'will be at least,

Around those endless bends.

America, America,

Who casts her light on we,

From shores to shining shores,

To teach democracy?

The fruitful bounty of thy land,

Thou share with equal grants.

Then why, oh why, please answer me,

Must Willie beg for Stamps?

. . . Helen Kempf

Woodcut by Kelly Creane



CONSTRUCTION WORKER

Dig deep hole, hot sweat. . .

Pour concrete slab. Then, damn sun. . .

Tired as hell when done.'

. . . Mike Balzer

Love hurts

but loneliness kills.

. . . Debi Ryan
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"WINDOW TO THE WORLD"

Window to the world,

bring to me some sun. . .

maybe a little friendship

and the love of someone.

Take away this loneliness

and sorrow that I know.
Fill me full of lust for life;

give purpose to my soul.

Window to the world,

is there some one for me?
Shine your light and burn so bright;

let me feel the heat.

Take away this frozen heart;

melt my thoughts in time.

Give me strength to start again;

teach me how to shine.

Window to the world,

the summer's almost done.

Before the sky turns cold and grey,

give me some one to love.

Take away this constant fear

of lonely winter days.

(Warm my body with the touch
3f someone who will stay.

. . . Jack Adams

THE LONELY TASTE OF LIFE

There's no one in this world for me.
No one waiting, I know.

Sharing will not be an experience of mine.
Time goes by so slow.

These are the best years of my life,

Or, at least, so I'm told.

But I feel myself in autumn
Watching the leaves turn gold.

Memories I'll have none at all.

Sad thoughts are packed inside my mind.
I think about a maybe person
Whom I'll never find.

Life is short but not always sweet
It can have no taste at all

In fact, when it's lived so much alone,

it has the bitter taste of gall.

. . . Mary Di Crescenzo

TOMORROW

We reach for tomorrow not knowing what's there.

The fact that we are living is our only care.

Our time is limited, but we know not till when,
Yet, we seek tomorrow, and a new day begins.

The day passes through, and the sun falls from the sky

Yet, one seeking tomorrow still hasn't come nigh

To the Master who has sent him the day, the night,

And tomorrow's morning with its soft sunlight.

We are blessed with so much that we do not see.

He desires thankfulness for His love and sincerity.

But one day tomorrow might not be there.

We'll never know or even have a care.

For our eyes will be closed as in the coffin welie.

Thinking we'd have had a day longer if we remembered to pray.

. . . Barbara Thurston



Silent

Night
by Helen Kempf

CHARACTERS
[In order ofappearance]

MRS. ANDERSEN [Lady of the House\

HANNA [Mrs. Andersen's Swedish housekeeper]

KAREN LEVY [Mrs. Andersen's daughter]

BENJAMIN LEVY [Karen's husband]
ALBERT ANDERSEN, JR. [Mrs. Andersen's son]

LUCY ANDERSEN [Albert's wife]

T-he action takes place in Mrs. Andersen's living room
somewhere in a large town in Minnesota. The time is

present, Christmas Eve. The living-room reflects the taste of
an upper middle class Scandanavian family.

Upstage is dominated by a large brick fireplace over which

hangs a large heavily framed oil painting of a somewhat
sinister looking man in the traditional pose, staring straight

at the viewer. In front of the fireplace, fanning out toward

the audience is one large sofa facing two large chairs with a

long, heavy oak coffee table between them. To the right

against the wall, stands a tall Christmas tree, heavily

"^decorated with an odd assortment of ornaments, homemade
>by children. Many colors mix, but the overall impression is

red and white, the Danish national colors. In front of the

tree, a door leads into the dining-room. To the left, is a

heavy oak combination book-case, liquor cabinet and

writing desk. Next, stands a console radio-phonograph. In

back ofthe tree, a door leads into the hall.

As the curtain rises, one hears the strains and chorus of
"Silent Night Holy Night ". Mrs. Andersen, a woman in her

fifty's, stands by the tree, putting the finishing touches on it

and humming along with the melody.

SCENE ONE: Time: Early Afternoon

MRS. ANDERSEN, [lovingly holding a gilded pine-cone,

places it carefully on the already overdecorated tree, and
turns to the painting]. Albert. It's going to be just like old

days, with the children home again.

HANNA [enters from the dinning-room. She is a tall,

buxom woman in her forty's, dressed in an old-fashioned
uniform with a large, white, starched apron around her
waist].

MRS. ANDERSEN [turns]. Look, Hanna, isn't the tree
beautiful?

HANNA [with a definite Swedish accent]. Yah, Mrs. I

dersen, just like the old days when Mr. . . . [her voice tn

off] Doorbell rii

MRS. ANDERSEN [flustered]. Hanna, hurry, get the dc

the children' must be here. I'll put these away.

[Hanna goes for the hall door straighterring her apron, w)

Mrs. A. picks up empty boxes and exits to the dining-roc

One hears excited voices of greetings, and presently Ka
Levy enters— at the same time her mother reappears by
other door].

[Karen is a slim woman in her middle thirty's dressed .

mink-coat which she carelessly throws on the back i

chair. She is well-groomed, dressed in the understc
elegance ofa woman who has studiedfashion carefully,

only discord in her appearance is a large, flashy diamc
ring on her left hand].

KAREN [with outstretched arms]. Mother, darling, how
you? It's been such a long time, [they embrace]

MRS. A. Yes, dear, it has. . . almost twenty years.

KAREN. Twenty years! It doesn't seem possible. You d

look a year older, [holding her mother at arms' length] VI

. . maybe a year or two older. You still have that peaii

and cream complexion, though. And your hair, well. . . i

for a few strands of gray. . . really, mother, it still looks:

same honey-colored to me.

MRS. A. [blushes]. Really, Karen, stop exaggerating, di

[While talking, Karen's husband, Ben, enters from the 1
He is afew years older than karen. Like her, he is dresse i

an expensive-looking suit.]

KAREN [turns]. Mother, I want you to meet Ben.

MRS. A. & BEN [shaking hands, both]. Pleased to meeto

BEN [smiling]. Please, call me Ben.

MRS. A. Welcome home, Ben.

BEN. Thank you. [The doorbell rings ag\n

MRS. A. [calling out]. It's all right, Hanna, I'll get it.

i

[while Mrs. A. exits, Karen starts pacing the floor, /ocfl

over the room till she catches sight of the painting, h

stops, and a small shiver runs through her. Ben sits qft{

in a chair. Off stage, through the open door cab
heard a man's booming voice]

VOICE. Hey, Mom. Boy, sure's cold up here. Almost fc;ol

How you been? Meet my little wife, Lucy.

[General chatter of conversation. Albert enters. Albert*
tall, husky man a few years younger than his sister. Th ?i

a strong resemblance between him and the man iitht

painting].
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,aren and Albert stare for a moment, then run to throw

eir arms around each other].

LBERT. Hi, Sis.

AREN. Hi, Junior.

LBERT. Long time, no see.

AREN, Sure has been. . . hasn't it?

1AREN [turns to Ben]. Al, I would like for you to meet my
itsband, Ben. — Ben, this is my little brother Al.

/^. Pleased to meet you.

EN. The pleasure is mine.

nicy and Mrs. A. enterfrom the hall. Lucy is in her late

t\enties. short, dumpv. overdressed in flounces and frills.]

IJJCY [with a definite Southern accent]. My, my, what a

jfetty room, so nice and cozy and all, and with a real fire

race too. And look at the tree will you, honey. Isn't it. . .

L. Lucy, dear, slow down, will you. I'd like for you to meet

r sister and her husband.

1ICY. Sorry, honey, I guess I just got so excited, I plumb
got my manners. . .

L. It's all right,

[ here is a general round ofintroductions while Karen looks

hey over carefully]

IRS. A. [enters from the hall]. I see, you all have met.

Cod. [to Al and Lucy] I am so disappointed you didn't

ting the children, though. I counted on meeting them.

/.. We. . .

IICY [interrupts]. Well, we really wanted to bring them,
Hi know, but with the weather being so cold here and
I'cinda such a frail, little child, and anyhow, their grand-

t'rents had sort of figured on having them for the holidays,

•so you see?

A. Anyway, Mom, travelling with four kids all the way
f m South Carolina on a train is not exactly what you
light call a picnic. Lucy and I had sort of hoped we could
Hike this a kind of second honeymoon, being away from
H kids for once.

^RS. A. That's perfectly all right. I understand.

&1REN. Four kids!

LjCY. Yeah, ain't that nice? There's Albert. He's six.

J'inny, He's five, Lucinda. . .

K|.REN. It's lovely, dear, just lovely [turning to Ben]
justing, that's what it is,. . . plain disgusting.

L,CY. Beg your pardon, mam? I didn't quite catch that.

KAREN. Oh! It's nothing. . . nothing at all. Perhaps we
shall meet them some other time.

HANNA [sticks her head in from the hall] Mrs. Andersen,

where do you want me to put all these suitcases?

BEN [Hurrying toward the door] Let me do this, Hanna, if

Mrs. A. will be kind enough to show me the rooms. [Ben and
Mrs. A. exit. Karen starts pacing the room again]

KAREN. Boy, I sure could use a drink. That plane ride

and all that driving makes me nervous.
[She heads for the cabinet]

KAREN. Wonder if there's anything here?[Cow«?s off]

brandy, cognac, liqueurs — Uh! Same old thing. Not a

decent drink in the house. Guess I just have to settle for

brandy for now. [Pours a tall glass] Anybody else?

LUCY [sitting in a chair, stroking Karen's coat]. No thanks,

we don't indulge.

KAREN. Indulge? You mean neither one of you drink?

Since when, big brother?

LUCY. Since he joined the church.

KAREN. What church?

AL. The Baptist Church.

KAREN. And, when did all this take place? »

AL. When Lucy and I got married.

KAREN. Oh, boy! [Ben enters.]

KAREN. Did you hear that, Ben? Big brother and his wife

don't indulge because they are Baptists. Isn't that sweet?

BEN. Well, to each his own.

LUCY. What church do you all belong to?

KAREN. Church? [she looks at Ben and bursts out

laughing.]

BEN. We don't belong to any particular church at present.

LUCY. Oh!

KAREN [getting a little tipsy now]. What do you mean,

"Oh"?

LUCY. Nothing, really. I just thought, since you all were*

brought up such strict Lutherans, that you might belong to •

a church out West [she turns to Al] They do have Lutheran

churches in Los Angeles, don't they, honey?

[Mrs. A. enters quietly, surveying the scene]

KAREN [to Lucy]. You really don't know, do you?

LUCY. Know what?
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KAREN. Well, let me fill you in, honey.

BEN. Really, Karen, I don't see the point.

KAREN. But I do.

[Everyone is sittitig now. Karen drains her glass, holds it for

a minute in salute to the portrait, then continues her

pacing.

KAREN. You see, dear Lucy, the reason we don't belong to

a church is quite simple. As you so nicely pointed out, I was

raised a strict Lutheran. I am also, by some, called a gentile,

while sweet Benji here, is a JEW. You get the point now?

LUCY [her face slightly frozen, nods].

KAREN. We didn't have a fancy wedding with orange

blossoms and all that, like you and big Al had. [she mimics

Lucy's drawl] No siree. . . we just met in college and. . . La-

de-da. . . in no time the Justice of the Peace had us married
— all legit.

[she turns to the portrait] And dear Dad, sweet Dad, turned

over in his grave.

MRS. A. Please, Karen, you are not being»fair.

KAREN [turns to her mother]. Fair. . Fair. . .

[Karen is getting herself all worked up. when Hanna opens

the dining-room door announcing "Dinner is served."

Every one rises with a sigh of relief. Karen stands

momentarily perplexed, when Ben takes her gently by the

arm and everyone exits to the dining-room]

CURTAIN

SCENE TWO : Evening same day

[As the curtain rises, Mrs. A. enters from the dining-room,

turns]

MRS. A. Hanna, we will have our coffee in the parlor, [she

moves toward the sofafollowed by Lucy, Al and Ben. Karen
brings up the rear, slightly glassy-eyed, but holding her own]

LUCY. Oh, my that was the most delicious dinner I've eaten

in a long time. Really, Mrs. Andersen, you simply must give

me your recipe for that wonderful duck and all those other

things too.

MRS. A. Thanks, that's kind of you, Lucy. I shall ask
Hanna to write them down for you.

AL [patting his stomach]. Yes, Mom, you sure know how to

set a table. Must have gained ten pounds at least.

KAREN. Goose, stupid, we had goose for dinner, not duck.

BEN. Goose, duck, what's the difference, really?

KAREN. Oh, but there's a great, big difference, specially

the way Hanna cooks it. Hasn't changed a bit.

MRS. A. I don't understand, dear.

KAREN. You wouldn't, mother dear. But for your
formation, the goose was greasy, the red cabbage too lin

the mashed potatoes lumpy, and. . . the rice-pudding fi

Just as always. I don't know how you put up with it.

AL. Personally, I don't see how you could tell the differen

You hardly took a bite. Seems to me you were too bi

lapping up the wine!

KAREN. Oh, you noticed! I'm surprised. You were so da

busy filling your face, I don't see how you could find time

watch HI' ol' me.

AL. I did, nevertheless.

KAREN. You sure did. Just like Dad. Giving me that loc

of his, like "Children should be seen, not heard."

AL. Well, you act like a child. I swear, my own kids beha

better at the supper-table than you do.

KAREN. Is that so. Well, just in case you haven't notice

I'm a grown woman, and I'll do as I darn well please.

[At this point Hanna interrupts the conversation

wheeling in a coffee cart, placing cups, saucer, etc. arou

the table.]

MRS. A. Thanks, Hanna. I shall take-care of the rest.

[Hanna exits to the right]

BEN. Come, Karen, let's have some coffee.

KAREN. No thanks. If I know Hanna's coffee. I'll end

breaking a tooth on one of her egg-shells.

[She moves toward the cabinet, looks over the decanters c

reaches for the Conac]

BEN [right behind her]. Karen, don't you think. . .

KAREN. No, that's just the point, I don't want to think.

AL. That's the first intelligent thing she's said all night.

KAREN [funis furiously to her brother]. You shut up!

MRS. A. [visibly shaken]. Children, children, plei

Remember this is Christmas Eve. Let's not fight.

KAREN. That's right, mother dear. Christmas Eve. just 1
e

the good, old days. Only one thing missing. . . [pointing

the portrait] HIM.

AL. And guess whose fault that is?

KAREN [staring at AT]. Mine, I suppose.

AL. Who else's?

KAREN. Oh. no, you don't. You don't get off that e ".

little brother. I know what you are thinking: My going a)
to college and seeing Ben. How about you sneaking of o

the service instead of being Daddy's good, little boy ^

taking over the business?

***&s&^>2£Ste&ttr ^^^gy^^jj



L,] I didn't sneak off.

\REN. Then, what do you call it?

... Doing my duty.

JCY. That's right. He was doing his duty like any red-

)oded American boy would.

VREN. That's right, honey. Doing his duty and falling

ht into your lap.

ICY. I declare, I don't know what you mean!

vREN. Don't you, though. When he was in camp, he

ijked you up in some little, two-bit saloon.

CY. Why. . . that's a baldfaced lie! It was at the U.S.

I was a hostess there.

fyREN. That does make a difference, doesn't it?

[raising his voice] That's just about enough. I won't

e you insult my wife.

REN. Sorry, [again mimicing Lucv] I plumb forgot my
nlnners. [Ben silently casts a pleading look at Mrs. A.]

WS. A. [in a stern voice]. Look, children, your father's

rt-attack had nothing to do with either one of you

ing home. He understood, and he loved you both.

KIREN [now getting thoroughly drunk, turns on her

Hither]. LOVE — UNDERSTANDING — you say? You
mist be kidding! Since when? You call it love, when you

t your brains out making good grades in school, and all

get is, "Humph, I see you still cannot beat that little

rp, Claudia. Still number two in class." Never a, "Thank
" or, "I'm proud of you," or even a pat on the head. Oh,

not him.

S. A. But, he was proud of you, Karen. You should have

"d him boast about you to all our friends.

CREN. Fat lot it did me. Only made him look better. He
litji't care how /felt. . . But I got even with him. Made him
|eh up for all those "A's" and "B's". He had to pay me.

iv~y red cent of it, too. Must have killed him, that old skin-

li'i!

\\ At least you got some money, that's more than I did.

OREN. Ah, but you were Daddy's little pet. It didn't

nter how bad your grades were. "You'll do better next

in, Junior. I just know it," he'd say. Besides, he always

iged you would take over the business with him and Aunt
-laa right there beside you.

:
don't see what Aunt Clara had to do with it.

'EN. No? How blind could you have been?

;dll. A. [to Al] Your Aunt Clara helped out in the office.

KAREN. Of course, she did. She was that lovely, old

maiden-aunt, who kept books for grandfather. And when he

died, she kept right on running the whole damn caboodle,

because dear, sweet Papa didn't have brain one about
business. All he knew was to boss everybody around, in-

cluding his family. And everybody in town would say, what a

lovely, charming, successful man he was. Isn't that right,

mother?

MRS. A. I refuse to let you draw me into a fight, Karen.

You are not yourself, dear, and there's no sense continuing

on with this type of conversation. Your father is gone.

Whatever you may think of him, he was a good father. . .

although, perhaps, strict sometimes, and a good husband.

KAREN. Oh, my God! A good husband? You really believe

that, don't you? You call a man, who stayed out every other

week-end, when it so happened to be Hanna's nights off, a

good husband

!

MRS. A. KAREN, really!

KAREN. It's okay, mother. It took almost twenty years to

get this off my chest. It's too bad, I never had the nerve to

say it to his face, so. . .

[Karen turns and looks straight at the portrait, her empty

glass pointing upwards].

KAREN. You hear that? A loving husband and father, they

say. Well, take a good look at your family now. And, what

do you see, dearest Dad? A drunken daughter, who never

finished school or anything, and a bitchy flop of a wife to

boot. A fat son, with a dumb wife and four snot-nosed kids,

clerking away in some god-forsaken grocery store in the

good, of South. And last, but not least, a lonely old woman,
who keeps your mistress around for company. Yes, siree. . .

your love conquered us all.

[Karen closes her eyes. Her arm drops down. The glass falls

to thefloor. As she sways slightly, Ben rushes over to put his

arm around her. The room is quiet, except for the low

strains of Christmas carols coming from the radio.]

BEN. I'll take her upstairs to bed. [he leads Karen's

slumping body toward the hall-door, then turns] I'm sorry.

[Mrs. Anderson looks down at herfolded hands. Ben stares

at his mother. Lucy is busy pouring coffee.]

MRS. A. [to Lucy]. Thank you, my dear, I hope it is still

warm enough. Perhaps, I should get Hanna to heat it up.

LUCY. Oh, no. This is just fine, Isn't it honey?

AL. Yes, dear, just fine.

[Mrs. Andersen looks at the portrait and then back al them.

as if she just remembered something.]

MRS. A. You know, Lucy? [she gets a far-away look in her

eyes] It has always been tradition in our house to open

presents on Christmas Eve. . . Many years ago, when the

children were small, and all their aunts, uncles and cousins

lived around here, we used to bring the tree out in the

middle of the room, and I would light the candles. Aunt

l,



Clara would play the piano, and all of us would hold hands

walking around the tree singing Christmas carols. . . cWe

weren't very good singers, though, missed a lot of verses,

but, then Aunt Clara didn't play the piano too well, either.

The only song we knew to the very end was "Rudolph The

Red-Nosed Reindeer". . . . You see, Lucy, that was the clue

for Santa Claus to ring the door-bell and bring in his sack. .

. My, I remember how big the children's eyes were, and how

good they told Santa they were. . . [she pauses and looks up

at the portrait].

MRS. A. [softly] Merry Christmas, Santa Claus.

CURTAIN

SCENE THREE: Very Early Christmas Day

[As the curtain rises, the room reflects the early morning

light. The fireplace is cold. Karen sits on the sofa in her

bathrobe, her hair mussed. In front of her a half-full

ashtray. As she lights a cigarette, Al, fully dressed, enters

from the hall. He stands a minute watching her, then walks

over and sits facing her.]

AL. Karen?

KAREN. Yes.

AL. We are leaving now. Have to catch the early train back.

The taxi will be here any minute.

KAREN. I know. . . I ruined it, like always. Messed up your

honey-moon plans and all. Got to give me credit, though,

sure am good at one thing. . . an expert you might say. . . in

fouling up people's plans.

AL. It's all right, Karen. Lucy would have wanted to leave

anyway. Never could stand being away from the kids more
than a few hours at a time. Such a worry-wort, I swear.

Always thinking one of them is going to get hurt or sick or

something.

KAREN. Sure.

AL. No, really. I mean it [he forces a small laugh] We can't

even go out to see a movie without her having to call home
during intermission. You'd think the house had burnt

down, or an epidemic broke lose. I. . .

KAREN. Al, please, it's not necessary. Trying to make me
feel good just makes things worse. No words are going to

undo what I did to you and Lucy.

AL. You just had too much to drink, that's all. We un-

derstand.

KAREN. Do you?

AL. Sure. People say things, they don't really mean.

KAREN [derisive laugh]. Wish it was that simple. But it's

not. [deep sign] The truth of the matter is, I'm jealous.

AL. Jealous? You?

KAREN. Yes, of you and Lucy and your four [she lau

snot-nosed kids. Can't you see it?

AL. You mean, the kids? Then why don't you and Ben.

mean.

KAREN. Can't. More accurately, /can't. Heaven knows

tried. . . but [she shrugs her shoulders.]

AL. I'm sorry [he gets up, sits next to her and puts his

around her] Sis, I am.

KAREN. So is Ben.

AL. You could adopt, you know.

KAREN. We talked about it. It's just not the s;

somehow. [Pause]

AL. You were right about one thing, though.

KAREN. What?

AL. My sneaking off, leaving Dad and Mom behin;

should've been a man and faced up to him. [he looks u

the portrait] Just couldn't. He scared me.

KAREN. I know.

[Off stage a car-horn blows. One can hear footsteps
jj

the hall.]

LUCY [off stage]. Al, honey, the taxi's here. We b

hurry.

AL [shouting]. In a minute, [turns to Karen] Got to go I

You take care, you hear? [impulsively he hugs her, gen

and goes to the door. He turns and looks first at Karen, I

at the portrait] Merry Christmas, Dad [exits]

[Karen fusses with her robe and hair, lights arm

cigarette when her mother enters from the hall].

MRS. A. [with forced gairy]. Well, they are off. Sure »;

they have a safe trip. The weatherman predicts more si

[she shivers] I must get Hanna in here to light the firepc

KAREN. Mother.

MRS. A. Yes, dear.

KAREN. Please, sit down for a minute.

MRS. A. All right [she sits opposite Karen].

KAREN. About last night.

MRS. A. It's okay, dear. You weren't yourself. In

derstand.

KAREN. That's what Al said, too.

MRS. A. You see, we all understand.



4REN. That's just it. Al didn't understand. Not until we

Iked. Everybody's trying to be so understanding, hating

v guts, and not understanding.

|RS. A. No one hates you, Karen. Maybe we don't all quite

derstand you, but no one hates you.

KREN. No? Then what? What is it. everyone feels?

iRS. A. [Hesitates, then quietly] Perhaps, pity.

aren stares a moment incredulously at her mother]

-\REN. Pity? You don't really mean that. Pity? Me? Hate,

|. Pity, no.

IS. A. Why not?

<iREN. Because, the great Karen Levy, married to L.A's

i}st successful attorney, living in the largest house in the

ilmrbs, moving in the best social circles, is envied, perhaps

!'!n hated, but never pitied. That's why.

KAREN. No, thank you. [Pausi

V'lS. A. You really believe that.

REN. No. But it was a nice thought, while it lasted.

IS. A. And it didn't?

<REN. No. . . it didn't. How did you stand it with Dad

N^S. A. I had you children.

KLREN. I know. That might have been fine, when we were

sail and needed you. But when we grew up, then what?

NkS. A. I went on as before.

REN. How? You knew what he was and did. How could

keep on going?

Vp. A. Perhaps, for the same reason Ben keeps on going.

I

KjREN. Ben?

VS. A. Yes, Ben.

<REN. I don't see the comparison.

MS. A. I think you do.

<REN. You tell me.

tfS. A. [quietly] Because I loved your father. . . the same
"< Ben loves you. [Pause]

kren stares at the burning cigarette in her hand. Mrs. A.

?6 up, pats Karen's head gently and exits to the dining-

Wfi.Ben enters from the hall. Karen looks up\.

BH. How do you feel?

(<\EN. Lousy.

Nj. Want some coffee?

BEN. You sure, there isn't anything I can get you. . .

orange-juice. Aspirin. . .

KAREN. Ben, please! It isn't the hangover that's making
me feel lousy, although, God knows, I feel like I have two

heads Maybe later. Right now. . .

BEN. Yes?

KAREN. I don't know. Something Mother said.

BEN. You didn't have a fight?

KAREN. No. . . not really.

BEN. You had words.

KAREN. You might call it that, although, the words that

should have been left unsaid, were mine, and. . .

BEN. And?

KAREN [Looking straight at Ben]. Ben, why don't you leave

me?

BEN. Leave you?

KAREN. You know, a divorce, separation, anything. . .

BEN. Is that what you want?

KAREN. I asked the question first.

BEN. I know, and you don't answer a question with another

question. That's what you are trying to say.

KAREN, [miserably]. I don't know, Ben. I don't know what
I mean anymore. Don't you see? I open my mouth and out

come words, ugly words, hurting words, and I don't know
how to stop. . . Help me, Ben. For God's sake, help me. I

feel like the drowning man going under for the third time. . .

and no one in sight. . . [Karen is shaking and Ben holds her

tightly].

BEN. Hush, Karen. It's all right. I am here. You are not

going to drown. I love you. [Kare?i leans against Ben]

Let's go in the kitchen for breakfast.

[ They rise and move toward the dining room door.
]

BEN. You know. I was thinking. I haven't had a real

vacation in years. How would it be, if you and I just took off

somewhere quiet and exotic?

KAREN [smiles]. I'd love it.

[At the door Karen turns toface the portrait.
J

KAREN. Merry Christmas, Dad.

CURTAIN
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photo by Bruce Rumph

The road ahead,

the one behind . . .

Where am I going;

where have I been?
When did it begin;

when will it end?

. . . Linda Pennington



friendship

of a fly.

by Stephen Shannon

A tiny fly buzzed noisely about Frank Goodard's head. It seemed like

a nuisance whose only job was to disturb his restful sleep. Actually the

only thing of interest to this pest was a rotten-brown apple core which

fell from Frank's hand as he melted into a peaceful sleep. The miniature

giant seemed intent upon reaching his goal despite the half-hearted

attempts to brush him away. The fly's first attack on the apple was a

straight on dive for it. A sudden slap sent him spinning wildly across

the room. He caught himself in mid-air and shook his head to clear it.

His next try was from the opposite side. The next sensation he felt was
3 floor rushing up to meet him from underneath. His legs flailed

violently for a moment before he righted himself and assumed a

touching stance. With his fly eyes peering cautiously all about the

oom he shot himself up into the musty, stagnant air near the ceiling.

Circling about in ever closing circles the fly came in, gradually

Denet rating until he was just inches away. As he prepared for a landing,

I a hand came swooping down to crush him. Jumping away just in time

:he fly hastily retreated to the ceiling where he could reexamine the

tuation. He crept to the walls edge, and then slowly down the curtain.

"There you are you son-of-a-bitch!"

A newspaper caught the curtain and tore it violently away from the

window and sent it spinning to thefloor. Thefly was already across the

'oom.

The man, in a sleep filled rage, became intent upon riding himself of

:he fly. He was the enemy and he must be killed. Frank could feel the

nger building in him as he tried again and again to swat the fly. He
limbed across his furniture to get at the fly. Anything in his path

ecamea weapon, including pillows, ashtrays, loose change, and even
bedside lamp when the frustration became too much. However, the

ly was too quick and seemed to be everywhere at once. Yet the musty-

garbage air was beginning to get to the fly and weaken him. In a daze

from the stagnant air, he committed the near-fatal mistake of flying

straight across the room. A hand lashed out and enclosed him. Resting

on a sweaty palm he looked vainly about him for a metod of escape. He
saw none. Frank opened one finger carefully and peered in at his

captive prisoner. What he had caught was not a gargantuan as the

struggle suggested, but a tiny insect.

"Why'd ya do this to me? Huh?"
The fly gave no response other than rubbing his legs together.

"That was a damn expensive lamp I threw at ya. I hope you realize

that. The least you coulda done is let it hit ya."

Still no response. The fly just sat there nonchalantly upon his still

sweating palm.

"I could have killed myself instead of you."

The sleep was gonefrom hiseyes. He felt likea God now, holding life

and death in his hand.

"You shall know the treasured, most wanted secret of death."

Not realizing that he was in a sort of half-sleep daze Frank continued

on, mumbling quietly to himself.

"But how shall you find it unless you seek it in the heart of life itself.

The owl whose night-bound eyes are blind unto the day cannot unveil

the mystery of light. If you would indeed behold the spirit of death,

open your heart wide unto the body of life, for life and death are one
even as the river and the sea are one. Your fear of death is only the

trembling of the shepherd when he stands before the King whose hand
is to be laid upon him in honor. Is the shepherd not joyful beneath his

trembling that he shall wear the mark of the King? And yet is he not

more mindful of his trembling?"

The fly didn't seem to absorb it. A moment of silence fell heavily in

the room. Frank listened, unbelieving, to the echo of the words he had
just spoken. It must have been a dream he felt, but still I'm standing

here.

"What the hell am I talking to a fly for9 I must be insance."

He was yelling violently now. His mind felt muddy and a fog rested

heavily upon his senses.

"Damn stupid fly. Get the hell outahere."

Frank heaved a window open and released the fly. It pushed
gracefully off with it's hind legs.

"Keep the hell away from me," he yelled.

The fly paused for a moment on the window-sill to absorb the fresh

night air. Sleepy as he was,he could not be sure, but Frank could have

sworn that he heard a sigh of relief and a squeaky, "That was a close

one" as the fly departed into the inky, velvety blackness of the night.



ON BEING A GIRL ON BEING A GIRL ON BEING A GIRL ON BEING A GIR

As girls go. I wasn't much, but then,what could be expected of a baby
born looking like raw, chopped hamburger (not even of ground chuck
quality) and one who was a "mistake" at that. Since they already had

one daughter, my parents really didn't need another one. Againsttheir

better judgment, my parents took me home^nd, try as they might, they

couldn't keep well-wishing friends and relations from seeing me. I

wasn't the light pink, roly-poly, bouncing doll everyone expected, but

once they got over the initial shock of skinny, wrinkled, blood-red,

FEMALE me, words of consolation and hope poured forth. People

assured my folks that my adversion to drinking milk had nothing to do
with my looks; it was merely an old wives' tale that looks like minecould
sour milk — and so on.

I remember reading a story at age five which sounded very familiar.

Since I was no literary genius at the time, there had to be another

reason for its familiarity — and there was. Like the "Ugly Duckling" I

was being left alone to overcome my shameful ugliness while my
parents concentrated on perfecting their baby-boy making. My
skinned knees, bloody noses, broken bones and split head couldn't

last forever. I was sure that one day all of those scars would
miraculously vanish,and, like the graceful swan, I would emer-r-rge.

One day I would take people's breath away — but not because they

were gasping in horror.

My mother wasn't quite as optimistic as I was though. She was sure I

was an object of the wrath of God and decided to give Him and nature a

little help (to speed things along). So she enrolled me in dancing
school where I would be sure to learn how to flit I ike a tenuous butterfly

and effloresce like a delicate rosebud. My poor mother learned an

expensive lesson. While other girls were promenading about in hour-

glass figures, I was trapped inside of a shatterproof milk-bottle — so
my costumes had to be custom-made. I think my mother would have
pawned her mother to finance refinement as long as some polish

was evident in me; but after four years of tap, ballet, baton interpretive

dance, modern jazz, acrobatics, drum, acting and singing lessons, I

was only slightly less lanky and gawky — still predominantly elbows
and knees. Furthermore, once my instructor discovered by innate

talent for playing the roles of evil witch, murderer and for lip-sinking

screams, I hardly danced another step. My mother finally realized that

dancing school could not "finish" the girl she and Dad had started that

Saturday right when he was too tired to go to the drugstore. Thus
ended my aspirations for a June Taylor-like career — but not before I

broke my hymen doing splits (which mother blamed for my non-

feminity). As a last ditch effort, the Master Plan called for adeptness a

the piano, but my butterfingers kept slipping off the keys. I was sure

that if I had skinny, bony knuckles like Jane* Bartnickki, I could be i

concert star — but she wouldn't trade.

I believe it was at this point that I began to hear my mother say to me
(with increasing frequency), "You can be replaced!" During oui

annual, summer, front porch burr extraction and pixie-cutting ritual

often wondered if that was exactly what she was trying to do. Everyone

knew that girls had long hair — did she know something that I didn't'

The Master Plan might have stopped after the piano lesson fiascc

(the task certainly seemed futile by then) if only Snow-White hadn'-

lived next door, Michelle Jacqueline Poulen'. She was my best frienc

and the bane of my existence. Every time Mother and I began to come
to terms with the idea that our efforts were in vain because, in fact

there was no such entity as a comely, dainty, feminine, pretty, sugar

and spice girl, Michelle encroached on our peaceful state of minds

She would come euphonical ly tripping over to visit us with her glorious

jet black, naturally curly locks (adorned of course with freshly starchec

pink ribbons), pearl white face, pink starched dress — complete with

umpteen petticoats and matching pink apron — and (the piece de

resistance) black patent-leather Mary Janes with the strap behind, not

over, her minute size four feet. My right foot isawholesizebiggerthar :

my left. Even I could not resist her. She was purity itself. Thank God she

moved away — out of my neighborhood and my mother's eyes.

I thought that this would end my troubles. Michelle moved to the only

mansion in our town (fitting for a princess) so, since no average girl

could possibly compare herself to a princess, no mother could expect

her to measure up.

Yet, lo and behold, somewhere along the line, a new mess had been

coagulating and waiting fora lull in my traumaticexistence — readytc

pounce and surround me with another. My mother saw it coming and
1

pulled back (I don't remember her for the next few years) butshedidn't

warn me. Before she let go. No one ever served me any papers (I

received no official notification of any kind) and I don't remember
earning any credits or degree toward this "accomplishment." Yet

nonetheless (and against my better judgment) I was soon a bonafide,

certified adolescent. The mess had found me. Furthermore, not only

was I suddenly too old for the fun things I liked to do and too young for

the good stuff waiting out there, but I was a pubescent girl. Boobs and

periods were the order of the day.



I wasn't really sure what a "period" (or "curse", or "friend") was. Mom
must have been as confused about my gender as I was because she

I

never gave me that little green book that the other girls were reading. I

| did assume, however, that all of this new hullabaloo was not over the

imark that goes at the end of a declarative sentence. By now, though, I

ihad learned that the way to convince everyone I was a girl was to

Imimmick whatever the other girls did. I knew such things would never

icome naturally to me since I was never "finished", but I was becoming
quite adept at faking it. No one could see this "period" as far as I knew
so my game was a- sure success. Whatever this "curse" was (it would
;have been a blessing to me) , it was also responsible for another

phenomenon called "cramps" — and these had unlimited possibilities.

I imagined that they must be like the stomach aches I still got from
eating too much crabapples so I worked from there.

My favorite class was gym but I spent several of those hours with the

school nurse moaning and wailing so that I could be "normal". I

screamed, "But I can't go swimming" by poolside after poolside to

jwhich the boys who were preparing to toss me into the water would
Ired-facedly and very quickly but oh, so gently) put me down — on the

,concrete. Even they seemed to be in on this great mystery.

Later, I found that this cramps stuff had some good points, too. I

jcould walk into any girl's room on campus and ask for a dime and get it

with no questions asked. I saved them for ice cream. Soon I discovered

anew way to profit from all of this. Boy after boy would ask for a pass to

go to the bathroom and one by one they were told to sit down and "hold

| it." I noticed a much greater proportion of girls being given permission

to leave boring classes and monitored study halls. I stepped forward to

jtest my luck. "Is it really necessary?' the teacher would invariably ask in

an ominous tone. "Yes!" I would reply with just a touch of effectual tear

* in my eyes as I thought about the cigarette I was going to smoke. I was
lucky that none of my teacners had medical degrees. They certainly

would have put me under observation for making medical history. You
|see, I had learned to imitate menstruating girls very well but with one
iflaw, I didn't realize it was supposed to be a once a month occurrence. I

jsometimes had foura month or (when I had no need for its advantages)

Sometimes I went for months withoutatraceof it. Marcus Welby would
have been baffled.

So, although I did worry about whether or not my "woman machine"
could function properly, mostly I just enjoyed the benefits of

menstruation without any of the inconveniences. Boobs, on the other

|hand, were another matter. Those could be seen; if a girl didn't have
those, the whole world knew it. Re-enter my mother. We joined forces

again after her sabbatical. Sensing my plight and seeing my

"deficiency," she decided to help me. So, one day my chest was
concave and the very next I was voluptuous with my padded bra. I

didn't feel peculiar at first — even when my gym locker partner began
singing "I'm forvergrowing bubbles, bubbles . . ."everytime I dressed.

I began to catch on when Wendy Holland (one of those hateful

creatures having a "compact" figure complete with real breasts) asked
me if I wore falsies. Not knowing what those were, I of course denied it.

She then proceeded to show me every one of her bras asking which
one mine was like (so she could prove her point). Now, had this

conversation been held just between the two of us, I might have stayed

in control and maybe even asked for her help. But it wasn't — and I was
mortified. So, when she wasn't looking, I grabbed her bras and flung

them out of the window — into the outstretched arms of some
neighborhood boys who gleefully ran them up a nearby flagpole. Heh,
heh. I should have been ashamed of myself, ts'k-tsk. She never

bothered me again.

Despite Wendy's innuendos.anddents that stayed in my bathing suit

when I rose from a prone position, and despite my new nickname.Golf
tees, (given by a boyfriend who claimed that my boobs looked like golf-

tees pasted on backward) I continued to wear padded bras and to feel

self-conscious and miserable. I couldn't grasp the importance of

having two silly looking fried eggs on my chest anyway when "good
girls" never let anyone see them or (God forbid) touch them, but I

(literally) plunged ahead. Ditties like, "what nature has forgotten, stuff

with cotton." and . . . the bigger, the better, the tighter the sweater. .

."

dictated the order of the day.

I wasn't easy trying to fit into society's mold of the typical girl when it

was made four sizes too small for me. I needed room to run and stretch

and grow; but in that narrow, constricting cubicle, I was to wait for the

ideal man to come along and "free " me into the next suffocating (for

me) role of the housewife and mother. As a child I suffered tremendous
frustration and guilt in not being able to squeeze myself into a

prototype. Now I am glad I escaped.
I've mentioned several people who in my opinion had what it took to

be the archetypal female; they had the equipment and the know-how.
Two years ago, Janet (piano-fingers) Bartnickki overdosed on L.S.D.

and has been in a sanitarium eversince. Michelle (the essence of pink

femininity) was busted last summer for prostitution and "pushing

coke" (compact and buxom) Holland became pregnant during her

junior year of high school, dropped out, got married and is now
divorced with three children. These women were the ideal models of

our society.

How lucky I was to be misfit.

by Laurie Matthews



Dreaming of creamies,

Tasties and pastries.

I awaken.

No bacon.

No bagel

To finagle.

The tale

Says the scale.

Is one of disquiet.

You munched and you crunched.

And now you must diet.

The force of remorse

For those courses of morsels,

Should favor

Unwavering resolve.

And yet.

I regret.

I am savoring

ilk
The flavoring

,-. t

Of a caramel about to dissolve.

I say I'm blameless.

They claim I'm shameless,

Slightly immoral (Hopelessly oral!)

I plead my appeal as a sinner.

Please. God up in Heaven,

Make me size seven,

But don't deprive me of dinner.

. . . Dee Dee Philippe

If ure down-n-out er feelin low,

There's somethin that ya otta no.

A cure older than the hills

Can clear ure nose un stop the chills.

Can save ure mind un save ure sane.

Un helps ya get back on parole.

If ya've lost ure job un gots no dough,

Er stuck on jacks un just cant show,

One dose of this ere remedy

In minutes flat'll set ya free.

Bloody nose, broken hip,

Loose eyeballs or busted lip,

Lost love er virginity,

Even water-on-the-knee.

There's nothin too tough to stump the stuff.

Get ready now, cause here's the scoop

This amazing remedy's chicken soup.

Hang nail hurt? Ripped ure shirt?

Nasal congestion? Perhaps indigestion?

Have no fear. Ure soup is here!

Thar she blows, a nice hot bowl

With chicken wings. Eat um whole.

A bowl fer ya. a bowl fer me

And we'll be in ecstasy.

Minor aches un pains of arthritis,

The skin effects of elephantitis,

Any illness ya might catch

Chicken soup could easily match

Mom's homemade soup is so durned fair

That even Campbell's can't compare

So if ure stricken, have some now.

. . . unless ure chicken.

. . . Barbara Gaier



Today

we met a clown.

He spoke gently,

smiled,

and did amazing magic tricks.

The others tried to guess the secret.

The clown blew balloons

and shaped them into funny animals

which he offered us

with a smile.

The others tried to guess the secret.

Gently, they insprected twists.

Slowly, they unfolded folds.

In desperate desire to discover

the secret.

Their balloons unraveled

completely.

I looked at mine,

a blue bubbled wonderment,

and smiled the smile of a clown.

Not the others,

but I alone,

had discovered the greatest secret:

A thing of beauty

is designed

to simply be enjoyed.

. . . Chris Hodyl



THE INVITATION
by Dee Dee Philippe

"Of course, you must be Tom. Glad you could stop over. C'mon in."

My God, he's kidding. He must be kidding. I've never seen anybody
wear anything like that before. I wonder if those things are his pajamas.

Well, at least they go with his bare feet. His feet! Oh, Jesus, his toes are

dirty! How can you turn up at anybody's house for cocktails wearing
your old pajamas and dirty feet. That's it. This is a mistake. He has the

wrong house, the wrong neighborhood. Oh, what's the use. I know it's

not a mistake. He's another one of Doug's "colorful" characters . . .

only worse looking.

"Doug'll be out in a minute, Tom. Let me get you a drink. How'sthat?

Your dog? Your dog is outside in the carand he's got to come in to be

with people? YOUR DOG? Oh no, of course we don't mind. We
absolutely adore animals."

Of course we do. Bake, broiled, stuffed. Particularly stuffed. If we
wanted a dog running around here, you idiot, we'd already have one. It

figures this bird would want to drag some damned mongrel in here.

Guess I'm just going tohave togetthrough this somehow. I reallythink

I must get Doug to cut down on the booze. He was probably under the

bar when he invited this one home. I mean this turkey really takes the

cake. And if that damned dog craps on my white shag . . .

"Why, what a beautiful dog! He's positively gorgeous. And so large,

too. Even for a Dane. A martini, was that, Tom? Fine. Think I'll have
one, too."

Orthree or four. That's not a dog, it's a horse. The damned thing is a
horse. In my living ro^m. Galloping around. Oh, Jesus, how does this

happen to me? ean I try to live right, I do all the regular things
nybody else .es. Don't I go around and collect for all those

i a good person. So, why God, why is this leftover from

Halloween sitting here in my house? Oh, Hell, maybe I should take i

little valium with this gin. And maybe I should give some to Trigger 1

there, too. Doug, you bastard, I'll get you for this one!

"Doug, darling, there you are. Yes, he certainly is an active dog, isn'

he? Pour yourself a drink, love. Tom here, was just telling me the mos
fascinating story about himself."

Oh, spare me. Spare me from listening to this chest-thumping bore

goon about himself. Must I gasp while I admire the conquest? Maybe
can escape to the kitchen on some excuse. Another dreary story like

that and . . . DAMMITTRIGGER, get your nose out of there! I am note

female Shetland. This could be a little joke. I mean Doug has invitee

some real turkeys home before, but never anything like the Pajame

King. Even Doug must see how gross he is. Oh my God, there goes the

lamp . . .

"Oh, that's alright, Tom. Don't worry about it. It's not the dog's fault

We weren't very crazy about that old lamp anyhow."

The lamp was nothing, Tom, nothing. Just an heirloom from m\

grandmother, that's all. Wonder if I can nail that damned dog's feet tc

the floor. Why me, God? Could you just send me a sign or somethinc

and tell me what I'm doing wrong. Was it all those nasty things I saic

about my sister-in-law? Isthatwhy you're punishing me? O.K., maybe
didn't collect vigorously for all these diseases, but I'll do better nex

year. I promise I'll clean up my act, just make this mess go away. Le

him stand up and announce he has to go.

"Another drink, Tom? You can't stay? But you just got here, Darling

Please say you'll stay. We so enjoy having you. Oh, marvelous! I hopec

you could. I'll just go and mix some more drinks."



SflfTI FROm 6 TO 6

by Aren Horowitz

Sam was born in Surrey, England that is, (Evokes knights in armor
somehow.) His known lineage not only goes back far further than

mine, but in his veins flows the bluest blood of Grand Champions. Even
Ihe ancestral names testify to his regal purple. To wit: The Victorians

Ch. Elmslade Galahad of Yadnum and Ch. Elmslade Moonmaiden,
plus the sly Edwardians Gayways Light Stepper and Gayways Jaunty
3avalier. And Sam is truly an amalgam of his illlustrious forebears. At

pis bathed and well-brushed best he is an impressive Victorian British

|ion in miniature. When he reverts to his Edwardian side he resembles
nothing so much as a pile of soiled old ragged socks.

We met Sam in London, my wife's birthplace, under the most proper
auspices in a pet shop tucked away behind a house of God on
Kensington Church Walk. Here Miss Thery, a spinster of "a certain

age" right out of Dickens in her frowsy roll-collared cardigan,

dispensed not only a mixed bag of dogs, cats, birds, and their trappings
and provender, but also fresh eggs in bulk, to any number. Also
3heddar and Stilton cut to the required amount from large wheels by
an enormous scimitar-like knife. A pleasing mixture of aromas and
creature noises provided a greeting card for new arrivals.

|

Sam adopted us rather than the reverse, for, as Miss Thery said,

I'He's a cheeky beggar. - You'll have to keep a firm hand with him!" So
arhehas kept a firm paw with us.. Again proving the soundness of the

Did adage, "Brittania waives the rules."

Why "Sam"? Well-he is a Yorkshire terrier. Not one of your toy lap

dogs, but a full thirteen and a half pounds, every ounce a king! And,
feince within an hour of our adoption, he boarded a TWA 707 with us to

jet to JFK; the name was given in honor of "Sam Bass, the Flying

irorkshireman", a sort of disreputable heavy - drinking male "Mary
f'oppins" fabled in English folk-tales. After Sam's airborne christening
j/vith the enthralled and delighted passengers and crew in attendance,
ie promptly returned the favor in the best (or worst) tradition of his

namesake, by squatting on the middle seat between my wife and me
and urinating there, thus exercising his royal prerogative by christen-

ing the plane.

At customs on re-entering our homeland.his worth was recognized
again, when on our declaration of valuable imports only Sam had to

pay duty.

Once at our home on Long Island in New York Sam became widely

known and reigned happily among his adoring subjects. Witness the

following. Most of my waking hours were spent traveling the Long
Island Expressway to my office and back home again after a long

working day. On my day off, Sam allowed me as "Stranger in

Residence", to share his daily walks. All of the juvenalia and some of

the adults greeted Sam warmly by name, while eyeing me warily - as a

mere extension of his leash.

Since moving to Florida, being an adaptable ruler, he has

established his new realm, his subjects the children of our area.

Before closing this account I feel the reader should be made privy to

one facet of Sam's charming personality. Being a monarch, most
naturally the defense of his realm devolves on him, and he takes this

responsibility most seriously. He views almost all two-legged

creatures as friends and vassals. But woe betide any four-legged

beings invading what he deems his domain. He stops, he bristles, he
snarls and growls most frighteningly, -and then like "Roughnder
Teddy" at San Juan HiH"CHAAAARRRGGE"!H! He wots not of the size

of the invader. With traditional English courage and foolhardiness he

attacked a giant German shepherd and was promptly chewed up for

his pains. And I do mean pains. Fortunately he recovered completely.

Including his ego.

Before leaving this fragmented biography I must relate a humorous
side of this anti-four-legomania. While out on his mid-afternoon

constitutional, with this faithful man-in-waiting in attendance, we
encountered a tallish horse standing in the swale with a young lady on

his back. Sam surveyed this strange new creature with his near-sighted

gaze. For once he was non-plussed, but then his regal mind focussed

and you could sense him counting legs. Onetwothree-four***

"Chaaaaarge"!!!! Fortunately for all concerned Sam could not drag my
bulk with him and the day was saved. And so was Sam!
He also charged a standing oil drum in the dusk and almost knocked

his royal brains out. A rather bruising experience.

Now recovering from a bout with pneumonia, which he overcame
with true British pluck, he continues his reigh in the Florida sun.

The title? When we were adopted he was six weeks young. At the

present writing, in the fullness of his career, Sam is six years old.



[[GtiJtiM» BflUE
by Krista Sollenberger

The Shi h Tzu wagged his tail as he looked up at the name on his dog
house. It said, simply "Shazzam." There it was for all the world to see.

Shazzam, the daring. Shazzam, the noble beast. Shazzam, inheritor of

three thousand years of pure breeding that brings out the finest in all

dog-dom. This Shih Tzu was proudly aware of his fine heritage which
dated back into the mists of time to some Tibetan monastery, high in

the Himalayas. Yes, back that far, and beyond.

Surely the latest edition of this noble breed carried in his veins the

best of his great ancestors. "Lion dog" was what the Tibetan priests

called him. And when the Emperor of China needed a gift of the

imperial sort, it was always a Shih Tzu that filled the bill. A Shih Tzu,

what else?



Shazzam was thinking all these "groovy thoughts" and more. These

ire the things that a Henry VIM, a Louis XIV, a Charles V would think.

\nti those Roman numerals that Hank, Louie and Chuck had! Mere
'Johnnies-come-lately!" Surely it would be Shazzam DCLII. At least.

What a euphonious ring, Shazzam the six hundred and fifty-second.

jShazzam, the Shih Tzu! How grand!
1 His tail wagged faster and faster. Perhaps he ought to grant his

;;ubjectsa royal visit. Why not let these mere "pip-squeaks" know what

he finest breed looked like? Shazzam DCLII . . . best in show.

Shazzam, the Shih Tzu, the grandest dog in Dog-dom.
His muscular legs made the jump over the "kennel-gate" mere child's

blay. He was off to give his loyal subjects a royal visit despite the rule

ihat no dogs run without a leash. He was Shazzam, a ruler, not bound
by mere rules made for the "great unwashed masses."

j
What a spectacle he made! He strutted up and down the street while

jesser dogs yapped in jealousy and admiration. He tossed his head
back and forth, rolled his enormous brown eyes, sniffed this rock and
jhat tree, but never came close to any other dogs. That would be un-

pngly.

, Later, in the splendid isolation of his dog-house, he could hear the

ihone ring. The human living in the main house was heard to say, "A

[white dog running loose? You sure that it was my dog?"

|
When the human asked Shazzam about breaking the law about

Unleashed dogs, Shazzam merely tossed his head haughtily as if to

lay, "It's that terrible terrier next door. And you can be perfectly clear

ibout this because kings don't lie."

\ Shazzam chuckled to himself. He heard the yelps from next door as

tihe terrier received his punishment. "Serves him right for being a mere
fbortal," Shazzam thought.

Next day, Shazzam thought he heard the call of his ancestors from
jjcross the lake. He looked to the far side of the lake and said to himself,

Yes, his majesty would enjoy a swim."

The "kennel-gate" was jumped again by the king. The laws against

winning without a leash and against swimming in the lake were
lughed at. "I can see why these laws exist for lesser dogs," he thought.

But, I am special. No one expects royalty to be bound by laws made
)r the lesser fold."

What a refreshing swim, he thought. No, I couldn't locate my
ncestors over there, but I did enjoy the dog's howling something that

.ounded like, "Hail to the Shih Tzu!" And that gardener, he was really

ood with the ruffles and flourishes, running up to greet me and
verything. The human owner greeted Shazzam as he shook himself

ry. "Shazzam, what happened to you?"

The noble dog merely wagged his tail as if to say, "That nasty human
next door threw me in the lake!"

Shazzam managed a "puppy-smile" as he watched the human that

lived in his house fight the human that lived next door. Round and
round they rolled on the ground. At last, after loosened teeth and many
bruises, the two were taken to jail.

"Are you sure that dog is not behind all this?" asked the desk

sergeant. "Never would he do anything wrong," answered the human
who lived at Shazzam's house. "Point your finger at anyone else, but

Shazzam is innocent!"

The following day, the confines of "kennel-gate" were far behind as

Shazzam trotted hither and yon checking out all the buried bones
along the street. "How good, how smart it would be," he thought if he

could get rid of all the dogs on the street." His mouth watered at the

thought. "All these buried bones, mine, all mine!"

An evil plan entered the great dog's brain. He dragged a furry white

rug into his doghouse so he would have an alibi. Carefully he tucked it

here and there so that it resembled a sleeping Shih Tzu. Then, he

quickly ran from house to house biting all the neighbors in the legs. All

that could be seen was a flash into a home, followed by cries of pain,

and a flash out the home. Again and again he struck.

Immediately, a rash of "Dog for Sale" signs appeared in house after

house. Neighbor after neighbor was heard to say, "I don't know what
happened to our nice dog. He suddenly turned vicious. We must
dispose of him before he bites his own Family again."

"Thank heavens," said the human who lived in Shazzam's house,

"Thank heavens our dear Shih Tzu was sleeping quietly in his dog
house while all this was going on."

Shazzam gave a deep growl as if tosay, "When all these mongrels up
and down the street have been sold, then you can appreciate what it is-

to have a Lion Dog to keep you company."

Today, that part of the city is known as "Dog-less Lauderdale"

Citizens still talk about the "Saturday Night Mass-a-cur" when masses
of citizens were bitten by what they thought was their peace-fu I "Man's

best friend."

Only Shazzam knows the truth. He iies in his dog house, behind the

"kennel-gate" chewing on one of the bones from his great pile of

bones. These are the bones that he dug up when-the dogs who buried

them left — never to return.

You can see him there to this day. He wags his tail as if to say: "What a

fit ending for Shazzam DCLII. I am left here to enjoy my bone-pension

for the rest of my days."



The obligation

.

w by Dee Dee Phlippe

Characters

SECRETARY: A bout 35, glasses conservatively dressed; disapproving.

TYPIST: Very similar in appearance to secretary, no glasses.

MAGGIE: About 21, attractive, dressed as a typical college student;

SCENE
A college office, sterile looking. The walls are green and the only

decoration is a large calendar. There is a long counter, two secretarial

desks with chairs and typewriters, and one entire wall of computer-

type equipment.

There is one door. RC. The large calendar hangs on the wall between

UR and UC. One long counter runs from UC to DC, with a swinging

gate halfway between center and DC. One secretarial desk is facing

downstage, halfway between UC and UL. There is a typewriter on desk,

stacks of paper and a wastebasket beside the desk. The typist is seated

at the desk and she is typing. The other secretarial desk is halfway

between LC and center, facing center, and is a duplicate of the first.

The SECRETA R Y is seated here, and is also typing. The entire side ofL

wall is taken up by a ceiling-high bank of computers. The computer

between LC and DL occasionally dispenses with a printout.

ACT I

TYPIST and SECRETARY are both typing. TYPIST types leisurely

through first act. largely unconcerned with events, except as noted.

(Enters, carrying books. Approaches counter at C.)

Uh, hello. I wonder if you could help me.

(Stops typing, looks up and frowns) Yes?

Up on the fifth floor they told me to come down here. I

got this notice that says I can't graduate.

(Waves printout) They said maybe I could straighten it

out down here.

(Looks annoyed, gets up and walks around desk to

counter across from Maggie and picks up paper, j Well,

I should think this would be self-explanatory. You
haven't fulfilled your obligation.

Yes, I read that, but I just don't know which obligation

they're talking about. (Fumbles with books and puts

them on counter.)

You mean you have several outstanding? (Raises

eyebrow)

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

Well, I don't know. I mean I don't know what they're

talking about.

Well, it's all written right here. Code 14, Referrent 6,

Violation A. You haven't fulfilled your obligation for a'

transcript. And you can't expect to graduate withoul

fulfilling your obligation.

(confused) A transcript! I didn't know I was supposeo
to write one. I mean wouldn't that be for English

majors. I'm in nursing.

Young woman, this requirement refers to your recorc

from your prior institution.

(upset) You got the wrong person. I don't have an>

record. I've never been in any trouble.

(disbelieving) This means your high school records!

(Brightens) Why didn't ya say so? Well, it couldn't be

that. St. Pernicious sent them last year, complete with

that rotten yearbook picture.

Obviously you're mistaken. The notice plainly says w<

don't have them.

Uh, well, couldn't we look? I really did see them. I

remember they had comments from teachers.

(Resigned) Oh, allright. But if they're not here, yo

still have to fulfill your obligation. What's you

number?

(Smiles) 169-32-5978.

Name?

Maggie Hernandez. Uh, it's probably down a?

Magdalena. In fact, they might have my whole nam?

there. Magdalena Garcia y Hernandez. But it's
1

Hernandez.

How do you spell that?

M-A-G-D-A-L-E-N-A G-A-R-C-l-A-

Y

Why? (indignant) What do you mean "Why?"

(Laughing) No, no. The next letter is a small "y" only it'

pronounced "e".

(Mumbling to herself) What's the rest?

Hernandez. H-E-R-N-A-N-D-E-Z.

When did you start school here, Magdalena?

i



MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

Maggie. I came here two years ago, September. Uh,

September 74.

Well, we'll see, butthe computer rarely makes mistakes

about these things, you know.

Thanks. I really appreciate your trouble.

(Secretary goes over to computer, presses some keys, lights flash and
a printout emerges from the machine.)

SECRETARY: Just as I thought; the computer verifies you haven't

fulfilled your obligation. Now, what you should is write

to your prior institution . . .

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

(SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

SECRETARY:

MAGGIE:

Please? Maybe you could try under Garcia. The
computer could get them confused, couldn't it?

(Sternly) The computer is never confused, but I'll make
this last try and then you'll haveto leave. Afterall, we're

not running this institution just for you. We do have

other students to process.

Oh, I AM grateful. (Woman turns. Maggie rolls eyes.)

(Goes back to computer, presses buttons, etc.) I see

we do have records here for a Magdalena Garcia y

Hernandez. It seems they were stored under Garcia. Of

course, I don't know that they're yours.

They're mine. THEY'RE MINE!

Just a moment here. Requirements must be met before

we can credit you with this and remove your obligation.

Where were you born?

Born? BORN? How should I know where I was born?

My memory isn't that good. Somplace in New York, I

guess.

You certainly can't expect me to assume this is your

transcript if you can't verify the information on it. What
is your full name?

Magdalena Theresa Margarita Garcia y Hernandez. I

went to St. Pernicious Academy in the Bronx and I sat

next to Danny Hurlihuy who used to tease the nuns.

What else do you want?

(Frowns strongly) Spell your mother's name,

maiden name.

Her

Oh my God, I'll never graduate. It was Helen V-A-N-l-

S-C-Z or maybe it's Z-C, yeah VANISZCAK, V-A-N-l-

S-Z-C-A-K.

SECRETARY: (Sternly) One would think you would know how to

spell your own mother's name. You clearly havethe "z"

and "c" reversed.

MAGGIE: What do you want? I spell in English and Spanish, not

in Hungarian.

SECRETARY: I suppose we can accept this. Call tomorrow and we'll

let you know.

MAGGIE: (hold her head) Uh, one more thing, I'd like to have a

copy of that myself, if it's not too much trouble.

SECRETARY: I can't see what use it would be, but there is atwo dollar

charge for each extra transcript.

MAGGIE: Fine, fine. I just want it, you know, in case I need it.

SECRETARY: (Moves to computer, presses keys) Well, it's your
money.

(Computer sends printout. Secretary picks it up. Just as she is ready to

turn away, another one come out, and another at an increasing rate till

they are flying out of the machine.)

SECRETARY: Hey, I can't stop this thing. Oh, no.

TYPIST: (Stops typing, strolls over to frantic computer and
SECRETARY) Can't imagine what's wrong with it.

MAGGIE: Maybe I can do something, (picks up sheet)

(All stand helplessly and frantically try to pick up sheets.)

MAGGIE: I know. (Runs over to wall and pulls plug) Oh, wow,
look at this place!

SECRETARY: (An occasional sheet spills out still.) Who's going to

clean upthis mess? (She looks at MAGGIE expectantly

TYPIST returns to her desk and resumes typing.)

MAGGIE: I'll help. I'm really sorry.

SECRETARY: (Smugly) Oh, you'll have plenty of time to be sorry

when the computer sends you the bill.

MAGGIE: The bill? WHAT BILL?

SECRETARY: The bill for all these transcripts, of course.

MAGGIE: Well, I just won't pay it. I can't pay it.

SECRETARY: That's up to you. Of course, you realize the institution

certainly can't permit you to graduate until you have

fulfilled your obligation.

CURTAIN
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Animals share notions without words.

Silence conveys wisdom of the wild.

. . . J.C. Hopper



She stood there beneath the tree, with irridescent thoughts running

through her mind. She wondered atthe leaves gracefully falling about,

comforting her as the grass beneath caressed her bare feet. These

things she noticed dominated her mind like energy flowing through a

wi re attached to some external circuit. Why are things as they are? Why
can't I have my share? My share. All I want is a place upon the earth, in

the earth, or perhaps, above it. But a place, filled with knowledge,

learning and reverberating beings seeking the same. It was a mind she

sought fulfilled and complete.

At times I have things to say, words to converse with. Yet, they're

never quite mine. Oh. they're in my heart and mind, but what is a mind
when one cannot expand it, make it do things other than remember.

Imagining. That's what I'm doing now while there are unread books not

yet analyzed by my small intellect.

She wanted to know Math. She appreciated it but could not grasp it.

Comprehension of math was an unattainable thing to her. One cannot

know all without losing a part of himself, she had been told. She didn't

want to lose herself. / want to be a part of the web, that web which
unites men in search of knowledge. I must hang on and climb each
rung carefully because there are big holes into which I can easily fall

... a gradual falling until one loses touch with reality.

"Hi," came a voice from nowhere, it seemed to her. "Hi," she replied

reluctantly.

At this moment she met another obstacle, people. Oh, she didn't

mind people. In fact, they intrigued her. But right now she was annoyed
for she was on the verge of learning some unaccountable thing.

"You've been standing here for a long time. What are you thinking

about?," inquired a very big voice with a hint of amusement.
Me. thinking, I am always thinking orcontinuing a rapsodical play on

words in a platonic introspective dialogue. But I don't call it thinking. I

call it discovering here and there pieces of my mind.

"Oh, nothing!" she exclaimed but continued the conscious argu-

ment within. Oh, I don't mean nothing, exactly. Wellyou shouldn't have
said that. With what words should I express myself? He wouldn't

understand the depths of my thoughts. Ha! You just told the world
thoughts were nothing!

"Actually," she finally spoke in a choked voice having been defeated

in the war of words and reason. "I was just wondering . . . You know
how ideas jumble in your mind." She hesitated awaiting the effect this

answer had upon her listener.

"Yeah, I kind of understand."

She started to really notice the big voice. Her eyes glanced upward
nd caught a quizzical expression in the large face. His eyes were as

brown as his beard and very deep set, she observed. A flash of ivory

white teeth came into view before the corners of his mouth descended,
and his huge hands dug deeper into pockets already filled with a pair of

sinkers, several odd shells, a microscope lens, and an old broken
watch without a band, which he had received from his Grandfather
John. With legs astride, his weight shifted to the left as he pressed the

toe of his jogging shoe into blades of grass that seem to spring back
into place after the disruption like soldiers snapping to attention.

I've seen him before . . . somewhere. Oh. yes, it was at school. It was
in the Biology lab. He presented a lecture. She seldom went to the lab.

Instead, she climbed trees to read books in seclusion. "Do you have a

dog?" This opener was a useful line when she had her mind elsewhere.

Conversation would eventually awaken her to this inconsistent world.

"No, but I like dogs. I used to have a dachshund. He died. His name
was Sir Walter. He died," he continued, "about a year ago."

This shook her a bit, and she began to come out of the half-dazed

state. "How did he die?" she inquired. While shifting her weight, she felt

the palms of hands behind her press againstthe bark of the tree. I must
listen attentively now. Sometimes, people have important things to

say. Otherwise they would not seek another's company.
"He was hit by a car. His left hind leg was severely shattered and he

bled to death," he explained. From a distant regionof the park came
howling laughter and the sound of barking dogs. His head turned

toward that direction, as if to hear the uproar better. He gazed for only

an instance and his face reflected a diversity of thoughts as it came
slowly around to where she was standing. "Do you have a dog?"
She had owned many dogs and loved them all, too. She remembered

the care she gave each one of them and the treacherous pangs she

experienced when they were hurt. "No," she answered, "but I've had.

many. I haven't had a dog in a very long time." She paused and became
aware that she was no longer leaning against the tree. She sighed. How
long have I been here? He has taken up so much time. I don't really

mind but. . . "What's your name?" she asked as the realization that she'

had been in the presence of an almost complete stranger came to the

foreground.

"Forest. They call me Dee," he answered. He noted the quizzical lool-

in her eye and explained, "My name is Forrest Deland." Pausing for £
:

moment, he continued, "I don't like Forrest too much. My mother is

nut for flowers ... so she named me that."

"Have you any brothers and sisters?"

"Two brothers. They're older."

"How much older?"

"One's twenty two; the others twenty seven. Ramond's in college anc

.



Rodari is a psychiatrist . .

."

Her eyes widened as she visualized a Rodari who resembled Dee

behind a desk encountering patients.

"And Ramond," she entreated, "what is he studying?"

"Ramond wants to be a writer. You . . ."he faltered as she interrupted

him with an animated expression upon her face. "Really? I am
fascinated by literature of all kinds! My hobby is reading and writing. I

hope to become a writer. I am extremely fond of words . .

." she trailed

toff. "What were you about to ask me?"
"Do you have any sisters and brothers? Why would you want to go in

J for writing? It's difficult. Life consists of more than words . .
." he went

Ron all at once. She reminded him of arguments with Ramond about

why Ramond had to become a writer, why Ramond's head was

j

consistently stuck in books every available moment and why Ramond
•flaunted long drawn out literary allusions which made him defend

.himself. He was sick of Ramond and his words.

"Words create concrete images and concreteness leaves no room

I
for ambiguity in the English language. They're essential! Why, they're

the major means by which we communicate. How can you say that?"

,she asked straining herself for a moment as she slipped sandals back

ion her feet.

"Well," he said hesitantly, "...
I understand all you're saying but,

well ... I have to think about it." He ran his fingers through his short

lamp black hair and finally stated "I'll walk you home." He had not

thought to ask where she lived.

"It's rather far, . . . about twenty-one blocks," she said.

They began walking, jogging then running. She loved to exercise her

long legs. She considered herself tall, although she was only average.

She paced herself against his asculine movements until they reached

the third block. She picked up herspeed slightly and noticed him move
forward out of the corner of her eye. Although she couldn t beat him,

she continued to sprint the remaining ten blocks to her home.
"You run pretty fast for a girl," he beamed, not the least out of breath.

"Thank you". She bent over letting the air flow through air vents in

her t-shirt. Her palms rested against the insides of her calves.

"Hey, you alright?" he asked.

"I'm fine." The pitch of her voice rose. Her mind wandered elsewhere
as she scanned a world that seemed to have taken a somersault. She
was filled with earlier thoughts. There was something I wanted to

accomplish in this upside down world. Where was I to begin? . . .

"Did you hear what I said?" asked the big voice.

She had heard only half. What she did retain amidst her thoughts was
undiscernible.

"I'm sorry" she apologized, "I was just . .

." she trailed off not

knowing exactly what to say.

"Well, I better be going," he said, slightly puzzled by her preoccupa-
tion.

Remembering to be polite, "Would you like some lemonade?" she

asked, walking towards the house. "Mama," she called on entering the

door, "I'm home!"

"You're late young lady," said her mother coming towards the

kitchen. "Haven't I told you about coming in . . . Hello, young man!"

she cried almost startled by the body hovering in the doorway.

"Good evening" he spoke.

"Barrette you didn't tell me you had company," Mama scolded while

adjusting to the unexpected occasion. "Come in and have a seat," she

said in a sort of melodic voice.

"No thank you. I have to be going."

Barrette had been busying herself preparing the lemonade. "Mama,
where are the glasses?" she inquired after searching empty cabinets.

"You've been hanging about those trees so much these days, you
haven't had time to wash any," Mama commented. Then, as she

remembered the young man's presence, "I put them on the table in the

living room."

"Why did you do that?" inquired Barrette.

"We're getting new cabinets. I told you about them a week ago. In

fact, I've been mentioning the kitchen remodeling everyday this week.

Do you ever hear anything I say?"

She had heard. But she had not been listening.

"Here," she commented while extending a tall glass of lemonade.

She watched him gulp it down. His swallows reminded her of the long

hot summer ahead.

"It's good. Thanks. What was that yellow stuff you put in it?"

"Honey. What's that big lump on yourthroat?" Shedid not give him a

chance to ransack through the pile of polite questions he stored in the

back of his mind; she decided to amuse herself.

A little embarrassed, "It's called an Adam's Apple." He observed her

cautiously suspecting that she had begun to play with him. He sat

down on a nearby chair. "That really was delicious. Why did you put

honey in it?"

"It's good for your body," she returned half-mindedly leaning

against the table as her eyes flicked over some of the titles of books

which stood immaculately on wooden shelves that lined the walls of

the living room.

"Your mother called you Barrette. That's a funny name," he jested. "I

remember seeing it somewhere . . .oneofthestudents was reading the



school newspaper and showed me a piece of your poetry recently

printed. It was not that bad."

As he placed the glass on the counter he continued, "I'd better be
going. It's getting late. Maybe I'll see you around. It was nice talking to

you."

Barrette walked him to the door. "I'm out there all the time." She
winced slightly for she wasn't sure if she should have said that That is

my place to think. I certainly don't want to be interrupted.

He glanced down at his watch. "Well, I'll see you" he said gesturing

goodbye with his hand.

"Bye. Bye" said Barrette. After fastening the screen door she ran to

the books that lined themselves like little tin soldiers against the wall.

She had begun War and Peace several times. One time she began in the

middle. This time I'll finish War and Peace. "Goodnight," she called to

her mother and climbed the stairs to bed where she fell asleep between
layers of sheets and pages of Tolstoy.

Part II

The next day was Friday and Barrette's English class was finishing a

paper for a short, intelligent, refined teacher named Mrs. Radan. They
had just completed The Greek Passion." So, the in-class writing

assignment dealt with this subject. Barrette quickly glanced over her

pages. These look o.k. but need a conclusion. She began writing,

"Webster defines passion as a concept from which extends any
emotion, whether hate, love, grief, joy, rage or enthusiasm. Therefore,

to feel joy as a passion equal to grief makes life resonable, because
both extend from the same factor. Passion presents life in relation to its

many and varying aspects."

The bell rang as she handed in her paper and gathered her books to

go to the class next door. She entered the room and sat toward the

front in the fourth row. The instructor, Mr. Brandon, was a middle aged
man who had lived through two world wars. Because he loves history,

he's such an enthusiastic teacher. I appreciate him because he makes
the sometimes tedious efforts of learning more tolerable.

Barrette scribbled notes as quickly as possible since Mr. Brandon
chattered at a record setting pace. He assigned several chapters and
the class was dismissed.

Finally, it was the end of her school day. She walked out of her Latin

class, and mused while she headed for home. Half the Latin class is

falling behind because Mr. Summers insists upon completion of a

chapter every two weeks. Thank heaven, I'm caught up. In addition, he
assigns short research papers on Roman History. Also, she planned
her evening as she shifted the books under her arm and continued

walking the mile home. / have so much homework I'll have to discipline

time carefully this weekend. First, I'll work, then play. "Porgy and Bess"
should be great tonight. What will I wear? Gee, Mom's garden looks

nice.

After walking into the house and placing her books upon the end
table centered in the middle of the living room, she headed for the

kitchen. While preparing a sandwich and lemonade, she decided to get

some homework out of the way and to avoid the park today. She placed

the books beneath herarms, picked up both the lemonade and the ham
sandwich on a desert rose plate and began her flight upstairs.

By the time she finished half of her homework, it was past dinner!

time. She wasn't really hungry so this omission didn't bother her. Since

she had been lying across the bed with her head at the edge reading the

books on the floor, she pushed upward with both hands and balanced

herself on her feet. She yawned and stretched out slender arms in

opposite directions. Sleepily she walked over to the closet to choose
something for the evening. Again, she remembered the musical at'

Parker Playhouse to which she and some friends bought tickets. They
were to pick her up at seven, so she rushed into the bathroom, took a

shower, quickly toweled and began to dress herself in a white blouse

and floral skirt she had placed across the bed, next to a straw clutch

bag that seemed to be compatible wih her outfit. Then, she moved the

essentials from her school bag to the straw purse chosen for the]

evening.

She walked from one end of the spacious room to the other. Therein'

front of the mirror she began to arrange her short natural bob which,

took little imagination, a lot of hair spray, and combing dexterity to get

together.

Someone knocked at her bedroom door, "Barrette your friends are

here!"

She quickly gathered her things, ran downstairs, greeted the family'

and rushed out into the night.

"Hello" she cried entering the car.

"Hi, girl," retorted variegated voices.

"This is going to be one long ride."

"For real", said one. "Hey, I heard you scooped some dude down a

the park."

"It wasn't some dude," interrupted anothervoice. "Asa matter of fac

it was a particular Dude!"

"Word gets around quicker than the Westside Gazette can distribute

its newspaper," she replied only slightly surprised at the female

chatter.

"So?" inquired a questioning voice.



"So what?", she responded.

"Listen," said Angela, "We're not playing the Arkansas Traveler"'.

Barrette laughed at this. She always found Angela's words full of

expression, never meaningless and void. She was glad when Angela

came along because this friend was full of significant conversation, in

spite of communistic convictions. Barrette wholeheartedly disagreed

with Angela's politics. Although she agreed Communism worked for

the Russian government, she defended her stand by arguing that

Communism in Russia has had a short history in comparision to

Democracy in the U.S.

Female voices began to rise as each indulged in his own part of the

conversations. Barrette and Angela were so far apart that they kept

repeating themselves until their interchange finally ended.

Coconut Grove is an exciting place, with interesting inhabitants,

'streets, lights, bars and screeching music that extends outward and
seems to force us to listen to the disco sounds.

"We're here."

"It's about time."

They all piled out of the car, marched to the door and entered an area

that led to a huge auditorium filled with people already seated.

Because they could not find a group of empty seats large enough for all

of them, they paired off. Barrette ended up with Angela.

As "Porgy and Bess" began, the chatter silenced. Barrette watched
the play attentively, but at intervals scanned the tremendous audience
las if searching for someone.

At intermission many people filed out to refresh themselves and
'Barrette's hunger caught up with her. "You want popcorn?" she asked.

Angela nodded but seemed to be more interested in the elderly

gentleman next to her. When Barrette overheard portions of their

conversation and discerned they were discussing politics, she waved
to her friend, and walked toward the concession stand.

Barrette stood in line for a long time because the popcorn machine
had just begun a new batch.

"Hello lady," said a big voice.

As Barrette turned slightly she was affronted by a familiar

mustached and bearded face. "Hello," she returned and made ready to

purchase her popcorn since she was next in line.

"Haven't I met you somewhere?" he inquired.

Really, either he's mocking me or he's got that line stuck in his throat

from reading too many Harlequin romances. "I don't think so" she
answered going along with his lead while taking the bags from the

plerk and holding them out in front of her.

He is well groomed. His dark green suit matches his soes. From a

distance I'd compare him to a New York zoot suiter as Ellison would
say. Only I'm not viewing him from a distance. His shoulder is almost

against the nape of my neck. She maneuvered through the crowd, with

the big voice at her heels.

"My name is Forrest" he said reintroducing himself.

"Pleased to meet you," she said at this moment when she wanted to

play with words just to hear the sound of them. "My name is Barrette."

"Is it alright if I sit with you?" he inquired. "Well, actually . .
." began

Barrette. / can't reply that there are no available seats because Angela
and her elderly friend have not returned to the auditorium. "Sure" she
said covering her surprise at Angela's absence.

For a moment she held the extra bag of popcorn in her hand
wondering what to do with it. She finally offered it to Forrest who
accepted with delight. Next,, began an episode of what Barrette

thought would be irrevelant conversation. Or, in other words a great

deal of bull! "What are you doing here at a musical?"

"Actually," he began, a little more at ease, "I'm not much for

musicals. I came along because the family received some tickets as a

gift and I did not feel like spending the evening at home alone." Resting

his elbow upon the arm of the chair, he continued "I'm really into

biological sciences and Oceanography." Barrette became more
attentive. "It's a fascinating field that deals with the life cycle of ocean
plants and animals." "Really?" responded Barrette. He went on with his

descriptions while Barrette tried to observe the best parts of the

musical and to give ear to the rapsodical recantations of this vivacious

individual, who loved the sea.

They filed out of the auditorium and stood for moments in the night.

Her friends were not in sight so Forrest walked her toward the car. His

oceanic fervor ebbed. "Perhaps, I'll see you around?" he inquired.

Finally, the girls situated themselves in the car and waited to begin

the long ride home. "I enjoyed your company, "she told Forrest. Atthis

invitation he almost plunged into another discussion about the sea.

Eventually, he said goodbye and they drove off.

When Barrette arrived home it was almost twelve o'clock. She slowly

undressed while mulling over the events that had taken place during

the evening. Angela's elderly friend is an English teacher who likes

politics as much as she does. They are happy that they found a

secluded area and discussed African International Affairs for the

duration of the play and plan to meet again. Angela wasn't concerned
about the play; she had seen it several times.

Barrette, now ready for bed, instead of flicking through the usual

pages of Tolstoy, left the book on the night stand. She thought about

Forrest for almost an hour before a deep sleep encompassed her.

V
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by Bo/bora Thurston

/ was sitting in the pool room

watching future fathers shoot games

and cocky young women with cheap perfume

pretending to be together, hip, jive, dames . . .

My mind was reeling with thoughts revealing

a scene from a picture or screenplay

The girls were mothers . . . unappealing

wastrels watching bad shots go astray.

It came quite natural, a cinema fox

starring daddy out doing the bar hop

and mother pretending he's at work

while she's wringing and shaking the mop.

The picture reeled on and the others entered.

Brother Jack came home with a bloody mouth . . .

He dreamed daily of upper class splendor . . .

"Things you'll never own," Mother shouted.

Sister Carrie's dresses were torn and ravelled

from the second hand store.

Her shoes run over and mock the gravel,

cause life's an insatiable bore.

And brother continued to dream, plan, scheme

while baby is cradled by cold cement floor . . .

crying, screaming . . . mama nearly deaf

hoped soon to march out the door.

But daddy staggered in with half the pay check.

She wrung her hands and her umber eyes swelled

cause she knows the rent's three months past due,

and as she firmed, in walked Neil,

big bum brother arrived on cue

with sirens blatantly singing

as cops ran in and out of view

Grandma's voice rose singing . . .

bemoaning the troubles in the milieu.

Slowly, consciously, my mind descerned the real scene.

female laughter rose above blasting strain

ricocheting balls cracked while scoring.

For the moment,

absurdity seemed to be the order of things.
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The lottery ticket

that I never bought

has won again and again.

My potential has turned

to brilliance.

My curly brown

to luxurious blonde,

and my "average"

to gracefully slim . . .

But my smile

has stayed the same.

\V

for a moment

I stand alone

then push off

into breathtaking whiteness

while wind

whips at my face

snow clings to my hair.

my descent is witnessed

only by scattered trees

and the virgin trail

left behind by my skis

this mountain is mine

for a moment . . .
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where are you \

by Linda Pennington

U".

Sitting there so quiet and still.

Seeing eyes that do not look.

Do you find new life to live?

Scanning adventures of mind.

Savoring pictures passing by.

Do you see a you to come?

Seeking memory for unknown hues.

Searching for bright living light.

Do you find your other self?

sper-



A RIB) IRA
by Chris Hodyl

Casandra sat at her bedroom window, staring at the thick afternoon

clouds. It would probably rain before evening; the neighbors would be

pleased. They wouldn't have to water their lawns. . .their fine deep

green, manicured lawns.

Mrs. McLean, typically garbed in robe and curlers, came out of her

house across the street to carry in the empty garbage cans. She
glanced up and down the street, taking a deep drag on her cigarette.

No one. Dead neighborhood. Then, noticing Casandra at the upstairs

window, she waved. Casandra waved back, left the window and sighed.

In her room, dark shadows were springing up like mushrooms.
lowly, she ran a single finger over the long dressertop. Tasting it, she

hought, no dust; mother has been here again, secretly scurrying

round in the morning hours, impersonating Mrs. Clean. Well, after all,

f the outside sparkles, perhaps no one will think to look inside at the

garbage. . .nicely stacked garbage, but garbage nevertheless.

Casandra noticed the eerie glow of her dolls' faces in shadows. She
stared at the tempting face of the television set in the corner. Quick,

loud words between her parents in the kitchen below floated up the

Stairs. Her whole body tensed, and her eyes darted wildly around, as

the wondered about the strange beating of her heart. "Am I finally

going insane?" she asked herself in a whisper. "Oh God, how I wish I

was!"

Taking a step, she stumbled upon something on the floor. She
)icked up a sneaker. It was Joel's. She picked up the other. He had left

hem the last time he was here. Joel. . .

She stood still, taking measured breaths, thinking hard. Her head
liegan to hurt from thinking so hard. Then, suddenly she smiled. So
:almly, it was almost unreal, she put down the sneakers on the edge of

he bed and walked over to the pink princess push button phone.

i "Hello?" came the voice.

j
"Hello, Joel?

"

i
"Hey!" he answered brightly.

"Hi. Sandy here. I've got your sneakers."

"Wow!" he exclaimed. "That's right. I left them there. I forgot all

bout them. Wow." Joel was the kind of person who could make you
elieve whatever was happening at the moment was the most
nportant thing in the world.

"Why don't you stop over later and pick them up?"

"Sure, sure. I'll see you later."

"And while you're on the way," she quickly added, "why don't you

pick up Willie, Donna and Tara."

"Far out! What'll we do?"

The silent darkness closed around her. She whispered. "Let's split.''

He didn't answer for a moment. "Split?" he asked carefully. "You
mean. . .go?"

"I mean split, go, take off, slide. Leave."

He was silent again. "Sandy. . .you finally flipped?"

She looked down at the phone. She didn't feel very crazy but she
said, "Yes."

"Okay," Joel said with finality. "We'll go."

"Oh, Joel. .

."

"Far out!" Instantly he was excited about the upcoming adventure.

"I'll see you about seven. I'll get the rest of the guys. I'll set the whole
thing up."

"Oh, Joel. .
." she signed gratefully. All at once the clouds burst

outside and rain splattered the earth. Casandra closed her eyes,

hugged herself and felt very good.

"Pack light," Joel said. "Be ready as soon as we come. You can throw

your bag from the window. You can tell your folks we're going to a

movie."

"Do you think I should leave a note?" she asked.

He considered. "Yeah. That sounds cool. I mean, at least you're

eighteen. They can't do anything to you, but it would be nice to let them
know what you're up to. So they don't worry."

Casandra laughed at the thought of her parents even caring. "What
about your folks?" she asked.

"No sweat. If I come or go they don't really give a damn. I can just

split."

Casandra!" It was her mother calling from the bottom of the stairs.

"Casandra, dinner's ready!"

"In a minute, mother!" She went back to Joel. "Where will we go?"

"Beats me. We'll get in the car and see what happens."

"Are you sure you can get it all together?"

"No sweat. Really. Now go eat dinner and I'll see you at seven"

"Far out!" she said. "See ya."

She hung up the phone and sat still, smiling, and letting the peace

rise up in her soul to fill her whole being. Nothing had seemed so right

in the longest time.

"Casandra!" her mother called again, quite annoyed.

"Coming, mother!"shesang thoughsherarelysanganymore.Then,
she danced out of herroom and down thestairs in eagerexpectation

Actually, it was no different than any other night. Her old man was
already drowned in booze when he got home from the office, but he

still had the bottle on the table. Casandra imagined that he was
attempting to achieve his own private Nirvana by reaching total

oblivion. . .the complete blackout. She never got to talk with him about



it. or anything else for that matter. They didn't talk. She was merely a

springboard for insults and complaints. The only positive thing heever

said to her was. "Well, at least you're not as bad as your mother."

This evening, her mother had on her full face. Lipstick, red rouge,

violent eyeshadow and false lashes. Her fingernails, long and violet,

were equally as fake. She was going to see her lover.

You look like a whore," Boozer said.

I do not." the whore said. "And besides, it's none of your business."

"Where are you going?"

I said, it's none of your damn business."

You're going to whore with your lover." he stated.

I am not!" she screamed defensively. "And besides, I don't have a

lover, though God knows with a bastard like you for the husband, I

ought to."

Cut the crap." he said, pouring another drink. "You have a lover."

She didn't answer.

It really is ridiculous, Casandra thought. She knows that he knows all

about it. but she won't admit it. What kind of strange game is this?

The whore reached for the bottle.

Boozer jerked it away from her. "Get your own!" he hollered.

Muttering, she got up from the table and dumped her food into the

garbage can. Then, she pulled a mirror from her pocket and held it up
to her face, smiling ever so sweetly.

Casandra thought she would puke. Suddenly and very desperately,

she felt the need to escape.

Tara and Joel are coming over at seven," she lightly announced.
"We're going to the movies."

Where the hell do you get off making announcements about how
you're going to spend your time!" Boozer screamed. "While you're

under my roof, you play according to my rules. Maybe I can't control

my wife. . she goes whorin' all over town. . .but I don't want to see you
with that bunch of hippies and Puerto Ricans!"

Casandra sighed impatiently. "They're not hippies."

Yes. they are!" he screamed, banging the table so that the plates

shook. "And dirty Spies! Trash in the streets! And you're just like 'em!"

He returned immediately to his bottle.

Casandra's mother walked out of the kitchen, taking the long

winding stairway to the master bedroom.
Casandra dumped her plate in the garbage and left the room,

unnoticed by the drunk at the table. She hated him for being her father.

She had meant to begin packing immediately, but her mother called

her from the hall. "C'mere Sandy. Do me a favor and zip me up." She
was wearing an awfully tight, short pink dress. . .hardly the costume for

a woman her age.

Again her mother smiled sweetly at her reflection in the mirror. This

mirror was full length, and covered half of the eastern wall.

Isn't it cute?" she asked, referring to the dress. "Don't you just think

Georgie will adore it?"

Casandra didn't want to say anything about the dress, but as sh

looked at the silly horrible woman that was her mother, she had onl

one question. "Mom," she innocently asked. "Why? Why do you hav

Georgie?"

"Because a woman needs someone to care about her and to mak
her feel like a woman. Your father ain't much good at that 'cause he'

bombed out all the time." As she spoke, she doused herself with

strong perfume.

"So," Casandra slowly reasoned, "You have a lover because Da
drinks. And he probably drinks because he can't face his problem?

One is that his wife has a lover."

The older woman gave her daughter a peculiar look.

"It's a vicious circle," Casandra explained simply.

"It's only fair," her mother self righteously replied. "Fair and square

She began to reapply her lipstick, a flouresent shade of magenta.

"Mother," Casandra said, "it's all right if I go out tonight, isn't it?

"You know it is, sweety. Don't pay any attention to father. He'

take his bottle with him into the den like he always does. He won't kno*

what's going on until he wakes up sometime tomorrow morning an

finds out he's late for work. By then he might not even be able t

remember if your friends are Spies, Niggers, Wasps or Eskimoes. If

was you, Sweety, I would get away from this nut house as much as

could. I wouldn't stick around if I didn't have to."

Casandra was surprised. She sat down on the black velvet chair. "D

you really mean that?"

"I really do."

"Do you mean you would leave?"

"If I was you, sweety, I would leave."

Casandra looked around the room elaboratelydesigned in black an

white. The room had been professionally decorated. Casandra neve

thought her mother would like the black and white design; she was

much more gaudy woman. She also never thought her mother woul

permit her to leave, but wasn't that what she was saying now?

Casandra set her lips together. "Mother," she announced. "I'm goin

Her mother turned. "Going to what? Leave?"

"Yes."

"When?"
"Right now. Tonight. We're not going to the movies. We're going

just split."

"Well, where are you going?" Now she sounded a little frantic.

"We don't know," Casandra calmly answered. "We don't know ye

"You don't know!" she screamed, briskly running a brush throuc

her hair. "How can you go somewhere if you don't know where it is'

"Well, Mother," Casandra firmly pointed out, "do you know whei

you're going?"

The older woman stopped and suddenly again gave her daught

that peculiar look. Her face fell as she realized the answer to trj

question. She turned back to brushing her hair in the mirror.



"Well, then, Casandra, what can I say?" she answered stiffly. "God
oless you and don't let your father see you leaving the house. You can
Sever tell what kind of mood he's going to be in."

Casandra stood in the doorway, biting her lip. She wished she could
nave loved her Mom. Right now, she almost did; yes, she even did. She
/valked over and hugged her. "Good bye, Mom."
Her mother looked, for just a moment, as if she might cry. But

Dasandra knew she wouldn't because it would mess up her mascara
or Georgie.

"Do you have pills?" Beauty Eyes asked.

Casandra was puzzled. "What pills?"

She sighed, as if to say what a dumb daughter I have. "The pill-pills.

Birth control pills." she clarified. "I have some, if you want. They're in

he medicine cabinet in the downstairs bathroom."
"Mother, we don't do that sort of thing. Don't worry."

"Oh, cut the crap," she said. "Don't you think I know you. .

."

"Mother." Casandra stopped her. "Sorry to disappoint your great

ixpectations in me, but it's not necessary." She smiled- "Good bye."

"Good bye, dear. Take care."

Casandra kissed her mother, carefully on the cheek so she wouldn't
;>e messed up for Georgie. Then she started to go.

|

At the doorway she stopped and turned. "Mother?"
"Hmmm?" She was brushing her hair again. She didn't look up.

"There's something I've been wondering," Casandra said. "If you
eally are so miserable with the old man, why don't you leave him?"
"It's against my religion," she replied.

Casandra tilted her head, puzzled, trying to determine whether or

ot it was joke. It occured to her that it was not a joke.

"Hey," her mother said, still brushing, "on your way out could you
jrn on the T.V.? I want to catch the second half of the news."

As she left, Casandra popped the button on the set. She never looked

'ack, and her mother never looked up.

Casandra held a knapsack in one hand and flung Joel's sneakers

ver her other shoulder. As she stood in the darkness, at her open
edroom window, she was occasionally hit by a wayward raindrop,

he downpour of earlier was now reduced to a mere drizzle.

The car came noisily. . .a black 66 Rambler station wagon. It was
Villie's car, his own pride and joy. Once stopped in the driveway,

ilonde Tara stepped out from the passenger side.

j
Casandra cupped her hands around her mouth. "I'm coming right

own!" she yelled. "Here, catch!" She threw the knapsack. Tara

Scrambled against the slippery lawn to get it.

She turned. Now with a different wild beating of her heart, she

'ashed through the hall and leapt down the first three steps.

ij At the bottom of the stairs, she could see two doors. One was to the

ten of the Drunken Bear, the other the front door of the house. . .the

pial door to freedom.

Quite abruptly, the den door opened. Casandra froze. The angry

\

bear emerged from the darkness and stood before her. "Where the hell

are you going?" he growled. "Are those your freaky friends in the

driveway? I thought I said you couldn't go out!"

For a moment, they both stood perfectly still, facing each other,

gritting their teeth in hatred. Then, in an instant, both made a mad dash
for the front door. Casandra screamed, got there first, flung it wide
open and began to run.

As she lunged across the long lawn, green and manicured and
dangerously slippery she screamed wildly in both terror and delight.

Behind her, the bear, before her, an open car door. She tumbled to

the seat, crying, "Go! Go!"

Willie jolted into gear, zoomed out of the driveway and then

screeched down the street.

Casandra was vaguely aware that she was sprawled across

somebody, and that a loud voice was roaring unpleasant words. Her

head was spinning and she felt a rush of air behind her. Strong arms
had kept her from slipping out the open door. Insanity, she thought.

Soon all was quiet, and the spinning stopped in her head. She let

herself relax. Beautiful, wonderful insanity.

Willie stopped the car. Casandra saw that it was Joel who had saved

her from a quick slide out of the car. Now he reached over and slammed
the door shut.

Willie put his arm over the back seat. "So tell me," he smirked. "Does
your old man always act like that when you go to the movies 9 "

Suddenly, they were all laughing. . .Willie and Tara in the front, Joel

beside her, supporting her, and Donna, lying comfortably in layers of

blankets in the back of the station wagon.
Willie started the car again. He drove now at a more leisurely pace.

Casandra sat back, catching her breath. Joel reached over and

touched her hand. She looked at him. "l'vegotsomethingforyou,"she

said, groping around on the car floor. "Here! Your sneakers!"

He looked in her face, squarely , seriously. Silence accompanied the

beams and flickers of light fliting inside the old station wagon which

was now home for five.

All at once, there were the questions: Where are we going? What will

happen to us? Can this really be happening?
Joel reached out and took his sneakers. "Far out," he said softly, with

a smile. "Thanks, Sandy."

Then she knew. Yes, it really was happening. And yes, everything

would be all right. Somehow.
They all began to chat excitedly about what their plans ought to be.

Donna's small voice rose from the back, singing Bob Dylan. Soon, all

were loudly proclaiming freedom, clapping hands and stamping feet.

That is, all but Casandra. She sat quite alone in the corner of the back
seat. She spent several moments in thought, let herself relax, and "got"

in tune with the rumbling of the engine.

Finally, slowly, calmly, she ran her finger across the window and
tasted the dust. It tasted good. She smiled, and joined the singing.



in a far-off desert, a column stands,

built long ago by unknown hands,

broken and pitted by the wind and sands,

reminding all of ancient lands.

although once part of a fortress strong,

protecting those inside from wrong,

'twas attacked by others for overlong,

who broke inside and killed the throng.

carved at the top of the broken stone,

in a timeless tongue no longer known,

a seed of wisdom remains unsown.

a race of buried rock and bone

cries, "we have come from beyond the void,

and we shall never be destroyed."

Joe Gardner
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PEARLS ON R WINDSHIELD

/ was mesmerized.

he said, "the cohesion of the water molecules

Is too great for the wind."

he was probably right.

the wee individual drops were infinitely

beautiful and engaging

yet the omnipotent globule was captivating

and I was compelled to watch it

and do nothing to stop it.

the more it devoured, the smaller it became

until it eventually destroyed itself

and a new blob formed.

the new drops were intruders.

when they hit with force,

the natives ran scared,

but when they eased in, they were welcomed

and became intimate.

in their minute proceedings

I saw the structure of civilizations.

they were glistening crystallne formations

and intricate geometry

and labyrinthian sky scrapers

when they were separate but equal.

I all of it came from nature and was nature,

and all was harmonious.

and arrangements changed continuously.

\
each more beautiful than the last.

and the transition was smooth and breathtaking.

I

and newcomers merged and blended

| without fear or shock or rejection.

i

, and the blob wondered

whether it ought to move over there

I

and teach them a better way to integrate.

Poems by

fTlY WORLD WOULD BE FREE OF :

people who jump to conclusions

(the worst)

like when I accidently brush the horn of my car

and oh my God it goes off

and the guy in the front gets all pissed off

and decides to /ust sit there because

he's just the one to teach that wise ass behind him a lesson

and leaves me behind when the light changes

and

rent-a-cops

and

Mr. Whipple and his fucking charmin

and
. . .

r
_ _

dear anachronistic abby and the gripes LRURIE iTIHTTnEWo
and

people who . . . never interfere or give advice

but in this case . . .

and

Cadillacers

and

phrases like

"that's not my department."

and . . .

¥
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C/i//d puts foot in dry leaves of Autumn

gathered near suburban curb . . .

fluffs up fire of hot reds

cool yellows

tawny browns

warm golds.

Swishing soul sings to bare branches above

burnt into bleakness of October afternoon.

Wind whips and more leaves dance downward

Fancy ladies who wildly waltz away.

Child stands still and listens

spellbound

to the silence

of celebration.

. . . Chris Hodyl





Then, there was the day the creator returned to Earth.

no hurrah . . . no fanfare

no crowds, red carpet, bands, speeches, banners or presidents.

no nothing . . .

just a dark alley in a New York slum

brightened for a second.

Stepping over sleeping human debris,

a perfect human figure enters into humanity . . .

He is mugged,

cursed,

propositioned by "street hostesses" . . .

views the graves of napalmed women and children,

feels the Earth dying from pollution,

knows of secret missile silos aimed at the "enemy"

is arrested for loitering

and spends the night in a "drunk tank."

When released,

sad eyes view the Earth

one last time.

He turns, blinks

and we are

no more.

by JOE GARDNER

art by Juana Hopper



ANYTHING
FOR A THRILL
by torn sherry

As the final chords of "Anything for a Thrill" rang down upon the
mellowed audience, Robbie Proctor leaned toward the front row and
shook the hands of admiring fans. He also handed a half-finished can
of Coors Beer to one of the outstretched arms.

In five minutes," Robbie thought, "my band, Loki (named for the
mythological Scandinavian god of evil), will be sitting backstage
unwinding, towel ing]dry and gulping down the case of cold Coors
which is waiting for us."

Robbie firmly grasped the mike stand and finished the final verse of
his encore, which had become a new rock and roll anthem:

"Just don't let them tell you that you can't be free.

You can climb to the top of that hill.

Cause what those people say doesn't matter to me.
I'm willing to do anything for a thrill!"

The lead guitarist rapidly slid his fingers down the frets of his Fender
Stratocaster, and the music faded into the smoky atmosphere of Kiel
Auditorium. All four members of Loki moved downstage and bowed to
the audience simultaneously. Physical fatigue showed on their
countenances. This had been the third consecutive nightly perfor-
mance, and by the end of the second encore, all were exhausted.
The walk to the backstage dressing rooms seemed an eternity.

Roadies," who served not only as equipment maintenance men, but
also as bodyguards for the band, led the way past the "Unauthorized
Persons Keep Out" sign on the stone wall of the corridor. After
securely locking the dressing room door, they began to perform their

regular post-concert rituals: drummer Kevin Donner unraveled th
protective adhesive tape from his reddened and swollen hands, lea/
guitarist Len Percival wrapped a towel around his profusely perspirim
head, bass guitarist Albert "Rocky" Ramirez unzipped his high blac,
leather boots and kicked them under a dressing room bench and lea<
vocalist and front-man Ronnie Proctor flopped on a folding chair anc
popped open an icy can of beer.

"They were really into our music tonight" Lenny Percival said to the
other musicians.

"Yeah, man, did you see all that smoke rising from the first coupleo*
rows?" answered Rocky Ramirez. "Those people were really stoned!'

"That reminds me" interrupted Robbie, "What are you guys gonnj
do tonight? I'm kinda tired, but I'll party for a while anyway!"

"

Kevin Donner shook his head and flexed his beaten hands. "Coun
me out. I'm gonna fall in bed as soon as we hit that hotel" he replied

"We'll join you for a couple drinks" said Rocky, speaking for himsell
and Lenny.

One-half hour later, a black, late-model limousine climbed the ramp
;

from the backstage area to street level and made a left turn at the first
light. Through the open windows they felt the cool, sharp November air
which seemed to march down in layers as though it originated among
the stars and descended an imaginary stairway to the city streets
below. Ten minutes later, Loki arrived at their uptown Holiday Inn and,
with the exception of drummer Kevin Donner, walked immediately into
a downstairs lounge.

Rocky, Lenny and Robbie headed for an obscure, secluded table in
the shadows of the lounge. The musicians just weren't in the mood for
entertaining fans or being oogled at and whispered about. In this inner

.

recess of the lounge, they were assured privacy and quiet. Noticing the
three men as they walked to the table, a barmaid sauntered over and

:

asked them what they'd have.
"I'll start with a rum and Coke" said Rocky.
"Give me a Jack Daniels and Coke" snapped Lenny.
The barmaid looked at Robbie, who was staring hypnotically at his

watch. "Oh, sorry", he said. "Bring me a double Marguerita, please."
When he was sure the barmaid had passed beyond hearing distance,

Lenny leaned toward Rocky and Robbie and told them that he had a
dozen or so quaaludes in his room if they wanted any. Without even
considering the offer, Rocky replied "No way, man. It's a gamble doing
ludes and drinkingat the sametime. That combination can waste you if

you overdo it."

"Suit yourself, man" answered Lenny.
After listening to Rocky's reply, Robbie hesitatingly added, "Yeah,



Lenny. Rocky's right. Two downers together could put you away."
"
"Didn't you tell me yesterday that you were having trouble sleeping

after the shows?" prodded Lenny.

"Yeah" answered Robbie, "but I only want to sleep better — not be

put in the ground."

"God dammit, Rob! Will you listen to me? I've done ludes and drinks

nany times and I'm still here! Just take one. If that doesn't work, do a

second. You'll see I'm right."

"All right, Lenny! Give me a few later. If I need them I'll take them, ok?

Just get off my case!" growled Robbie.

The first round of drinks arrived and the boys, still thirsty from their

'performance, downed them within minutes. When the barmaid walked

3y again, each musician ordered another drink.

About thirty minutes and two rounds later, Rocky said, "Let's pack it

in for the night" and the trio decided to head upstairs. They paid for

itheir drinks. Lenny slipped the barmaid a $20, advised her to "be a good

{girl
" and the musicians, staggering slightly, left the lounge. It was

(quite evident from the way they walked that all three were fairly

inebriated. Robbie, however, had drunk the most because he had

continued drinking doubles.

The elevator door opened at the fifth floor and the musicians got off.

(Rocky mumbled " 'Night" to the others and fumbled for his room key as

he walked down the corridor. Robbie followed Lenny to his room and

'once they had locked the door, Lenny dug down into his suitcase for a

jvial of flat, round, speckled pills, known as "ludes" or "714's."

Lenny placed four of them in Rob's hand. "Remember, man,"

instructed Lenny. "Start with one. It'll relax ya soya can sleep and cop a

tauzz at the same time. But if one doesn't do the trick, you might pop a

(second."

Lenny spoke with confidence. He also spoke from experience. He

,had needed ludes many nights to help him sleep. His body was used to

tthem now and they were almost a necessity to quite him down nights

during road tours. He took them everywhere he went. Lenny had, in

(effect, become dependent on quaaludes to insure restful nights.

Robbie, on the other hand, had been a drinker since his mid teens.

Whenever he needed to relax, he opened a bottle or popped open a

can. However, since he had met his fellow band members in college,

marijuana had become a part of his life. He also, at various times, tried

[cocaine or speed when he felt that he had become sluggish or lazy.

iThese drugs never produced any severely bad effects, and Robbie

figured that ludes would be no different.

Rob yelled " 'Night" over his shoulder to Lenny as he headed for the

door. The first thing he did when he reached his room was snap on a

light. Then he tuned in a FM radio station which was playing hard rock.

Rob decided to make himself a drink before lying down on the bed. He

reached for a plastic cup and the ice bucket and proceeded to pour a

Jack Daniels on the rocks. His eyes caught sight of the pills he had

placed on the desktop, and he thought to himself, "What the hell 1

Lenny says these are ok and he's still walking around."

Rob swallowed two pills and shuffled to his bed.

He lay there thinking of the lyrics from two songs on the band's

newest album: "Lonely Livin' " and "Too Young to Die " The words

from "Too Young to Die" spun around in his head:

"I've been around this big old world but I still ain't seen it all.

I've played in little nightclubs and in the biggest concert halls.

But I feel myself slippin' and I feel that I could cry.

Cause I've just begun to live, and I'm still too young to die."

Rob reached for the drink on a nightstand |and finished it in a few

swallows. He didn't have the energy or the desire to get up and turn off

the radio, so he closed his eyes and listened. Rob sank back onto the

bed and drifted off to sleep.

Six hours later, Kevin Donner, well rested and anxious to get some

breakfast, knocked on Rocky's door but there was no answer. He

walked in the direction of Lenny's room. Lenny's door, however, stood

open and Kevin glanced around inside but there was no sign of Len.

When he reached Robbie's room, he heard noise and commotion from

within so he quickly entered without knocking.

Lenny, Rocky and a doctor with a stethoscope leaned over Rob's

prone figure, which lay motionless on thebed. Assisting a doctor were

two men dressed in white paramedic uniforms. Off to the side, a

policeman was wrapping the two unused quaaludes in a plastic bag.

As Kevin entered the room, Rocky yelled to him "Hey Kev! I found

him just lying here a half our ago ... I tried shakin' him but he didn't

move. I think he's dead!" Kevin ranto the bedside to join his friends.

who were anxiously awaiting some news from the doctor.

After five minutes of pounding on Rob's chest and of attempting

mouth-to-mouth resuscitation, thedoctor looked upatthe paramedics

and shook his head. Robbie's head was covered with a sheet.

The paramedics carried Robbie's stiff body out on a stretcher. The

radio was still pouring sound into the room. As Lenny, Rocky and

Kevin stared at each other in disbelief and shock, the last verse of

Loki's "Anything for a Thrill" played on the radio:

"Just don't let them tell you that you can't be free.

You can climb to the top of that hill.

'Cause what those people say doesn't matter to me.

I'm willing to do anything for a thrill!"

I
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RITE OF PASSAGE

by Anthony CappeJIetti

There had been rain during the night, but it did not matter. It had
been soft, almost gentle to the touch and added a much needed
freshness to the air. As I laid there in a semi-awakened state, a simpler

life was recalled, a less complicated time. A boy was remembered
playing in a field. Around him stood majestic giants, green and
pulsating with life. In his hand he held a plastic airplane, yellow in color

about the size of his index finger, the secret surprise from some cereal

jbox that all children must have. Today was a time of total awareness, of

perfect harmony and it too had its soft, gentle rain.

As I began to rise, I realized how stiff I really was from sleeping where
not three yards of level ground could be found. The dampness of the

morning air clung tightly to my clothes. It made one feel very

uncomfortable, but in a short period of time the clothes would dry. The
important thing now was breakfast.

"Wake up."

"Why? It is time to leave?"

"No, just time for breakfast."

Breakfast would consist of coffee and a relatively new product on the

market, a package of food that had been dehydrated. It was extremely
i light in weight and because of this reason, ideal for extended patrols.

To rejuvenate this four ounce package of wonder, one had to add one

cup of boiling water and allow the contents to sit for five minutes. The

selections from which to choose were many: Chicken or Beef with

Rice, Chicken or Beef Stew, Chile, Hash (not really one of my favorites)

to name a few. After waiting the allotted five minutes, a little salt and hot

sauce was added to enhance the flavor.

"What's for breakfast?"

"Chicken Stew," I responded.

"You know something, this crap sure gets old fast."

"Don't bitch George, it's the best we have, or would you rather carry

seven days worth of canned rations on your back and sound like a

junkman?"
"I remember a guy like that when I was a kid," George replied. "He

came through the streets on his horse-drawn wagon hollowing J-U-N-

K-M-A-N, J-U-N-K-M-A-N. Damn, he use to pass so early in the

morning."

"Was he an old guy?" I asked.

"I really don't know. I used to run down the stairs, but by the time I got

to the front door, he was gone. If it wasn't for the horse crap in the

street, I would swear he was only a ghost come back to haunt the place.

I did know one thing though, that horse had to be big, because there

was a lot of him left in the street."

While I eat I think; thoughts always came easiest during the morning

hours. I'm sure there is some scientific research available to prove or

disprove this point. But my mind was clear and fresh in the morning,

and this was all the evidence I needed. It did not yet have the time to

become a muddled pool of "ifs" and "should I's". Everything was in its

proper perspective. I thought about yesterday, last week, last month,

and tomorrow. As I did so, I sat back resting my body weight on one

elbow appreciating life. And, as the morning dampness began to leave

my body, I looked up into the morning sky and with a slight smile on my
face I said, "It's good to be alive."

"Think we will see anything today?"

"In a way, I hope so," I replied.

"You crazy or something?" responded George with considerable

irritation.

"No, smart. Let's face it George, we've been getting real lax lately.

Some of us make too much noise, leave trash, talk while we are on the

move, and carry weapons in every position but the ready position.

Need I go on?"

"Don't lay that garbage on me, Cap."

"Listen, it may be garbage to you, but it's truth to me. Somewhere, at

sometime ... some of you guys forgot there are bad guys out here.

1



And when you forget that, you get hurt."

"So what do you want us to do, go looking for trouble?"

"All I want is for us to find trouble on our terms and not theirs."

"Look man. I'm short and I'm going to stay that way. I'm notgoingto
stick my head anywhere it can get blown off — you understand?"

responded George, whose every action now portended evil.

"Oh 1

I understand, but short or not, you haven't left until you have

both feet planted back in the States. That's what I understand,

George."

"Oh 1 Shut-up and eat breakfast."

George and I sat there; occasionally we looked at each other but we
said nothing. In those few minutes we had faced each other; we had

shown hostility and defiance. We had become opposing forces and out

here in the bush' this was not good. Thissituation had to be corrected,

and as I was just about to say something to George, the patrol leader

came up and said, "George, you are up on point today."

"Now ain't that a bitch. Here I am, sixty days in country, a new wife,

and that bastard has me up on point."

"George, you make it sound personal. You know that point is on a

rotational basis," I responded.

"I don't care. He could change that if he wanted to. Besides, I'm

short."

"George, sixty days ain't short."

Now where are you going?"

"I've got the runs."

"Wait up George. You know the rule. Hey Smokey — twogoingout."
"O.K."

The rule was simple in the bush. A man was assigned a buddy. He
would eat with him, sleep with him, and go with him when he went to

the green latrine'. In short, each shared in a symbiotic relationship, to

be the reflection of each other's soul.

Needless to say, when a man drops his pants once, there is nothing

new to be seen. All pride must be set aside. However, this morning
proved to be unusual. After we had traveled fifty or sixty meters,

George stopped and started to drop his pants. He stopped, moved to a

new spot, then started again. Again he stopped and moved to a new
location. He repeated this ritual five or six times. Finally, I said,

"George, if you had four legs and yourface in the ground, I would have

to call you a dog."

"Get off my ass will you Cap. Can't a man have a little bit of privacy?"

Finally, George found a spot to his liking. And, as I stood there

among the trees and bushes, I could not help but noticean industrious

group of ants. Ants have an extremely complex social structure with

various castes performing special duties. Such castes include workers
nurses, scouts, soldiers, etc. If I had to classify them based on politica

beliefs, I would say that they are one of the true socialist societies of thi

world. Like man they are war-like. Let an intruder approach and thi

alarm is given, be it through a chemical signal or by some spokei

language. How they communicate exactly may always remain i

mystery, nevertheless, like man, they communicate, fight, and die

They are also skilled engineers, constantly building and restoring. Iti

almost hypnotic to watch them build a living bridge to cross a stream

"How pompous man is," I thought. "Man prides himself according t(

his own engineering feats, and these ants, which are considered men
insects, have been doing the same things, if not better, for millions o

years." George was approaching me and said, "O.K. Let's go." Slowly,

left behind the world of the ants.

We returned to the perimeter without incident and shortly thereafte

the word was given to prepare to move out in ten minutes. It became

;

matter of housekeeping. Quietly and quickly sleeping gear and litte

was carefully packed and properly stored. This was essential. >

rucksack poorly packed could really get to a guy if any great distance

had to be traveled. And litter had no business being left in the busl

because it betrayed too much about people. Finally, the time had corm

to abandon this place that had been called home for the night. It ha<

lacked the comfort of a roof, which would have offered protectioi

against the rain, but it was still home. One final glance was madeti
ensure the place was sterilized. I was reassured.

We had been moving approximately fifteen minutes. George was a
on point and you could see that his attitude was anything but proper

Such an attitude was treacherous enough to betray his friends. He wa
a twentieth century Judas and we were the sacrificial lambs. Suddenly
my mind focused on the thoughts of ants. It was something that I coul<

not shake.

Little things like that may or may not be important; it is an individua

matter. Yet little things often give warning. I listened for the sounds o

birds, but heard none. I tried tosensetheodorsof thisjungie, butthen

were none. I listened for a sound, any sound; there was none. "Hov

quiet everything is; it isn't natural," I thought. The hair on the back o

my neck stood up straight. I felt excitement. My blood pumped faste

and faster. I was in a race but I was running nowhere. My eyes begai

searching the terrain. I was searching for the reality that was not real

the camouflage. I searched for the freshly cut branches and the tell

tale scars left on trees. I looked for the carefully laid underbrush whicl

concealed an enemy gun implacement. I groped forthe discolored soi

which marked an underground position. "They are here," I thought.



It frustrated. I turned my head back towards the direction we had
imeand only then did I see the trees and the fresh wounds they bore.

i I shouted "Ambush," I heard someone say, "Hey! G.I."

As I fell towards the ground, I twisted my body towards my right side.

lis was the direction from which the voice had come. I saw a North

etnamese soldier firing his weapon continuously into the body of our

?ad patrol leader. It was savage, sacreligious almost as if he were
rforming a ritual based on some demonic rite. His body appeared to

h a sac-shaped blob from which two large eyes gazed with cold

alignity. His mouth seemed like a parrot's beak as he laughed from

\e pleasure he drew from the senseless mutilation. He was the devil

at hides in crevices among rocks and trees to protect his soft body,

hly to stretch forth arms and seize passing prey. Aspray of automatic

eapons fire raked the ground in front of me. I was brought back to the

feality of the situation. As I looked at the enemy soldier, I thought, "You
astard," took aim and fired my weapon. I watched one of his eyes

hatter like an egg dropped from some great height. Almost as sudden,

pe right side of his head exploded in a shower of hair, bone, and gray

latter. The anatomical operation had been successful.

I From my exposed position I could see that the first three members of

iur patrol had also been wounded from the initial burst of enemy
utomatic weapons fire. There were five of us now and somewhere
ehind us, there was the company. I knew they could hearthe firefight

1 progress, but exactly where they were was unknown. Two objectives

ad to be accomplished. The first was to get the wounded out of the

Inemy kill-zone; secondly, we had to establish radio contact with the

Advancing company. Without hesitation and acting as one mind, one
lody, the five of us assaulted the enemy positions.

We were scared now. We did not want to die, yet we threw ourselves

willingly into the flame of the candle. We screamed, but no one truly

Ward our obscenities. We attacked the parentage of the invisible

jjnemy and in the back of our minds, we knew they were doing the

lame. It was only then that I began to understand this talent man has
developed for thousands of years.The used instruments of deathvary,

)ut the basic principle applies to all nationalities. Man seeks out, finds,

md destroys the enemy. War was an art in living color . . . very real in

he kill-zone.

Our fallen comrades laid there in a semi-conscious state and their

nutilated bodies stood as permanent monuments to the skill of the

memy. All had received multiple wounds. One had a sucking chest
wound. He would drown in his own blood unless first-aid was
idministered soon. Another was gut-shot. He was there in a half circle

"lolding what remained of his stomach in his bloodied hands as he

cried and repeated "Mama, Mama!" She could not hear herson's cries,

or could she? The last man had been shot in the head and back. There

was little blood, but he looked into the sun, listless with conscious

mind destroyed. "This would be a fine gift for his new bride ... an

empty, hollowed shell of a man," I thought. Such was the art of war; this

was the genius of man.
As our fallen comrades were picked up, the remaining team

members provided cover for the retreat. The wounded were literally

dragged and manhandled, due to the seriousness of the situation. As

my defensive position was assumed by another, I picked up the radio

that had remained undamaged throughout the battle and established

communications with the company. Link-up was effected, and the

assault began. Subsequently, the enemy was forced to withdraw, but

only after three of their own men had been killed and two taken

prisoner. Our casualties remained unchanged . . . one killed, three

wounded.
While this evacuation of our wounded took place, I looked upon the

battlefield and realized that once we left the area it would have not

this dire significance. The site would return to anonymity until

another battle was fought and more men died. "It's not fair," I thought.

We're not both friend and enemy, like "Young Lions," who creep

cautiously up to their prey and then pounce upon it or lie in ambush
only to strike down the victim. We were the true "Man eating Lions."

Sometime later the five of us were decorated for our apparent

devotion to duty and courageous action in the face of intense, hostile

automatic weapons fire. They said what we had done was in keeping

with the highest traditions of the military service, and reflected great

credit upon ourselves, our unit, and the United States Army. These

words were pretty words, heroic words. And, as I stood there reflecting

on the battle that had taken place, a far greater truth becameapparent.

"Man is part of an industry . . .the War Industry. Each man represents a

small firm whose war was a simple matter of business. I began to

realize that man does not like to think; it is far better to let someone else

do the thinking for him. Thus, man goes to war and kills the enemy.

Who is the enemy? Man is made pretty for killing. He wears uniforms

with gold buttons and gold braid and listens to the words "Honor,"

"Valor," "Fidelity." Someone plays martial music and he dances like a

puppet. He pays homage to the body that is broken, blinded, burnt,

amputeed, and dead. Man gives all he has and willingly condemns a

child such as the one remembered with the yellow plastic airplane

playing in the soft gentle rain. In turn the child outgrows yellow plastic

and becomes a dead man. And as incomprehensible as it may seem,

man accepts it."



photographer, Monica Rodriguez

Is there no place I can gi

Where myself cannot foil

. . . Laurie Matth
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In the winter of 1945 while battlesof World War II raged over Europe,

I
small town in Belgium called Bastyonne became of strategic

mportance to the allies. American soldiers fought and died there in the

..truggle to recapture it from the Germans.
It was there, deep in the forest, north of the occupied zone, that a

;

}roup of fine American Combat Engineers sat huddled togethertrying

;o ward off the below zero temperatures. These young soldiers became
separated from their Company which had disbanded into small groups
ssigned to blow up roads and bridges in an attempt to seal off escape
outes from the Germans.

It was late in the afternoon and the men were intent on finding safe

j;helter in the woods. No one had eaten since daybreak, when they

eceived orders to split up and move out. Having decided that this area

vould be the safest place until morning, the five soldiers prepared to

make camp. They would be able to use the portable stove in their pack
/f they hurried as the flames could not be seen in daylight. The thought

l)f hot food was comforting for it had been several days since there had
een time to stop long enough to heat any rations. Now, the work detail

ent into motion as Dusty, Bob, Paul and Jack began to clear an area

or the sleeping rolls. Dave was left in charge of chow. Everything was
jailing into place. Each man was absorbed in his own task when
Suddenly a small explosion broke the silence. With the blast, came
)lack smoke. When the smoke began to clear, Dave could be seen,

wringing in pain, his hands covering his face and eyes. Dusty yelled to

Jack, "Quick, put some snow on his face while I try to find something
or burns in the first aid kit." After a few minutes, Jack shouted to

Dusty, "Hey, where are you? This is bad, really bad! Hurry up, I don't

know what to do!" A groam came from Dusty as he rushed over to the

Injured soldier. "Oh, God, we lost it. We lost the first aid kit! We'll have
to keep on using snow. That's all we can do." Dave's face was an angry
looking red mask and the flames had also singed the hair around the

adges of his helmet. His eyes ached and each application of snow
Seemed to make the pain more unbearable. And so it wentthroughthe
ong, restless night. There was no relief for the burned soldier and no
•est for his friends. It was imperative that they find help right away.
Dave was nauseous and trembling.

At the first sign of dawn, the men agreed to take a chance and ask for

elp at the nearest house. The soldiers hovered around Dave in an

(attempt to support and protect him from the "biting wind that greeted

Ihem as they left the trees and entered the clearing. Almost directly

khead, silhouetted against the sky, stood a farm house. The men
jmoved as quickly as Dave's faltering pace would allow for they all

realized what would happen if they were spotted now. Finally, they

were across the clearing and on the porch of the house. Theirfears and
tensions yielded only to the incredible compulsion to know who was
inside the house. Dusty knocked softly, and the door opened
immediately. A woman appeared. Seeing the American uniforms and
sensing an urgency, she quickly motioned them inside. The woman's
gaze moved to Dave's face, and she led him to a chair where she
quickly removed his helmet. Directly behind him he could feel warmth
of logs burning in the fireplace. Meanwhile Dusty and the other boys
stood in what seemed to be oblivion, grateful for the warmth of the fire

and the prospect of finding help for their buddy. No one had spoken! It

had not seemed necessary.

Now the woman was standing over Dave, moving her hands gently

over his eyes and across the tight skin that covered most of his face.

Back and forth — like feathers — she drew her fingertips from the

forehead to the nose, across the cheeks and to the hair line. Sometimes
it seemed as if the woman murmured softly as she repeated the

motions over and over again. Then, a sigh came from Dave. His body
seemed to droop in the chair. His breathing became normal and the

awful trembling stopped. As he looked up at the smiling woman Dave
realized that the pain was gone. The woman took his hands and placed
them on his face. It was really true, the pain had disappeared.

Dave tried to speak, tried to hank her, but she put her fingers gently

on his lips as if to silence him. Then she put his helmet back on his head
and helped him to his feet. As the Americans were about to leave the

house, the woman extended her hands upward and again itseemed as

if a slight murmur left her lips. She smiled gently and closed the door
behind them as they went from the house. After walking a short

distance, Dave abruptly broke the silence. "Slow up guys, I have to go
back. I want to give her my lucky coin. I'll only be a minute." The
soldiers slowed their pace with grave apprehension for it was almost

light by now. As Dave reached the door and started to knock, he could

see that it was already ajar. Quickly, he slipped inside, the coin in

hand. As his eyes searched the deserted room, a coldness invaded his

body forthere was no fire burning in the fireplace. Thestrangesilence
told him that no one had lived there for a very long time. Dave put his

hands to his face as if trying to reassure himself of what had taken

place just minutes before. Concerned that Dave was gone too long, the

other men rushed back into the house. Once inside they, too, saw and
felt the eerie emptiness that had enveloped the dwelling, and they all

stood staring into the fireplace that now held lifeless ashes.

In complete silence they made their way back to the safety of the

forest. No one ever spoke of it, but each was to wonder more than once
during his lifetime what had really happened during the strange

interlude at Bastyonne.
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smau Doy,

..ng against darkness,
f^hes rugged oak

and knows this is the end.

small boy,

,'ing into blindness,

\its for night-walker

and knows he's there agaii



small boy,

,ing in his nightdress,

s walker's bright eye

and knows he's so frighten-

>•,/;";. V;\;\ VJ
sma/l boy,

ng with brightness,

ather to him

and knows he's his friend.

. . . Dean DiBisceglie



Slender lady

Finely painted face

Breath of pepperment

Every fluffy hair in place

Wizzing whitewalls

Silver sleek machine

Cushion-carpet-

Air conditioned palace for a queen

And me 9

/ reign in Volkswagen 1964

Rust on bumper

Scratches on the door

Blue \ean princess

Hair in windy disarray

Sneakers-singing

Simple sunshine day.

. . Chris Hodyl
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The moon in all its brilliance was full.

A nebula hovered around it.

What a stroke of luck for the Halloween Eve!

I began to imagine witches concocting a magic potion,

Slyly casting spells, grinning toothlessly

As they filled their bags with goulie goodies. . .

Not realizing that I was conjuring, too.

Slowlv the pains began.

My stomach was gyrating and my skin quivered.

A kaleidoscope of colors flashed through my mind

And the battle began!

We fought against something unknown to each of us.

You kicking for air as I calmed my spastic breathing.

Then, as the moon settled, and a new day's dawn tolled,

I opened my eyes to my Scorpio Child,

My ears to his cry, and my heart

To a never-ending love.

SCORPIO CHILD
by fTlaureen Lamanna

artist, Nancy Kal



THINGS I NOTICE
by Juana Hoppc

The smell of bookstores

On a rainy day,

The green of coke bottles

Empty by the sea.

The breeze of hot days

On my naked skin

And the scent from halls

Of the old school.

The skin of my lover

To love with my hands.

The feel of my footsteps

On hot sleepy sand.

The waves of the ocean

That hold me kindly

And the feeling of freedom

With no goals to find.

art by Brenda Beverage
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art by Dominique Jungwirth
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My privileged existence

And perceiving eyes,

The touch of wet flowers

In morning dew,

The flight of a seagull

Across evening skies

As a child of the air,

I grow no roots.
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Dark and grey, dark and light

Often black tinged .with white

Moving, moving toward the night

Always drifting out of sight.



otographer, Laurie Crooks

UNLERSHED WORDS

Within me there's a turbulence

That's longing to be free,

I wish that I could turn it loose

Like white-caps on the sea.

For all this turmoil deep inside

Can't know patience of the tide,

Nor timeless ebb on ceaseless ride

That washes deep and reaches wide.

Not unlike words that should be shared

For beauty in their saying,

Or even the unwritten lines

That some of us call praying.

I yearn to share my common thoughts

with those who'd think me humble,

The kind of folks who tolerate a literary stumble.

Slowly building, gathering speed, it begins. Out in the seemingly

vast, limitless expanses of the ocean, a wave is formed. Mounting,

building higher and more powerful, it starts a wild rampaging rush

towards the shoreline. It rears up to its full height, pauses there in its

magnificence for a fleeting second, and breaks into a maddening run

for the beach. The white foam boils and froths like the mouth of a mad
dog. It comes pounding down upon its prey as though it would smash
the boulders and shore as it hits. But no, it is reduced to a tiny miniature

of its once great self as it crawls farther and farther up, trying to reach

. . . just a little more, but rolls back defeated. The circling gulls laugh a

mocking cry as the sea once again begins, slowly building, gathering

speed . . .

. . . Stephen Shannon

Then, I'd feel I'd left my mark

like natures ceaseless tide,

And all the turmoil that I feel

would finally subside.

BY MARSETTE PERL
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Running by Juana Hopper

/ see my prints on the ground,

Feel so close to it and so small.

Also. I look down at myself

From above.

Ahead, the wildest of sunsets encroaches;

Behind, the darkness approaches . . .

Sudden realization

About life's only direction . . .

Always running

To the beautiful lure of sunset,

Always running

From the grasp of approaching darkness.

Undetermined by tomorrow
by Judy Washobauc

No longer anticipated are dreams long forgotten.

The last lonely tear dropped eternities ago.

Nothingness and emptiness are synonymous with regretfulness,

An oasis of horizons miraged.

Tomorrow's a delusion of illusions from the past,

Dreams never to surface beneath blankets of remorse.

. . . alone within the shadows

Creative yet so coarse.

A destined leader of the successful, follower of all,

A ladder for the willing, is this entity so small.

Behind facades of grandeur, maturity and strength

Lies a soul weak, unprotected,

And susceptible to decay.

Realistic idealists

Pessimistically awaiting a miraculous change

Hypocritically contradict

Self's opinions of value and purpose.

Together fulfilling nothing but one another . . .

Separately fulfilling nothing but space.
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One More Wish

Another day

Another time

One day older . .

Wiser?

Not by tar

The same . . .

One more wish,

One more dream.

Some hope . . .
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Days fly through time.

I bide my time

Hoping my dreams

Won't out live

My days.

. . . Judy Washabaugh
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ALWAYS RUNNING

TO THE LURE OF SUNSET

FROM THE GRASP OF APPROACHING DARKNESS
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